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scope in the security domain, there is also
new demand, for example to reduce the
digital divide between old and new
Member States. On the other hand the
public budgets dedicated to space are
decreasing and space industry is in a
crisis with its capability decreasing by
around 30 percent. There is a clear
discrepancy between increasing demand
and decreasing supply. ln 'Agenda 2007',
I say that we have to close that gap. This
largely depends on the relationship
between ESA and the European Union,
and the main objective of this relationship
is the increase ofresources for space to
reconcile the supply with the demand.
Our respective roles are clear: the EU is
in charge of the demand, while ESA
orovides the solutions.

In

recent years, restructuring

industry has produced a
small number of major
players, How will Agenda
2007' change the scene for
European space industry and
whst role does ESA play in
co m

created by European citizens and for that
we depend on industry for the supply. We
have to make sure that industry is able to
respond to the existing demands. One
particular point where we can indeed help

industry is to develop the technologies to
make Europe more competitive. Europe is
in a peculiar situation because industry
cannot survive only on the money they
receive from governmental programmes
- the size of public programmes here is
six to seven times smaller than in the
United States.
The European Union will soon huve
ten new Member States. How will this
influence cooperation between ESA
and the EU?
The enlargement of the European Union
have tremendous effects on ESA. It
increases the demand for space infrastructure, including the need to reduce the
digital divide. Some new EU members
will wish to join E,SA, so we have to be
ready and look at the conditions under
which we could integrate them. These are
imporlant aspects for future collaboration.

will

in the European space

strengthening its

It is ESA's role to respond to the demand

mercial

competitiveness?

A.fler three months in ofiice, you have
issued a 4(-puge plan for the future of
ESA in the next four years, called
Agenda 2007'. Could you summarise
the key points ofthis plan?
'Agenda 2007' is a big document, so
naturally it is hard to sum up in a few
sentences. At the moment we have the
paradoxical situation in the space sector
that the demand for space systems is
going up while the public budget declines.
On the one hand, every European citizen
depends on space systems - I do not think
that there is a single European who does
not make use ofspace technology - and
consequently the demand for systems is
increasing. Because the European Union
is enlarging its borders and widening its

www.eso inl

When we say we have to increase the
resources dedicated to space, this implies
that we have to reinforce the industrial

capability in Europe and size

it according to the demand. Industry

With the Jirst experiences in
cooperating with the EU on the
Galileo project, how will relations
develop between our orgunisations in
the coming years?

is

the condition sine qua non for providing
solutions to the demand for space in
Europe. Unfortunately, space is only a
small element in a much wider context
comprising aeronautics and the defence
sector, and restructuring is not driven only
by space. ESA has to make sure that
future restructuring will not destroy
capabilities that are necessary for
developing and operating space systems.
Another important role for ESA and
Member State governments ts to put
European industry on an equal footing
with international competitors in the
commercial marketplace.

Of course, we are already successfully
cooperating the Galileo project is living

proofofthis

- and we have to increase
that cooperation. We need to increase
resources for the further development of
space systems, and a Framework
Agreement between ESA and the
European Commission with this content
was adopted by the ESA Council on
12 November, after the EU Council had
adopted it on 20 October. It was formally
signed on 25 November. This Agreement
provides the institutional framework to set
up new programmes. As it is valid only
for four vears. however. we still need to
eso
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further increase institutional relationships
between ESA and the European Union.

budget is concerned it really corresponds
to the perceived demand.

I believe that we must acquire legitimacy
within the EU institutions. At the moment
we are completely separated from them
and cannot increase our cooperation
without this legitimacy. We are therefore
at the very beginning ofthe relationship

Do you think thut u dedicuted
Commissioner for space affairs and
space budget could also be a solution
for this? How important is this for
ESA and the EU?

between the EU and ESA.

Of course it is not for me to define the

How realislic is the envisaged 30%
increase in ESA activities, based on an
in cre as e d Ji n u n ciq I co ntrib utio n fro m
the EI/?
The question is not whether this planned
increase in activities is realistic, but what
is demanded from us. I think 30% is the
right otder of magnitude. We need to take
the increase step-by-step because more
solutions mean more industrial capability
and more competences, and we cannot
increase these in one day. The increase is
realistic in technical terms. As far as the

eso bullelin
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new European Commission, but it is
essential that there is a Commissioner not
necessarily in charge of, but at least
interested in space, like Commissioner for
Research Philippe Busquin. The fact that
he is interested in space has been
instrumental in establishing the
relationship between ESA and the
European Community. However, in terms
of meeting the demand, a space
Commissioner alone is not sufficient space covers many areas. such as

transport, environment and security, and
we need to maintain good relations with

these officers as well.

A Commissioner in

of space is of course important to
promote space within the Commission,
but the demand stems from the individual
policies. I am very happy with the White
charge

Paper that Commissioner Busquin

presented on 1l November because it is
fully coherent with 'Agenda 2007'. It is

exactly what I was waiting for: it clearly
states that there is a demand and it asks for
the European Union to be more involved
in space aclivities. including recruiting
more resources.
You have mentioned the possibilist

of

Russia becoming sn Associate Member

of ESA.ll/hat role does ESA play in
drawing Russia closer to Europe?

In 'Agenda 2001',1propose that Russia
becomes an Associate Member of ESA
because it is Europe's neighbour. Russia
has such a big potential in all areas of
spaceflight and technology and it is

high time for us to have a closer
relationship with them. A concrete
example ofthat cooperation could be
launching Soyuz from Kourou, but
I personally think we need to go beyond
mere cooperation and work together on
an institutional basis.
Do you think ESA will cooperate more

closely with China in the future?
China is already a large space power and
has an impressive space capability. At the
same time, they are a good customer for
space infrastructure - in a country ofthat
size and with such a population and huge
economic growth and little ground
infrastructure, there is certainly a high
potential demand. They are a significant
space player and we definitely cannot
ignore them. Cooperation might be more
difficult than with our long-standing
partners the USA and Russia, but I do
see possibilities, certainly within the

Scientific Programme.

In your opinion, whut problems

does

ESA cuwently have?
First ofall, ESA has a long track record
of successes in building up programmes,

pulling together resources, development
and operations. We have the ability to
develop satellites, all ofthem successes,
and launchers achievements to be proud
of. lt is mainly thanks to ESA that
European citizens can depend today on
space-based products and services.
However, there are a few things that are
limiting factors and are on the agenda for
change. For example, ESA is funded
almost exclusively by its Member States'
research budgets, although our activities
go far beyond research and development
alone. At the moment, as I have already
said, we are not part of the EU institutions
and framework, but I think we are starting
to remove this obstacle with the
Framework Agreement. Clearly, however,
we need closer bonds with the EU.

ttJww eso
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Thirdly, ESA is not involved in security
and defence issues at the moment, and I
think this should be changed as there is

no fundamental technological difference
between civil and defence systems. The
best examples are GPS, a US military
system used for civil purposes, and
Galileo, a civil system that will also be
used by the defence community. In that
sense, I would like ESA to be involved in
the procurement of the space segments
required by the defence sector. However,
this is more extending rather than
correcting the scope of ESA. We do not
need to do different things, but to respond
to the demand and do more and extend

the scope.

Is it planned
O b s erv

to

perform future Earth

utio n mis sion s

in

co

op eratio

n

with other agencies, such as the United
States?

I think there will be more Earth
Observation missions, but this is again a
question of demand. We need to respond
to the environment and security policies
of our Member States. These cannot exist
without a certain space infrastructure. We
do not do Earth Observation and increase
activities to please our own engineers, but
because there is a strong demand from the
outside. One of my maxims is'Don't
propose solutions without a problem!'
This means that we have to understand
the problem and the demand first, and
only then design a solution.

How high is education on your list
priorities?

of

are still at school - even still at primary
school - today. ESA is not in charge of
education itself, but we can provide
space-related tools to educators in Europe

that could contribute to the revival ofthe
attractiveness of science and engineering.
Every schoolgirl and -boy is interested in
space - astronauts, rockets and satellites,
parabolic flights, everything and we
have to make sure that we provide a
knowledge base so that we do not find
ourselves without a skilled workforce in
20 years!

What is the relative value of manned
and unmunned missions in the
framework of Agenda 2007'?
Human spaceflight is now part of life and
part of the history of mankind, and it goes
far beyond space activities alone. Our
curiosity did not come with the arrival of
space activities, but long before that.
Mankind has always been curious and we
will definitely continue to explore space
and send astronauts into space. At the

moment, we in Europe are dependent on
US and Russian flights, which means
human spaceflight cannot be our number
one priority. Because we have a lot to do

to respond to the'hemands on Earth, I am
doubtful that we can become independent
of our partners soon. We are. also
dependent on our partners for the
schedule for assembling the ISS. This,
however, does not mean we will stop
activities; on the contrary, I am convinced
that human spaceflight is still at a very
early stage and that we will never stop
exploring.
@esa

Education is a very, very important aspect
for ESA. There is no space activity

without scientists and engineers, and I
must say that I am scared by the fact that
interest in science is declining in most
developed countries. In 20 years from
now, this could really become a
bottleneck, and ESA cannot wait until
then - we have to address this problem as
soon as possible. Tomorrow's engineers
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develop the modular Spacelab system

The Beginnings

an integral element of the US
The start of Europe's involvement in
human spaceflight activities dates back to
1969, when NASA invited ESA to
participate in the Post-Apollo Programme.
In December 1972, Europe opted to

as

Space

Transportation System. The maiden flight
of Spacelab in November 1983 saw the first
ESA astronaut, Ulf Merbold, venturing into
space as the first non-American astronaut
on a US space vehicle.

ln 1971, while in the USA the Apollo
Programme was still in full swing, the
Soviet Union had launched and tested its
first space station, Salyut 1. After making
several modifications to the following
Salyuts, the second-generation Salyut 6
and 7 stations appeared rn 1971 and 1982,
respectively. With an additional docking
port to receive the unmanned Progress
logistics spacecraft, the crews could stay
aboard the station for a longer period, and
visiting crews were able to join them.
Cosmonauts mainly from other Soviet-bloc

countries were invited during

the

'Intercosmos Programme' to visit the
stations. The first non-Russian was
Vladimir Remek from Czechoslovakia in
1978, and the third was the German

Sigmund Jdhn from the German
Democratic Republic in the same year.

Signing

of
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of lhe llemorondun of llnderctonding lor implementotion

the Spocelob progronme on

24 Septenher
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Ulf Merbold during the SpmelobJ mission

I
Until the disintegration of the

Soviet

I

Union, the Russian-built space stations

tr

i

hosted other astronauts from ESA Member

States, selected and trained for their
missions through their national space
agencies. The

first of them was the

Frenchman Jean-Louo Chr6tien from
CNES, who visited Salyut 7 in 1982.
The subsequent years were characterised

by cooperative programmes between the
two providers of human-rated transportation systems, the USA with its Space
Shuttle and Russia with its Soyuz rocket on
one side, and ESA, national agencies and
even private ventures, with Helen Sharman
as the first female European cosmonaut to

visit Mir (in 1991), on the other.
The time after the first recruitment of
European astronauts rn 1977 by ESA,
followed by the establishment of astronaut
offices at CNES and DLR in 1980 and
1983, respectively, saw the cooperation
between ESA and NASA grow within the
Spacelab development and utilisation plan,

and thus also the training of ESA
astronauts as mission and payload
specialists to fly on the Space Shuttle.
During this period, DLR had its own
cooperative bilateral programmes with

N
Dl

exploiting its national Spacelaband D2 missions. Also. CNES had a

strong cooperative programme. with its
astronauts flying on both the Russian and
the US space vehicles.
Altogether, therefore, ESA, CNE,S and

DLR astronauts made a number of

such

cooperative flights with the USSR/Russia
on the Soyuz rocket to the Russian Salyut
and Mir space stations, and with NASA on
satellite

the Space Shuttle for science,

deployment and repair missions, and
missions to the Mir space station and lately
to the ISS.
When US President Ronald Reagan first

announced

the Space Station

(called

'Freedom'at that time) project in 1984 and
invited in following years the active
participation ofEurope, Japan and Canada,
ESA began its own ambitious programme!
encompassing the Columbus Programme
with the Attached Pressurised Module for
the Space Station, the Man-Tended Free
Flyer, the serviceable Polar Platform and

Mileslones in Humon Spoceflight

the manned Hermes

l2 April l96l
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addressing the resulting long-term need for
astronauts, ESA also established the

2l
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l$
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Yuri Gogorin
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ISS:
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European Astronaut Centre (EAC)

Neil Arm$rong
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spaceplane. In

Umberlo Guidoni (5T5-l 00)

second
year later.

astronaut-selection process a
Only in 1998 did the ESA Council decide
to create a single European Astronaut
Corps by integrating astronauts from the
Member States' national space agencies
into the existing ESA Astronaut Corps.
Hence the legacy of Human Spaceflight
in Europe is now being carried forward by
ESA, based on the heritage of 44 astronaut
missions with 30 European astronauts on
37 missions, l9 with the Space Shuttle and
18 with the Soyuz transportation system.
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30 [uropeon ostronouts porlkipoled in 37 spoaflight misions, the sum of missions for oll oslronouts is 44
Flown os osfronouls: D: I 0; F: 9; l: 4; B: 2; NL: 2; A: 1; (H: l; 5: l; E: l; IJK: I (induding current osignments)
Asignmenls per (ounlry: F: 16; D: 13; l:5; (H:4; B:2; E:2; NL:2; A: l; IJK: l;5: I
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(ooperolive Progrommes wilh NASA

troining ol the NASA Johnson Spoce Gnter

Within its cooperative programmes, and subject to the constraints
of the Space Shuttle schedule,

mission objectives and overall

1982 and 1998, when the
Spacelab Programme was

operations requirements, NASA
oflered 'best effort' flight assign-

terminated after the NASA
Neurolab mission, the Long

ments to ESA and national agency
astronauts working and training at
its Johnson Space Center in

Module of Spacelab flew 16
times, primarily for life and
physical sciences payloads, and

Houston. As far as possible,
NASA treats these astronauts,

Spacelab Pallet-only missions
were flown six times, primarily

for disciplines like astronomy,
astrophysics and atmospheric

once accepted and integrated into

the NASA Astronaut Office, just
like US astronauts in terms of
flight assignments. In the past. its

physics. Together with the non-

ESA astronauts, nine Europeans
worked aboard Spacelab, as
researchers and systems and

goal was to assign astronaut
candidates to their first flight
within three years of successful
completion of their 'Basic

payload specialists.

The laboratory's initial design was as

Training'.

In

a

always recognised and supported the
objective of a joint astronaut training

'Sortie Can' to be carried into orbit in the
Space Shuttle's cargo bay. Its initially
agreed free-flying mode was later

approach under a 'Mission Specialist
Training Agreement', to ensure the

abandoned, and it thus became 'Spacelab'.
Unlike Skylab, the first US space station

availability of qualified Mission Specialist
members of the European Astronaut
Corps as a key element in the continued
success of ESA,A{ASA cooperation. This
cooperation has led in the past to space

which had been integrated mostly from

this context. NASA and E,SA have

was
existing Apollo
new
launched in 1973, Spacelab was a
construction offering a much wider range

hardware and

Space Telescope, Tethered Satellite, SRTM

of applications.
As a result of its numerous missions.
Spacelab turned out to be the most
important and most frequently flown

and MPLM, involving NASA,

Shuttle payload system

flights developed through joint programmes such as Spacelab, Eureca, Hubble

and the ESA Member States,

and nor,l' most recently

the

ESA

to date.

Between

(ooperolive Progrommes

wifi the

Soviel

Union/Rusio

The first generation of Soviet space
stations, from Salyut I to Salyut 5, was
characterised by a number oftechnological

and operational achievements important
lor the sustained operation of space
stations, but also by a number of failures.
Although Salyut 1 was launched and tested
successfully, this first mission ended

tragically when

all three cosmonauts

lost their lives following the sudden
decompression of their Soyuz capsule
during reentry. After a brief pause and
several redesigns, the crewed

flights to the Salyut

stations

International Space Station.
Spacelab was the result of

were resumed.

negotiations in which
contributions to the Space
Shuttle Programme and

Soviet space station Salyut 6
(1911-82) received 16 crews,

space stations
were discussed. Europe, at
that time represented by the

capsules, and Salyut

elements

of

European Space

Research

Organisation (ESRO, which

The

second-generation

carried aloft
l99l

)

by 12 Progress
1 (1982-

10 crews, transported

by 13 Progress capsules with
25 tonnes of equipment and
propellant. Each of these

was ESA's predecessor),
focused more and more on
the development of a space
laboratory in which scientific
missions of up to nine days'

Wuhbo

duration could be conducted,

the Sooteloh-Dl mission in 1985
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stations hosted six long-duration
flights, in which the stays onboard

were increased from 185

lhe

l',/iir

stolion

days

(Salyut 6) to 231 days. Thanks to
the additional Progress logistics craft,

(urrenl ond Fulure Aclivilies ol lhe

many science-trained

Europeon Aslronoul

of the Interkosmos

The roots of ESA's European
Astronaut Centre (EAC) in
Cologne (D) reach back to 1977.

astronauts
from Soviet-bloc countries were
able to visit the two stations as part

Programme.
Vladimir Remek (CZ), Miroslav
Hermascewski (PL) and Sigmund
Jrihn (GDR) were followed as nonRussian cosmonauts by C. Ivanov
from Bulgaria in 1979, B. Farkas

(enlre

At that time, the Agency's first four
astronauts were selected, following

a

pre-selection process

by

the

Member States, for training for the
Spacelab-1 mission. The Centre
was formally created to meet the

from Hungary in 1980, and D.
Prunariu from Romania in 1981.
The CNES astronaut Jean-Loup

developing long-term need for
astronauts, in May 1990, when the

in 1982 as the
first astronaut from an ESA
Chr6tien followed

Host Agreement between ESA and

Member State to visit the Salyut

the German national authorities

statron.

was signed.

ln February 1986, the

third

generation of Russian space stations was
introduced with the launch of the Mir core
module, and five other modules, Kvant
(1987), Kvant 2 (1989), Kristall (1990)
Spektr (1995) and Priroda (1996),

followed. Unlike the earlier
stations. Mir had at its front end a
six-fold berthing adapter, which
meant that four additional modules,
besides Soyuz and Progress spacecraft, could be attached.

By 1990, the

T:shaped Mir

station measured 33 m in length,
was 28 m high, and had an overall
mass of 70 tonnes. However, the
Soviet Union's political and social
restructuring was already giving
rise to public discussion about the
aims and objectives of manned
spaceflight. After the Union's dissolution this discussion continued,
leading ultimately to the cancellation
of the Buran spaceplane and
Energia healyJift launcher program-

mes. Thus only one

of the

three
main programmes survived, the
Mir space station. Except for two

short breaks, from July 1986 to
February 1987 and from April to
September 1989. this station was
permanently crewed until just a
few weeks before its de-orbitins in

t2
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EAC rapidly became the home
March 2001. European Astronauts made a
total of 12 missions to Mir, including the
record 179-day flight by Thomas Reiter in
t995t96.

base for all European astronauts,

following

the selection of six more

astronaut

candidates

in

1992. As Hermes. the Free-

Flyer and the Polar Platform had all been

cancelled

focused

by then, the Centre

on

supporting ESA's
astronauts assigned to International
Space Station precursor missions
aboard the Shuttle/Spacelab and
Mir. Their training programme was

developed in close cooperation
with NASA and Russia's Gagarin
Cosmonaut Training Centre, and
was first applied to the payload

training for the Euromir-94/95
mlss10ns.

A key milestone for EAC was
the ESA Council decision in March
1998

to

integrate

all

European

astronauts henceforth into a single

European Astronaut Corps. This
integration process, recently finally
complete( has resulted in a Corps

of

presently

l5

astronauts. Its

structure, including the number and
age distribution of the astronauts,

lhonos Reiter during his nision oboord
Novenber 1995

l'/iir

in

is driven by the capabilities required to
support European human spaceflight
missions for the pursuit of space exploration,

science and technology, and their

as an ISS Partner and allowing for

fhe Europeon Astronout hrps. Fron lefl-front: Duque, lhiele,

significant savings in the national budgets.
However, an updating of the originally

tlervoy, Guidoni, Eyhons, Ewold, Viltori ond Nkollier. from lefthotk: Nespoli, Reiler, fuglesong, De Winne, lognini (left Corps in
liloy 2003 to hetone Heod of Aslronout Division, EAQ, khdgel,

planned funding, and with particular

established European Astronaut Policy was
eventually needed to take into account
many new developments, including the

emphasis on flights to the ISS.

expected number

In parallel with the coming together of
Europe's astronauts, an expert staff for

the evolution of the ISS programme and

months) missions, either

the Station's commercial

astronaut training and medical support was
also assembled at EAC, with team members
being seconded from the German, French
and Italian space agencies. Started inApril

aspects, together

vehicles or with the Space Shuttle.
Apart from being the home base of the

2000 for an initial period of 4 years, this
initiative has recently been extended until

applications, consistent with approved and

of flight

Perrin ond Kuipers

opportunities,

utilisation

with the inclusion of tools
for flexible management of the Corps.

with

Soyuz

European astronauts and the management

In June 2002, therefore, the ESA Council

and technical base for ESA's astronaut

approved an updated Policy, including

such important aspects as: Selection
and Recruitment, Mission Assignment,
Management of the Astronaut Corps,

activities, EAC has become the focal point
for all ISS astronaut training on European
elements of the Space Station, including
the Columbus module, its onboard

endeavour covers all aspects of astronaut
activities, such as the management of the
European Astronaut Corps, the training of
ISS-bound astronauts from ESA and all of
the Partners, and the necessary medical

Astronaut Public Appearances, Supporl to
Commercialisation, Nationally Sponsored

scientific facilities, and the AIV These
activities have already started and will

support.

now clear guidelines in place for the future

The formation of the single European
Astronaut Corps and the build-up of the

activities of the Centre, with training
focusing for the next decade on the

EAC Team were important decisions that
have ultimately provided Europe with an
organisation matching its responsibilities

preparations for and execution ofastronaut
missions to the ISS, be they short-duration
(about 2 weeks) or full-increment (up to 6

2007. This very successful cooperative

www.eso

inl

Missions, Other Roles

for

European

reach their peak in 2004.

Astronauts, and National Agency Support to

EAC. With this updated Policy, there are
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days, but for long periods of time and
they are using it 24 hours a day hopefully
for the next 15 years.

Another very recent important change
is that China has just launched its first
'taikonaut'. This should lead to a more

intensified initiative in Europe than there
has been in the last ten

years either to

cooperate with China or to push European
research and development. A new crew
capsule from Europe, for example, would
make the ISS much more valuable. We
do not have a rescue system on the ISS
that could bring six or seven astronauts
and cosmonauts back to Earth in an
emergency. Ignoring the impact of the
Coltrmbia catastrophe, there is only
capacity for a crew ofthree
onboard ISS in the near future.
A rescue capsule would mean
a crew of six or seven and
more time and manpower for
science, and at the same time
it would upgrade Europe from
a junior partner to a major
player on an equal footing with
the United States and Russia.

How and why did you become an
aslronuut?

I have a strong curiosity and I love science.
I worked for ten years in the Max Planck
Institute for Metals Research in Stuttgart,
studying point defects in metals in the
field of experimental solid-state physics.
It was a fascinating time because Max
Planck Institutes are leading scientific
institutions in Germany. However, I did
not like concentrating on a single narrow
field of science in order to be efficient
and create new scientific knowledge.
Science nowadays is such a tremendously
vast field that it is impossible for one
single human being to know everything. I
was about 35 or 36 and felt that I was at a
point in life to take a strategic decision,
either to continue in my career and
become a professor or to add new
disciplines to what I knew already. I
browsed through weekend newspapers
and came across an ad where the German
Aerospace Centre (DLR) on behalf of
ESA announced the opportunity to fly on
the first Spacelab mission as a payload

specialist. ln terms of scientific fields this
was a very colourful and attractive

As far as science is concerned
Europeans are well established
and recognised in this field.

In spaceflight, has unything changed
signfficantly since you first went up on
Spacelab-l in 1983 as theJirst ESA
astronaut?

Yes

today, we have a very different and

This was already the case at
the time of Spacelab. Our experimenls past and future ones - are at least ofthe
same

quality as US experiments, if not

better. On Spacelab, we had 72 experiments

accepted as a permanent programme

within ESA or whether it would be

plasma physics, earth
observation, atmospheric physics,

major space powers have moved from
confrontation to cooperation. All
countries that have a potential to fly to
space are involved in constructing the
International Space Station (lSS). And on
a more scientific and less political level:
the ISS is a reality, it is a laboratory that
is available to scientists not onlv for a few

shared equally between the US and
Europe, even though there were 13
American and 59 European instruments.
Although in comparison this meant an
advantage in resources for the Americans,
our experiments were more sophisticated
and extremely well prepared, so they
delivered the more imoressive results!
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whether human spaceflight would be

disciplines

material sciences, physiology,
astrophysics and many more. Resources,

eso bulletin I

At that time it was still not certain

from a huge variety of scientific

in my opinion better situation. First and
most important of all is that the Cold War
is now history and that consequently the

t4

programme. I loved flying anyhow, and
so I applied. After one year I signed my
ESA contract to become one of the first
three E,SA astronauts - and I do not
regret this!

including astronaut time and energy, were

terminated after Spacelab-1. There were
times when I did not feel secure. but it
was a great endeavour. It was fascinating
to work with so many different scientists,
to talk to and learn from so many people
from different backgrounds. Wubbo
Ockels and T put our noses into all of the
various fields vestibularresearch.
plasma research (trying to produce
artificial northern lights by firing
powerful electron beams into the
atmosphere), biology, physiology, etc.

Spoce

-

Where Humons Moke o Difference...

Twenly yeon since Spocelob-l ! | remember lhe hord work, lhe excilemenf,
on ftis mission ol

fie

fte

onlicipolion of greot fiings, buf oko

end of | 983. Thh wos reolly o pioneering effort. Ihe first lime

fiol

feoms from oll over lurope ond the United Stotes worked logelher on o humon spoceflighl wilh

fiof if

know now

never reolly got out of this test phose, even ofier more lhol I 00 flights.

scienfifk experimenls covering oll disriplines of

fte

..

fie

fiot

contern oboul evenls posibly going wrong

Shuttle freshly oul 0f its offidol orbitol test phose (ond we

), o loborolory mode in Europe on ils

fid

flighl, ond on onoy of

spoce sriences. Whof o rhollenge! And whot o succes! | reully think lhot Spocelob-l sef o posilive lone for oll

the Shuttle-bosed spoce science missions thot followed, ond fiere were mony of them. My congrolulolions lo
copobility

fie

tSA, NASA, 0er0sp0(e industry groups ond o lorge number of stientisf

fie

whole leom, ond my grolilude for proving o

hod never been demonstroted before! My deepest resped for the flight rrew, oho, led by John Young, wilh Brewsler Show, 0wen Goniolt, Roberl

Porker, Byron Lichtenberg ond, lost bul not leosl, Ulf Merbold.

As

o member of the

fint

group of ESA ostronouls, logefier

wift

Ulf Merbold ond Wubbo 0rkeh, I followed

fie finol steps of preporolion for

this mission ond

mission itself with greol inleresl, olthough I hod stopped being direaly involved wilh il since mid-l 980. Wubbo suaesfully flew o couple of yeors lohr on
Spocelob-Dl mission.Mylurncomemuchlofer,inJulylgg2,ondon0verydifferentkindof
performonre of the first test of the lhlion-Americon leftered Sotellite Syslem (ISS-l ). I hod

fly on

mission: deploymentof fielurecoScientifirPlotform,ond

fie greol privilege

fte NASA/ISA Hubble Spoce Telescope (HSI) for
lo serve fte sdentific communily by ofier meons!

before the end of I 999. Iwo of ftese were visils lo
Spocelob but hod the opporlunity

fte

fie

of tuking port in three odditionol sporeflights

repoirs ond moinlenonce of the orbiting observolory. I did nol

Humon intervention on HST hos been very suaesful on oll servicing mission so for. Ahhough quite complex,

fie

Telescope would hove been immensely more

complex ond expensive hod it been designed lo be serviced by robofic meons. h would hove remoined ineffecfive (sphericol obenolion coused by the foulty shope
of

fie primory mirror, | 990; iiller

coused by the originol solor orroys, I 990), ond loler decommissioned (role sensor unil foilures, | 9991 wilhoul

copobility. 0n numerous oaosions during
operotionol pofts, which is typicolly

fe

fie firee

in-orbi servicing

servicing missions so for the flexibility of humon inlervenlion wos used to engoge ohernofe vs. plonned

kind 0f ocfon roboB 0r 0ul0m0lk syslens ore nof well suiled for (solor orroy jellison, | 993; HST oft shroud door opening

ond dosing problems, 1993 ond 19991.

Ihe lethered Solellib System wos onolher Shuille poylood whose operolion wos heovily dependent on humons. Sohllile deploymenl ond retievol ond fie oclive
domping of the sotellite ond tefier osdllofion modes were sfriclly dependent on monuol inlervenlion with the 0rbitert lhruslers. Here ogoin,

fis

wos o queslion ol

co$. The syslem wos very experimenlol ond il would hove been unwise lo
poy the lorge rosl of oulomolion for o complex syslem in ils eorly lesfing
ond developmenl stoge. The I5S concepl hos nof been pursued in ils
dynomicol ond eledrodynomicol opplirolions for lnlernolionol Spoce
5l0fi0n supporl, bul

il

is only o quesfion of time before

fte (on(epl

bock m on effedive woy to control Shfion orbitol ohitude without

fie

(omes
use

of

propellonf.

In oddition lo Spocelob, HSI ond ISS ore two exomples of Shuflle-borne,
operoled or serviced syslems where humon involvemenl in orbil mode o
huge difference. In generol, inlerodive spoce loborolory focilifies, complex
spoce syslems servicing ond moinlenonre, or new syslems in

fieir le$

or

eorly developmenl sloge, benefil enormously from humon inlervenlion in
s00(e.

We hove benefited tremendously from oll ospecls of spore utilisolion ond

explorolion since we fin| venlured beyond the Eodht olmosphere more

fion forly yeors 0g0, ond sinre lhe firsf

Spocelob mission lwenfy yeors

ogo. I om obsolutely ronvinred thot we should ronlinue lhe iourney, build
on whol hos been oaomplished so for in reseorch ond explorolion, ond

finolly ottempl lo estoblish ond exploil severol working regions in spoce,
properly inlerconnected. Achieving surh obiectives will moke o significonf
difference

b future humon developmenf.

1oude Nkollier
ESA
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In my opinion, a good experiment has to
be at the border between the known and
the unknown because it tries to find new
results. We not only had to familiarise
ourselves with the basics of the new

fields, we actually had to reach the top of
knowledge, the grey area between the
known and the unknown. in order to
undersland and operate the experiment

properly. We learned the means and
methods of all the experiments and the
reasons why they had to do it in orbit. It
was a sparkling intellectual atmosphere!
Spaceflight is intensely emotional - but it
is also intensely intellectual. I think I am
really lucky to have had the opportunity
to widen my views from a narrow field to
a more general knowledge. We also had to
learn many practical things, like drawing
a blood sample, and got a lot ofhands-on
training. After all, performing experiments
is like playing the violin or any other
instrument: you have to know the theory
to produce sounds, but you also have to
develop skills and a sense for virtuosity.
You said that spaceflight is both
emotional and intellectuaL You have
spoken a lot about the intellectual side
- how about your emotions when you
heard that you would fly?

That was a situation of mixed feelings Wubbo and I were close friends, we had
been working together lor two years in
Huntsville, Alabama
and at the end

of

the training in the

Volery Polyokov toking o blood
somple

fron Ulf lterhold during
his

l6

llir

nission
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Marshall Spaceflight Center we knew
that only one ofus could be the first.
However, when the German government
decided to fly the German-Dl mission,
Mr Finke, a high official in the Ministry,
promised that the aslronaut serving as
backup for Spacelab-l would fly on Dl,
so in the end it was not that complicated
because we both had the suarantee that
we would fly.

In Huntsville, we had been working with
the computer system that simulated the
complete Spacelab-l configuration,
scientific experiments and potential
problems. We had the same knowledge,
and in the end the investigators'working
group had to take the decision between
the two of us and their recommendation
was in my favour. Of course I was happy,
but I would have preferred to have the
opportunity to share the experience with
him. After all these years I am still
grateful to Wubbo that he, after a very
short moment of frustration, accepted to
be the backup and to do his utmost to
make Spacelab-1 a successful flight. The
success of this mission was also a boost
to continue with D1. After my flight,
Wubbo and I went straight into training
for the next mission, this time with
reversed roles.

Let's talk about the Jlight itself, lYhat
do you remember most, both in terms
of science and the flight experience?

I couldn't pick one memory above the
other, there are so many... We as crew
had different roles. For some experiments
we were merely lab technicians we put
materials sealed in cartridges into furnaces,

heated melted solidified the materials,
pushed buttons and started computer
programs. In other cases we were in
scientific control of the experiments, and
some of them were almost artistic - for
example a silicon crystal experiment in a
furnace called the Mirror Heating Facility.
The investigator taught us to observe the
liquid zone of the crystal rod, make an
assessment of how long it would take
until it would become unstable, what the
material should look like and what to
expect to be able tojudge the next step.
From a crew point ofview, these
experiments are more interesting of course.

I also remember experiments from

a team

from the Uqiversity of Mainz in Germany
- they had all sorts of different vestibular
experiments, and we had to work in a
team with one astronaut acting as test
subject and another performing the tests.
These experiments had many functional
objectives, and after a lot oftraining the
experimenters gave us carte blanche. "You
have control because you know as much
as we do, use your senses", they said.

Of

course this kind of relationship has two
sides: we were proud that they trusted us,
but we also felt a huge responsibility.

Many of the experiments were fantastic
science with fantastic results. One of
them is a phenomenon that is still
unexplained today the fact that the
caloric nystagmus can also be stimulated
in microgravity. Theory predicted it couldn't
because it is a reflex that scientists thought
had to do with convection in the inner ear.
The nystagmus reflex originates from the
inner ear and acts on the eye; the ear is in
a way 'calling on the eye for help'to find
out what kind of movement it experiences,
and it can be stimulated either by spinning
the test subject or heating one and cooling
the other outer ear.

The Rood Aheod is Open...
(oming from on operotionol bockground, I would like lo forus on

fe

porliculor need of 'operolionol experlise'. In the fifties ond sixlies,

fe

spoce budgets of the spoce-

foring notions were olmosl unlimiled ond dreomers ond explorers shoped fie ronquesl of spoce. These dieoms hove given woy lo reolity. Nowodoys, spoce explorolion is

did0bdbyoaoun|sondbudgeB.Bu|spoteismore|honius|shor|{erminves|men|in|echno|ogyondreseorth.Peop|eoreno|on|yscien|istsorenginee;
poels, dreomers, explorers ond odvenlurers. In

fie

fie po$, lhese

explorers ond odvenlurers hove disrovered ond opened new fronliers. Humonkind hos conquered

oceons ond the sky, ond finolly we hove mode our firsl $eps inlo spoce. We will olwoys

[very time we hove done so,

fie long{erm

lry lo go beyond fte nexl horizon, lo explore fie unknown; il

resuhs hove proved to be beneficiol. Every doy, we trovel sofely on

fie

seos qnd in the oir. Now

fie fime hos

fie

lond,

is in our genes.

come for

humonkindb|okefenex||ogico|$ep:fee$ob|ishmentofodvi|iso|ionfolrou|inelyvenluresou|inspoce.Despitebudgetdificu|tiesonddromo|
the los of the Spoce Shuttle Columhio, we now hove estoblished 0 permonenl humon presence in
spoce

wifi fte

155.

h is imperolive lhot we conlinue lo invesl wisely. In

fie

posl, Europe hos done

ftis

ond hos ocquired independent unmonned o(cess l0 spo(e. However, if il wonls to be o moior ployer in

furfter

spoce explorolion ond in estoblishing doy{o-doy spoce lrovel, il will olso hove lo e$oblish o

copobility in humon oc(ess l0 spoce. This will require nol only
lechnologies bul oko

fte

fte funher

developmenl of new

estoblishment of solid operotionol experlise. In my posl roreer os o mililory

pilol I hove porlidpoled in severol operolions. Although technology hos olwoys ployed o big port in
the suaes,

fie

biggesl conlribulor wos wilhout doubt the people (ground crew ond ovislors olike)

who porlicipoled in the operolions. Their molivolion, resourcefulness ond invenliveness lo solve
problems, theh obility to odopt qukkly lo ever-chonging siluolions ond

fteir

copocity lo work os o

teom mode oll the difference. Ihese copobililies were ocquired firough mony yeors of foining ond
inveslmenl in operolionol skilk. In reoding

fie iniliol reporh

Spoce Slotion, I find much resemblonre lo lhis.

of

fie rew

oboord

fie

Inlernolionol

Ihe yeors of invesling in frcining, operolion

cenlres,

procedures ond Mir ond Shutlle operolions ore reolly poying 0ff. The role of [urope in monned

sporcfllght wlll depend greotly on

fie quolity

of ils operotors ond on

fte will lo invesf in people os

well os in technology. Iherefore il is obsolulely ne(essory os we move lowords more operofionol
copobilities by developing odditionol hordwore thol [urope oho conlinues lo invesl in humon
operolionol expertise. The first sleps info spore hove oheody been hken. Ihe rood oheod is open.

All Europe reolly needs is the will to trovel.

Fronk De Winne
ESA

Astronoul

We didn't have many real ESA Spacelab
flights. It is a pity that we built this
wonderful laboratory and did not have a
utilisation programme. We participated as

How was life on board?

'guest agency' in other Spacelab flights,
for example the International
Microgravity Laboratory, which was
basically a NASA mission with ESA

It was marvellous. Spacelab was a very
comfortable lab, and it is sad that NASA
stopped with it after roughly 20 flights

parlicipation. Mi

on management,
astronaut training, etc. were in the hands
of NASA. ESA also participated in Dl,
which was a German flight. Again, there
ssi

was no ESA mission management
responsibility; we were just flying
experiments, just like on D2. After Dl
came the decision not to continue with
vestibular experiments because space was
needed for the Anthrorack, which
concentrated more on cardiovascular
experiments. So it is still an open question

www.eso inl

why the caloric nystagmus can be
stimulated in microgravity.

free moments between experiments we had

breathtaking views through the viewports.
Next to all the other impressions, the
views are what make an astronaut's life an
incredible experience. Earth is incredibly
beautiful, and so are the stars in the black
sky, the Sun in the black sky...

and switched to Spacehab. Spacelab
worked perfectly, it was quiet, had a good
life support system, super air quality, nice
illumination and other fantastic features,
for example the airlock through which we
could transfer experiments into space and
back into the lab. There was also a high-

How was working on Spacelab
different from working on Mir?

quality optical window in the ceiling of
the module, so you could turn the Shuttle
so that the window faced Earth for an
undisturbed view. A camera system took
distortion-free oictures. and in the few

had a strict timeline and there was almost
no extra time if an experiment developed
problems. On Miq we were more flexible
in that respect - but there were great
deficiencies in data acquisition and

Spacelab and Mir are two completely
different science laboratories. On Mir,
you had l5 years lorexperiments on
Spacelab ten days. That means that we
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Gernon spote iubilees:
Sigmund liihn, leh, celehrotes
the

25th Anniversory ol his

fligil wnh the Rusions; Ull
Iterhold, right, the 20th
Anniversory

ol

his SpotelobJ

from the different
experiences with

where it was discovered that the male flies
died after a shorter lifetime. Pedro's
experiment was based on these findings.

Lots ofgeneral experiments have been
done on many other flights; there are
always follow-ups. In medicine,
knowledge is based on statistical data, and
it can never be a mistake to continue the
collection ofdata on a group oftest
subjects in order to draw conclusions.

Soyuz and Shuttle.

How is your relationship with Sigmund
Jiihn, the first Esst German astrcnaut

Although the small

who

flew in 1978?

Soyuz capsule is less

comfortable, it is
transmission because it was only possible
to transmit data to ground stations while
we were crossing Russian territory, which
was only about four hours per day. Spacelab

safer than the Shuttle. For future systems
escape capability during

flight needs to be

a

all phases ofthe

prime design

requlrement.

used relay satellites. so we were in constant

contact with the investigators on the
ground. On Mir, data had to be recorded
on board in various different ways. To
sum up, I think Spacelab was a more
powerful lab than Mir, with the strong
disadvantage of the limited duration.
Eventually, this led to our decision to
participate in the ISS prograrnme in order
to have a laboratory ofSpacelab quality
in orbit for years rather than days.

Mir was also a chaotic lab to live in. I
arrived there in 1994 after it been in
operation for ten years. It reminded me of
an old farmhouse in the country where
many generations of people have lived
and collected clutter. The Russians did not
provide stowage for every piece of
equipment and all the newly delivered
material from Progress ferries had to go
somewhere. It always took me a while to
find what I was looking for...

How

does flying on the Shattle
compqre to flying on a Soyuz?

How was it to be the Jirst nonAmerican on an American spacecraft?
When we started training for Spacelab-1
in Huntsville we received a warm
welcome. After all, it was also for them
the first flight where they had operational
responsibility, what we now call payload
operation, meaning the execution of the
experiments. They made sure everything
was more than perfect. In Houston you
could feel that not everyone was happy
that Europe was involved; some also
resented the new concept ofthe payload
specialist 'astronaut scientist', who was
not under JSC control like the pilots. A
couple of small things made us realise
that JSC management was suspicious.

Now, ofcourse, all this has changed.
I think we broke the ice and all our
colleagues who came after us had much
easier lives.

Are there any direct descendunts on
Columbus of experiments you had on
Spacelab?

While there is more legroom in the
Shuttle there is also much more vibration.
I hope that, ifEurope builds a new
manned carrier svstem. we will learn
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We know each other very well; I think it
was me who managed to bring him back

into the Western space programme. We
met for the first time in 1984 at an event
to celebrate Hermann Oberth's 90th
birthday and in the following years at the
IAF Congress. We discussed our
experiences and views and we had a nice
surprise: although we had lived our lives
in controversial systems and directions we
were born in places very close to each
other in Germany. After school I had
escaped a system I did not agree with and
started a new life in West Germany, while
he was an important officer for that same
system I had rejected. Still we reached the
same conclusion: it only takes 90 minutes
to complete one orbit around Earth to
experience a change in comprehension.
The planet loses its large dimensions and
becomes very small and fragile, and the
worst that could happen to it is a global
war. Remember that this was at the height
of the Cold War, the Pershing missile
crisis and the Star Wars Prosramme.
Then the world changed in November
1989 with the fall of the Berlin wall, and
less than a year after that Germany was

unified. Despite his immense experience.
Jdhn could not join the West German
Bundeswehr, so I managed to install him
in DLR and later on in ESA

There was one experiment on Pedro
Duque's list that is a direct descendant
an experiment from Dl with fruit flies

of

- much to
everybody's advantage. All ESA people,
especially astronauts training with the
Russians, could draw on his experience.

He knew Star City, the Russian training
centre. inside out and could help ESA
people when they moved there. He speaks
Russian like a Russian and knows all the
key figures of the Russian systern. For
him. this career move was a chance to
continue working in the field he loves and
use all the knou,ledge he had acquired
over the years.

Europeon Flcg on the ISS ond Beyond...
I will never forget o commenl from one of my dosmoles in

fie

NASA

oslronoul clos o{ 1996, composed of 35

Amerkons ond nine people from oher counlries. He wos confused becouse lhere were Europeon oslronouls coming

from different nolionol ogencies: "1 connol underslond, oll Europeons look olike lo me..." This exomple shows

fiol

overoll, despite

fie fod fiol

eoch counlry of lurope hos ils own hislory ond cuhure, Europeons ore mu(h

doser fion we would like to odmil. People from ofter conlinenls, with diverse cuhures, con recognise lhol ol o
glonce.

I mention this episode firstly berouse we look o big step forword in aeoling on inlegroled Europeon Aslronoul

Do you think thqt the Spacelab
programme was worthwhile for Europe?
Absolutely no question: yes! Without it
we would not be where we are. Being a
valid partner in the International Space
Station would be inconceivable if Europe
had not qualified as a partner in the

[orps

fiol

represenls lhe Europeon idenfily. This idenfity rombines our (0mm0n heritoge while ot lhe some lime

preserving the diversity, the individuolity of eoch nolion.

Secondly, it is only by recognising our differences ond unifying our slrenglhs lhol we con look lorword to the
chollenges of the new millennium. Among

fiem

is one

fiol

ond oll humonkind: building infrostructures ond spoce ships

I consider worthwhile pursuing for the luture of [urope

fiol

would ollow o lrue humon explorolion of spotel

The experience of building fhe Inlernolionol Spoce Slolion hos demonstroled

fiof

spoce explorolion is on

endeovour lhol requires fhe cooperolion of mony countries ond, omong these, lurope hos o leoding role lo ploy.

Spacelab programme.

How do you see the Juture

When I first sfepped, or rother flooted, inlo lhe uS module I felt for o splil second the responsibility of represenling

of

nol only my ltolion counlrymen, bul olso

fie

ruhure ond hislory of lurope.

spaceflight?
I hod the some feeling of pride ond responsibility when I spoke lo

fte Presideil

of

fie [uropeon [ommission,

Romono Prodi. I wos in the logislics module'Roffoello', o beoutiful piece of morhinery designed ond built in

I think it is crucial that, even facing
oroblems as we do now. we continue with
the ISS Programme. I think it is vitat that
we build an escape system for emergency
situations in order to be able to increase
the crew size to six or seven and thus
improve the value of the ISS as a
laboratory. To keep the whole system in
balance we need more people up there
and to build up more exploration-related
experiments.

lurope ond tempororily oflorhed to

fie

Spoce Stotion, ond I wos showing lhe [uropeon flog I brought with me.

Mr Prodi wos osking me obout life on boord when he sow the little flog drifiing slowly in fronl of
wos surprised, bul oko very pleosed to see thot little symbol of unified [urope presenl in

fie

romero; he

ftis lone outpost orbiting

fie torlh.
I believe ftese memories from my losl

flight ln ZOOI ore the best woy lo
celebrote lhe

25fi

Anniversory of the first

luropeon in spoce. Since lhen, o greof
deol of experience hos been goined in
humon spoceflight, ond Europe is reody to
foce the chollenge of leoving low Eorlh

The next big challenge is a flight to Mars.
I think we need to know more before we
decide to go straight to Mars or whetheq
as an intermediate step, we should return
to the Moon first. We need more operational
experience and can achieve that by using
the ISS. We also need to investigate the
human side of it how do crew members
behare in such a closed environment on
longer trips? Only based on this kind of
knowledge can we take a decision; it is
impossible now. For a possible Mars flight
we need to build better propulsion
systems, for example plasma propulsion,

to shorten the flight time

0rbil ond venturing oul lo explore lhe
Solor Syslem.

I hope lo see ogoin, in

fie

nol too dislonl

fulure, onolher beoutiful Europeon flog
on the honh londscooes of lhe Moon ond

Mon.

Europeons hove olwoys been bold

explorers. We should not lorgel

fiol

explorolion is on esenliol elemenl of
culturol ond eronomic develoomenr.

Unherto Guidoni
ESA

Astronout

Gesa
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force, I was lucky enough to be selected.
We were six new cosmonauts two each
from Czechoslovakia, Poland and the
German Democratic Republic. The training
in Star City started in December 1976, and
it was extremely interesting! Everything
was new and fascinating to me.

How and when did you learn that you
were going to fly?
Well, I only really realised that I was a
real cosmonaut when I was in orbit...
Actually, we did not know who
was going to go until it was
announced only two days before
the flight. We were two from each
country, and we did not know
which of the two of us was selected.
When I heard that it was me I was
very happy. I had dreamt ofit all

my life, and suddenly my dream
comes true! I was still very young,
30 years old, and very excited.

How did you become an astronsut,
how did you plan your career?
That was long ago - there was no human
spaceflight yet. I was a little boy of nine
when Sputnik was launched and l3 years
old when the first cosmonaut, Yuri Gagarin,
flew I found that very interesting and
thought that I also wanted to be a
cosmonaut. The first cosmonauts and
astronauts were military pilots, so after
finishing school in 1966 I went to a
military flight college. I became a pilot
and wanted to get a higher education, so I
went to the same pilot academy that Yuri
Gagarin studied at. It is now named after
him. Sigmund Jdhn, the first East-German
cosmonaut, also graduated from this
academy.

graduated inl976, and at around that
time the Soviet Union proposed for the
T

first time that people from other countries
could participate in their flights. I applied
and, probably because I had the right
education and quite some experience
from my time in the Czechoslovakian air
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Please tell us about your flight. lVhat
did you do, what did you see?
That's a very long story - I could talk about
it for many, many hours! But to sum it up,
it was one of the most interesting periods

in my life to work with all the different
people. We trained and worked together

with the Soviet cosmonauts, we were an
international team, and we were united
byof spaceflight.

I only spent eight days in space, but I am
very grateful to hawhat many other people
can only dream about. The greatest
impression that will stay with me my
whole life is: Earth is really round. It has
finite dimensions. You can actually fly
around it in tens of minutes. What was
equally impressive, though more of a
detail, were the meteors. People usually
say that these are 'falling stars', but when
you're in space they are not above your
head; I could see them far beneath my
feet. Stars were shining above me and
other 'stars' were falline below me at the

same time. The spaceship with me in it
floated between them. It was beautiful. Of
course we only watched these phenomena
outside our scientific schedule!

Our science programme wasn't as extensive
as they are today. To give you a few
examples, we had a couple of experiments
to study microgravity, material science
crystallisation experiments. We studied
the stars and how they behave, the level of
oxygen in tissue of the human body - we
had a couple

ofvery interesting

experiments. One of them was from my
hometown, which is well-known for its
excellent beer. Unfortunately we didn't
have any beer on board! Tnstead, we grew
single-cell plants. In our short flight we
grew a couple ofgenerations. But of
course it is quite difficult to speak about
the details of the scientific exoeriments
after 25 years.
You said that you enjoyed working and

training in an international team. Do
you think that your flight as the Jirst
European in space lay the foundation
Jbr a more international cooperation
and collaboration in spsce?
Personally, I believe it has. Other
cosmonauts and astronauts probably think
the same. Projects like ours facilitate
better understanding between different
countries. One proof of the pioneering
role my flight had is that the following
Russian flights had more international
crews, and nowadays they are international
by default. It is a pleasant feeling and
makes me proud to have been one of the
f,irst to start this tradition.

By the way, I never knew I was regarded
as the

first European in space until 12
I visited the Royal Military

years ago when

Museum and Space Information Centre in

Belgium as a guest. ln their space section
I was surprised to see my name listed as
the first European cosmonaut. I did not
understand this at
at that time, the
Soviet Union still existed and to me.

first

Soviet cosmonauts also belonged to

Cloudie Hoigneri visiled lllh

in

1996 for lwo weeks during lhe

Europe... but one thing is certain: I was
the first non-Soviet and non-American in
space - not a bad result after all!

on hosrd lhe lnternotionol Spoce Stotion in

llhat

in

Fronco-Russion mission'fussiopde'. She then spent eight doys

wos the only womln

\ttoher 2002.ihe

in lhe Europeon Astronout hrps, until

of Reseorch ond
in 2001.

she wos oppointed Minisler

did you do after your sts), on
Salyut? Are you still involved in space?
For a while, I stayed in the space field
until I switched back to the Military
Service. I became Director of the Czech
Air and Space Museum in Prague. Thanks
to my function as Director, I came to
Belgium and learned of my reputation!

the French Governmenl

First S-teps in Microgrovity
[orth fro'm Spoce

-

New lechnologies

Wotching

When one onives in orbit qnd the engines ore turned 0ff, oll

fie

noise ond vibrofions of the lounch stop. Still fostened to

fte

seol by seol behs, I did nol immediolely perreive

obsence of grovity. I only noticed

it by looking ot the

fie
obiects

flooting oround me. I wos very impolienl lo unfoslen fie seol
belts ond finolly experience whot I hod studied, for o long

I then retired from the military in
and started working in Russia.

1995

lime, in books ond documenls during lroining. The reolity is very different. When you ore on lhe ground, it
difficuh to understond whot floofing upside down or on

fie

is

ceiling reolly meons.

representing Czech trade companies in

Moscow. For a while I was the Director of
the Moscow branch of a Czech company
Z Strakonice, and since 2002 I have been
a Counsellor at the Czech Embassy in
Moscow In my role as Head of the Trade
and Economic Department I also deal a
lot with scientific cooperation, and I often
come across space issues, only this time I
see them from the other side. I have a
very interesting life at the moment, I meet
many fascinating and talented people and
have a position ofhigh responsibility but I do miss space!

everylhing wos like in
ond

fte

fie simulolor used

in roining in Rusio. Therefore, I knew the orchileclure of

happen in the next 20 years?

I have always tried to avoid answering this
question - I can only say what I hope. Let
me explain this with an example from my
flight. At one time aboard Salyut, I was
floating; the only physical contact I had
with the station were two fingers on a
handle. Through a window I watched the
Earth. At that moment, I felt my heart
stronger than ever before, I heard each
I was aware of all my dreams
and hopes for myself and the world. I
asked myself: What will this world be like
when I return? What will it be like in 20
years? I told myself that I don't want to
guess or gamble - I can only hope.

fie

modules

posilion of oll the obiects well, so I knew how lo move oround. However, I required o few doys lo

h

re(onslrud o reference syslem thol enobled me

orienl myself. h bok me 2-3 doys lo leorn how l0 use my

musdes ogoin, odiusling fiem lo move oround or hold obiects. I hod to re-esloblish new rules lo slobilise my body
before ofiorhing obiects to vekro or eloslir.

It only tokes 3-4 minules lo poss over Europe. From spoce I could see fie chonge of colours during every sunrise
ond sunsel, the douds ond snow on
were flying over from

fieir

fte

mounloins. After o while I wos oble lo recognise lhe ronlinenls lhol we

rolours or even from

fie

posilion of the clouds. Due lo my obility to reod oll the

meleorologicol elemenls, I wos oble to idenfify the opprooching coosk ond to follow the meleorologicol evenls in

fie formolion of

o slorm or o cydone.

I will oko never forgel |he impressive vision of

How do you see the future of humun
spaceflight? Llhat do you think will

[orfi.

I felt my body fluids flowing lowords my heod rofier like when you slond on your heod for o long lime on

This gove me o bit of o heodoche, which forlunotely sfopped ofler o few doys. When I finolly gol on boord Mir

perceived

fie

fie

dorkness of

fie (osmos! looking

ot oll thol blo*ness,

I

meoning of reol infinity ond of how smoll the Eorth is inside our solor syslem. Reolising how thin the

terrestriol otmosphere is, I could not help fiinking obouf
preserve our mognifkenl plonel. Looking ol

fte

fte

responsibilily

Moon rising obove

fie

fiot oll of

us hove to defend ond

horizon of the torth severol limes per doy

is on unforgefloble ond poelic memory fhof I will olwoys corry in my heorl!

Cloudie Hoignu6, former ESA Astronoul

We human beings always go further, we
explore, we take the next step. Many people
even lost their lives because they claimed
that the world was round. I went up to see
that it really is, and I am extremely grateful
that I had the chance to do so.

heartbeat, and

I believe that the coming years will be very
interesting for human spaceflight. I hope
to be still alive to witness this - that mankind is clever enough not to destroy itself.

There is a lot oftalk about going to other
planets, and I hope that we don't just
discuss it but do it. Future generations
will certainly lead interesting lives.
There will always be two categories of
people: optimists and pessimists.
Optimists think that the world develops
as

it

should" and pessimists think,

"Unfortunately this is true." I am definitely
an optlmlst.
@esa

I hope that spaceflight will be continued.
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Europe has achieved worldwide leadership in many
scientific areas of Earth Observation with Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR) imagery, interferometry, oceanic
altimetry, atmospheric chemistry, to name just a few. On
the other hand Earth Observation has so far failed to
evolve into a mature and self-sustainable operational or

commercial activity. Hence, it has not allowed the
development of a service industry of any economlc
significance. We believe that the causes for these
drawbacks are rooted in a number of characteristic
features

of the current

approach

to operational Earth

Observation.

Drawing lessons from the failure at the Ministerial
Conference in Edinburgh to coordinate national initiatives,
we are proposing a new implementation strategy for the

Earth Watch missions. which shifts from the current
technology-pushed to a market-pulled, user-oriented
approach. In the rnid-term, this strategy should provide full
interoperability of all European Earth-observing space systems.
In the longer term, it aims at building up the necessary rationale,
momentum and resources for the definition, deployment and
operation of the next generation of E,uropean operational
satellites.
This strategy calls, in the short term, for the complete overhaul
of current policies and the introduction of advanced technologies
for distributing E,arth Observation data from the existing space

infrastructure. We believe that the fostering of operational
services requires the development of an integrated, transparent
and user-friendly infrastructure to access information from Earth
Observation missions in Europe. In this new paradigm, easy and
inexpensive access to Earth Observation data is seen as the critical
element and should be granted to any partner willing and capable of
developing new applications and services. This strategy is perceived
as an enabling mechanism to allow the development of a powerful
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service industry in Europe, which would facilitate and
encourage future investments in Earth Observation

satellites. It is also considered critical for the
implementation of the Global Monitoring for

Environment and Security (GMES) programme. Last
but not least, the proposed approach is also intended
to provide opportunities for turning one-off Earth
Explorer missions into operational systems, and it
responds to requirements expressed in the Living Planet
Programme for long-term scientific
observations.
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Europe's successes

Europe has gained clcar leadership in
several critical technologies and in the
scientific usc of Earth Observation. The
last 25 years have seen substantial, often

unique, European contributions

to

such

different sectors as operational n-reteorology,

radar imaging, radar altimetry, oceanography; glaciology, radar interferometry,
climatology, atmospheric chcmistry geodesy
and others.
Frorn the vcry beginning, the Meteosat
series of satellites has put E,uropc at the

forefront of operational meteorology. Thc
recent launch of MSC provides the Inost
advanced capability from geostationary
orbit. The forthcon.ring EPS/MetOp will

otier unique capabilities in

advanced
atmospheric sounding. Europe l.ras gaincd
undisputed worldwidc leadership both in

the technologies and applications of SAR
(C-band in ESA and Canada, X-band in
Gerrnany and ltaly). The best-known SAR

applications include ocean and ice
monitoring, and the most sensational
rcsults are associated with the use of
interferometry. Displaccments associated

with earthquakes, inflation of

volcanoes

before eruption, subsiding areas in urban
environments as a consequence of major
works or water/oil/gas extractions - these

just a few examples of thc extraordinary detection potential of SAR
are

interferomctry.
Europc is also at the forefront of Earth
Observation frorn space in thc optical/
nrultispectral imaging domain, thanks to
the Spot family of satellites. The MERIS
instrument on Envisat is internationally

recognized as providing unprecedented
spectral resolution in support of land and
ocean science and applications.

is another major
to Radar
Altimeter instrurnents on ERS- 1/2,
Ocean altimetry

European achievement thanks

Topex-Poseidon, Envisat,
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and

Jason.

The extraordinary aocuracy achieved with
this technique has bccn inherited frorn the
expeft i se devcloped in geodesyiorbitography,

which has also led to a number of
advanced ge odetic rnissions (Crace,
Champ, GOCE).

Envisat

is carrying the three most
to date to study

advanced instruments

atrnospheric chernistry (MIPAS/GOMOS/
Sciamachy). The international Earthscience corrmunitv will access the data
from these instruments to better
understand and model thc complex
processes taking place in the Earth's

atmosphere. which are believed

to

be

critical in undelstanding increases in the
greenhouse efiect.

It is also worth recalling that the ATSR
instrument on ERS-l and 2 and Envisat is
thc most accurate source of sea-surface
tcmperature mcasurements from space,
and the only one available that has the
potential required to study lon_e-term
clinrate change by virtue of its accuracy
and continuity over up to I 8 years in orbit.
A new stratcgy should capitalize on
available asscts and maintain Europe's
world-leading role in the development of
operational environnrental and security
services based on Earth Observation.

In 1998, the industry itselffbrecast that

the fact that space agencies worldwidc
have put their focus on the developrrent

the efforts of the French company Spot

its revenues would rise to between 245 and
340 MEuro by 2000. In the event, the total
European revenues had by then reachcd
only 216 MEuro. This is equivalent to an

Image) in tbe late 1980s and grew steadily
in the 1990s, riding a rvavc ol optirnisrn

annual growth of only 1.4% over 19982000, which represents a decline if annual

downstream sector was matched by

resulting from the initial availability of
data fronr the first comrnercial high-

inflation is taken into account.

resolution satellites. The total

rights (20%), sales o1' ground-segment
equiprnent and software (26oh) and sales of

Eqrth Ohservation business: u tlisappointment?

An Earth

Observation service industry

came into cxistence (thanks in particular tct

annual

of the European Earth Observation industry at the end of 1997 was 207
MEuro, rcpresenting an annual growth of
revcnue

6%r

over 1995-96. While the privatc market

Revenues

are coming from the sale of data and data

services and value-added products.

lt

is

estimated that over the period 1998-2000,

public monies of the order of

25

has been continuously strengthening, it
remains much smaller than the public-

MEuro/year was injccted into the sector
for the development of services and value-

sector market, mostly defencc, which still
represents 61oh of the total market. Thc
private-sector growth came mainly from

added products.

the telecomrnunications sector (infrastructurc deployment for cellular phones),
followed by oil and gas exploration.

All

together, the value-

adding industry has remained small,
dispersed and fragile and heavily dependent
on incomc frorn government programmes.

There may be several reasons for this
disappointing performance. One is, possibly,

of space hardwarc rather than the
development of services. This lack of
substantial public investnrent in thc
industry, given the bleak perspectivc and
the disappointing rnarket pull by the user
community. Indeed, users. customers and
narl<et owners have been reluctant to
cxpress requirements and to integrate

tarth Observation in formation soufces
into their business practices. The
validation of new information sources and
of new services is not a onc-ofl operation
and needs to bc supported over a sufficient
term to encourage uscrs to adopt ncw
business practices. Finally, many potential
users and custorners of spacc information

are simply not aware of the benefits
they could accrue ftorn using Ear-th
Observation.

lnoge of lhe lherion Peninsulo ocquired with Envisot\ IIERIS
instrunenl. lhe instrunent's i00
outslonding

n

imoging renlulion ond

rcdionelfu ouurocy ollow rcntinuous nonitoring of

conlinenlol oreos. Envkst con lherefore help xientisls ond

environnentol qencies greolly in understonding the
consequences

couses

ond

of soil erosion, river pollulion, deforestotion ond
olher environnenlsl lhrcots

In this context, the two major causes that

can be identified are the barrier of data
cost and the hurdle of data access. We have
daily reports of academic groups and small
private service companies developing

prototype applications using SAR and
MERIS data. The validation at full scale of
these services would require amounts of
data that they just cannot afford under the
current ESA data-policy conditions. These

actors are

left with the alternatives of

either giving up their spin-off projects, or
using US scientific data that are available
free of charge. It should be recalled that

GPS and Internet applications could be
developed by millions from academic spin-

offs and private initiatives because

the

system was freely and easily accessible.
Inexpensive, or even free access to data is
certainly a necessary, if not sufficient,
condition for the development of a mature
service industry.

A need for information and services, nol
for data
Services, whether commercial or public,
are about the provision of the right
information at the right moment to the
proper person. High-level operational

information, and they require a knowledge-

based approach making full use of
European expertise in Earth sciences,
information technologies, economics and

impacts, quantitative statistics, trends and
forecasts are demanded at various

social sciences. The complexity of this
next generation ofintegrated services may
also require a network of partners who will
contribute to the production of information
services. This will also require that Earth

geographical and temporal scales in

Observation data reach out as

suppoft of European policies, and this will

possible away from the space community.

information services are needed, and not
simply space data or satellite images.
Scenarios, estimates of socio-economic

be the purpose

of

GMES. Quantitative
assessment and control are required in
support of industrial and commercial
activities (agriculture, insurance, con-

Future information services

will

be

characterised by a stronger integration of
space data with all kinds of other data and
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as

It is

currently very difficult and
to access and integrate Earth
Observation data from several different
expensive

sources.

It is

develop tools

struction, tourism).

far

therefore necessary to

to allow operational

acquisition and handling

in

data

coherent
formats and through a coordinated access
chain.

The successful, mature uptake of Earth
Observation will require the integration of
European capabilities in modelling, data
management and service delivery to
describe the state of our environment and
to predict responses to actual and potential
change.

The potential

for

synergy

of

Earth

Obsewation missions
Among the inadequacies of existing Earth
Observation systems that are often cited
one of the most important is the lack of
timeliness and the insufficient frequency
of observations. For example, in order to
provide useful information to support
prevention, assessment and remedial

in cases of natural disasters,
frequent coverage and near-real-time
actions

more than 150 instrurnents,
approximately 20%

of

which

are operated

by

satellites which are deemed to be relevant
to the GOS", but should also include

"high-resolution optical and radar space

European space agencies (ESA, Eumetsat,
CNES, DLR, SNSB). Among those, there

imagery

are about 15 civilian Earth Observation

remains an isstre."

satellites available, which provide imaging

data in the 3-30 metre resolution range
using optical, infrared or radar sensors.
Each of these instruments has its own
specific purpose, but there is a clear lack

of an integrated and synergistic approach
to fully exploiting the very large volume of
available measurements. The E,SA Executive

to

data

is to bring about a

very

ffor which]

"The aim

access

significant increase in the availability and
utilisation of data, products and services,
not only in terms oJ'volume and variety, bttt
also in the geographical spread of the
users. The increases already promi,sed by
the upcoming satellite systems in terms,.frtr
example, of higher spatial resolution, more

believes that there is a major opportuniry
within reach at this moment in time to
overcome the individual shortcomings of

frequent observatkns and the availabilitl,
of more spectral bands, are not simply

each mission by jointly operating and
exploiting this multitude and variety of
instruments and thus easing the task of

many cases step changes. Making these
signiJicantly improved data, products and
services available and at the same time

building and providing operational selices.

aiming to increase the number and
geographical spread of the users, will
represent the major challenge ./br the

This potential benefit has also

been

by the World Meteorological
Organization (WMO) community, which
states that "space agencies will continue to
be encouraged to make their observations
available to the Global Observing System
(GOS without restriction. This will
include data from R&D

recognized

minor improNements, but represent in

I(MO Space Programme in the next
decade." The proposed new approach to
ESAs Earth Watch programme should

bring the necessary coordination of
existing and future capacity.

access to information, not data, are crucial
requirements, indeed a must. Today, after

thirty years, Earth Observation

still

remains largely an R&D tool. Despite the
many Earth Observation satellites in orbit,

it is not yet possible to get 'the right
information at the right time'. When used
separately, few if any of the current inorbit systems can provide operational
information to a wide community of users,
whereas used in a cooperative way, as a
single interoperable system, they could.

Therefore, without waiting for large
dedicated satellite constellations, the
situation can be improved significantly by
better integrating existing satellite sources
even of different resolutions, qualities, etc.
Currently, more than 50 Earth Observation
satellites are in orbit worldwide, carrying

lhe first imoge token, on
28 Novenher 2002, by the
MSGI spoteuoh (hurlesy ol Eunelsot)
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Duality is everywhere in Earth

Observ-

991 Gulf crisis as well as the Afghanistan

mifitary agency, the National Imagery

campaign are other well-documented

Mapping Agency (NIMA), with providing
anchor tenancy for a number of initiatives
(Space Imaging, Digitalglobe, Orbview).

1

ation
Use of civil space data and services by
security/defence customers ls common
practice in Earth Observation. As an

The use of space-borne SAR to support
navigation in ice-infested waters or to

example, meteorology, which relies

control maritime traffic in specific areas

extensively on space assets and has a wide
range of well-known civil applications, has

are additional examples of dual use. On the
one hand, civil authorities want to control
fishing activities in the European

been supported and used by the military
sector in Europe from the very beginning
in a wide range of applications, from airtraffic management to maritime navigation
support, and even to forecast battlefield
weather conditions. The United States is

phasing out the dedicated civilian-only

examples.

Economic Coastal Zone

or illegal oil

discharges at sea, while security authorities
would use the same technique to monitor

maritime traffic in stralegic areas.
Derivation of Digital Elevation Models

(POES) and military-only (DMSP) meteor-

(DEM) from civil optical or SAR sensors
is exploited for civil, but also security

ological satellite systems. converging

applications. The idea

towards an integrated civil/dual-use system
(NPOESS).

customers should
space Earth Observation data whenever

The same scheme existed for altimetric
applications (Geosat), which is now being
supported by civil sensors (Topex/
Poseidon. Jason. ERS-1/2 RA and Envisat

available, while developing dedicated
systems only where the requirement
cannot be met by civilian systems, is

RA-2). Cartographic applications cover
both civil and part of the military needs:
the extensive use of Spot data during the

that defence
make use of civilian

becoming common practice

and

is

presently being formalised as US policy.

The United States has developed this
approach to the extent that it has charged a

This policy has not been sufficient to
bring these initiatives to a sustainable
level, and the recent Clearview contract
demonstrates that,

in the

absence

of

a

significant civilian service industry, the
institutional role is essential for guaranteeing the availability of the infrastructure.

A single, integrated, dual approach is
practical and the only affordable solution
to meet European needs.
Sustoinobility

A needfor long-term continuitlt
The UNFCCC (United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change) Report on

the Adequacy of Global

Climate

Observations, the GMES Forum and the

WCRP (World Climate

Research

all advocating the need
continuity of Earth Observation

Programme) are

for

for climate observations. Even
short-term applications, such as disaster
monitoring, require a long-term
perspective of data provision to justify the
sensors

adaptation

of the institutional

and

technical infrastructure in favour of using
space technology. For Earth Observation to
be a viable information source for policy

implementation, continuity should be
guaranteed. But continuity cannot be
guaranteed until a community of users has
expressed a sustainable demand and a
mechanism to support the provision of

information. This chicken and egg
situation has been solved in the cases of
meteorology and defence. With a few
exceptions, Earth Observation missions
are one-time R&D missions with lifetimes
of around 5 years.

For WCRB the value of space missions
comes mostly from their ability to produce

globally integrated, high-quality

and

reliable climate data products, requiring
the merged analysis of measurements from

llop of
ERS

subsidence (onnuol rote) in

sotellite oltimeter doto

Kopyright
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NPA 20021

Gntrol

London derived

hon

An Envisol

ASAR

inage,

token on 20 Novenher

2002, tle orly

deline ot es

the spreod of the oil spill

fron lhe stfuken lonker
'Preslige'

the whole consteliation of operational and
research/demonstration satellites.

The WRCP 'space strategy' relies upon

the availability

of

achieve sustainability. Nonc
models

of

these

is the universal solution, and a

suitable mix will have to be developed.

long-term, stable and

high-quality observations as currently

The 'Eumetsat'scheme

provided by operational satellites (such as
the meteorological series), complemented
with innovative! process-oriented observations as provided by research satellites
using new technologies.

An Intergovernmental Confcrence in the
early 1980s agreed to establish a new

is linked with

programme from ESA. In 1991, it initiated
a new programme, the Meteosat Second
Ceneration Programmc, in order to ensure
continuity of observations from geostationary orbit into the second decade of
the 2lst century Within a decade, Eumetsat
had become a mature organisation with
direct responsibility for the operation ofits
satellites in orbit and with new programmes

Long-term continuity

sustainability and requires the setting-up
of institutional and/or commercial funding
frameworks, transferring the maintenance
of operational systems outside the R&D
institutions and budget lines. This requires

thc extension of existing mandates of
organisations, or the establishment of
new ones. It also requires the introduction
of new schemes for the relationships

between institutions and industry (both
manufacturing and service industry).
Sustainability is a key issue in establishing
opcrational services. It is recognized as
such by the current E,arth Watch Strategy
and Earth Watclr Declaralion.

meteorological organisation. The Eumetsat

The 'Utilities'scheme

Convention entered into force in 1986,
with Eumetsat inheriting the Mcteosat

Earth Observation data are a necessary

to ensure the continuity of observations.
In such a scheme, public funding comes
from sources not necessarily of an R&D

nature. The institutionai uscrs are the
national meteorological offices, which
fund the procurement of new fleets of

a

satellites, tuned to respond to their specific
needs, through an operating agency,

short analysis of the most popular models
and schemes considered in the attempt to

Eumetsat. ESA, in agreement with
Eumetsat, takes care of research and

The following paragraphs provide

www.eso inl

technology activities and is chargcd with
the development ofthe spacecraft.
It should be investigated whether such a
scheme can be extended to other major
institutional users of space data, such as
environmental or civil security agcncies.

condition to the provision of a large
nunrber of information services that
pror ide economic benefit.
The European Union and

its

member

a large number of
both at E,uropean and

states have signed

agreements,

international level. Many of them address

environmental topics,

an area

which

Europe has identified as a policy priority
among its global partners. Examples where
monitorir.rg of EC legislation is required
are the Common Agricultural Policy, the
environment and development policies, or
specific legislation within these such as the
Water Directive, the E,uropean Spatial

Development Perspective,

or the

6th

Environmental Action Plan.

The space contribution varies fronr
minor to essential, but there is no question
about its addcd value, particularly in
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support of institutional and public-benefit PPP scheme, and not only the space
uses. The infomation derived is addressing manufacturing industry.
several areas of institutional responsibility,
from weather forecasting to disaster An endJo-end long{erm slrolegy
monitoring and prevention, to aid to
developing countries, to monitoring the The strategy presented here is intended to
impl ementati on of treaties.
provide an alternative approach to
The satellites and the ground segments
developing the future Earth Observation
providing these data can be considered as operational infrastructure. While capitalizing
essential infrastructures, like roads, on previous investments and successes, it
motorways, electrical di stribution networks,
should respond to the questions raised
etc. Procurement and operation of these in the previous paragraphs regarding
infrastructures is a public responsibility, the sustainability of Earth Observation
better coordinated at European level, initiatives and overcome the current
leaving to industry the role of developing fragmented approach. The present lack of
and providing services and deriving offers of operational services justifies the
commercial benefits.
absence of long-term commitments from
governments and private investors.
Still a chance for PPP?
Over the long term, this strategy aims at
In Public-Private Partnership schemes, the the creation of a sustainable space infrabusiness case becomes a critical element of structure providing information in support
the entire programme, including space of institutional and commercial services in
segment, ground segment and service Europe. This infrastructure should be
sector. lndustry is committing itself to tailored to the exploitation requirements
invest up-front in the programme. in expressed primarily by value-adding
anticioation of future revenues.
companies and service providers. Therefore,
This was made possible in the United the preparation of a future operational

States because major institutional

infrastructure relies initially upon the

customers have been open to underwriting
'anchor tenancy' agreements with private-

successflrl exploitation of current missions.

sector providers. This approach has not
been very successful, as these entities
(IKONOS, QuickBird, etc.) have failed to

The present strategy proposes to
implement changes

in the

management and exploitation

current

of

Earth
Observation programmes in order to
maximize the use of current and planned
satellite capacity in orbit in the short- to
medium-term, and to establish satisfactory

activities initiated through

these

instruments will receive increased support
in order to generate rapidly representative
forerunners of operational services. Access

to new data sources will allow
improvement

in the

an

services provided

and/or enable new services.

Pillar 'C': Providing

access

to cutent

data sources

Information about Earth Observation
services, data availability, project results

and applications

is currently

accessible

only in a very scattered way through
different mission operators, scientific
institutes, service companies, data
catalogues, etc. Accordingly, only a limited
community, knowing what to search for, is
today in a position to collect and compile
the necessary Earth Observation
information. Easier and timely access to

large quantities

of primary

data

is

a

condition for delivering effective services.
The objective of this phase is therefore

to offer European value-adding service
industry straightforward, fast and
economic access to data from the largest
possible range of satellites. It is intended to

primarily provide this service from ESA
satellites and to progressively enlarge it to
include other European satellites and, later
on, non-European partners.
The current ground segment created for

reach other customers. The recent
ERS, Envisat and the Multi-mission User
Clearview contract, and the refusal of
Services will require upgrading and
some of the private investors to support
streamlining in order to offer users a single
further development, is evidence of the operational services in a number of interface and a coherent environment for
inherent weakness ofthis scheme.
strategic sectors. It rests on three pillars,
programming observations from several
The lack of commitment of public which should be built in oarallel over the satellites and delivering combined
authorities to rely upon information next three years.
products and organized data sets.
services that include Earth Observation
Access to non-ESA satellites will
data sources has not encouraged industry Pillar'S': Developing services
require the establishment of agreements
to engage in this process up to now. This phase was initiated after the Council with the respective satellite operators.
Industry will continue to be reluctant in the at Ministerial Level in Edinburgh and They should be negotiated and
absence of reasonably guaranteed revenues
covers the development of services and implemented in order to preserve existing
in the short- to mid-term, and the role of making them operational. lt will be national and European capabilities and
the institutional sponsor/customer is accelerated.Anumberofinstrumentshave assets. In addition to ERS and Envisat,
central to this scheme, as in the previous already been implemented following the such a system could provide access to
ones.

It is worth

noting that the successful
development of new services would bring
benefits to the service industry and to
market owners. It is therefore this industry
that should be targeted in the future for a
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decisions taken in Edinburgh, both within Spot, DMC and Radarsat imagery, to other
ESA and the European Commission: the European scientific missions, and possibly

GMES Service Element (GSE), Earth also to non-European scientific
Observation Market Development operational satellites.

and

(EOMD), Data User Element (DUE) and These activities are a natural extension
the EC 6th Framework Programme. The of the mandate ESA has received throush

the Earthnet programme, the Envelope and A Precedenl: The Internolionol (horter
Spoce ond Moiof
the Earth Watch programmes. They will

Diso$efS

be

on information-processing

implemented within already allocated
funding, in the period 2003-2004. The The International Charter on Space and
deliverables from this activity will consist Major Disasters is a first answer from the
of an integrated interface to service space community to facing some of these
providers and value adders for accessing challenges. The Charter is working

functions.

satellite data and programming

successfully and provides civil-protection

technologies. It

requires the education and training of
adequate personnel for analysing data and
interpreting results. It requires a drastic

expansion

in the use of models for

interpretation and forecasting

in

several

domains. The links between the operational
users, the aerospace industry and the SME,

range (Small and Medium-sized Enterprise)
Pillar 'N': Integrating upcoming Earth of satellites. During 2002, for example, service-provider industry at large, and the
agencies with access to data from a

Obsemation national projects in Europe seven major disasters were covered by the science community will need to be
set of Earth Observation missions are Charter. This number was supplemented reinforced. In short, when pursued in its
planned at European and national level in by another eight activations for minor entirety, the proposed initiative will have a

A

the next 2 to 8 years. Most of these
missions provide high-resolution imaging
data from radar and optical instruments,
for civilian and defence applications:
TerraSar X, Cosmo-Skymed and Pleiades.
In addition, TerraSar L and, possibly,
Eye

will

be

Rapid

considered.

disasters, out of the about 100 which substantial impact on the evolution of
occurred worldwide. ln the case of the Europe as an information society.

oil spill, where all countries The present strategy raises a number of
concerned made extensive use of ERS, significant challenges. The main ones are
Envisat and Radarsat data, the first image the design and implementation of the
was acquired after three days. Today ERS explo:itation segment, the definition and
and Envisat follow the event at the rate of the role ofdistributing entities, the creation
of operational entities for the provision of
institutional
institutional services, and the coordination
*ar SDaco
Prestige

in
to
^
Supportthesemissions.Again'specific.c,\}a:S4a.^ofciviliananddefencerequirements
agreements will need to be set up with the
t\ Commercial
potacy $sues
issues
Lommercrat and
ana policy
n-.-.r):^.-:
-.--.^--^1^,^-^)l^distributor
distribut
will
Each
ach
operator
and/or
l-g_
exploitation
Ilo t retain their own rights for expl
to each mission or family of missions. S fn
A but. by licensing to ESA the access to
The ground infrastructure introduced

pillar 'C' should be naturally

extended

G\r4:g iat

U.

its services and data. will have access
The
to a large

The resulting

'unottlo^::,.,':^^l:
timeframe 2007-2008,
sl
picture:
the following picture:
6t
. AA set
atlu commercial
uulllltlEluldl
SEt Ur
of institutional
IISUtutrulrar and
services including, but not limited to, a

iK
N
LS.

easy and coherent access to a wealth

.

inter-calibrateddatasets.

of

A complex constellation of satellites in
orbit, resulting from a set ofmore-orless

'-

-n\l

::*
developm
ground se
se

.LLS

ons'

and
the slnergy between the vanous mtssions

Clear rules for accessing data and
images every three days. The servicesareakeyissueforthisapproachto
mechanism of the Charter, although succeed. In pillar 'C' the individual

two

successful in giving access to data,

suffers policies of the various mission

operators

evident shortcomings owing to the lack of will obviously apply. They may be
data integration and ofassociation with an modified, at the user end, by financial or
technical compensations negotiated by
operational service provider.
The'0r' generation
ESA with the operators. The forthcoming
In parallel with the previous three phases,
imaging missions, integrated in a
we will pursue the preliminary design of Benefits ond (hollenges
European exploitation approach in the
an Open and Operational system (the '0r'
generation), to be deployed as from 2010, The proposed initiative addresses directly course of pillar 'N', should offer a
comprising a space and ground infra- the way in which information is elaborated coherent access policy, to be negotiated.
structure ensuring continuity with the and distributed in Europe. It needs to rely
capabilities of current systems, where upon an efficient network for the circulation Technical challenges
independent

initiatives.

appropriate and justified by the set of of data and information. It requires the The implementation of this programme
services made operational within pillar'S'. development and improvement of will pose a number of technical challenges
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in terms of information

access and

l-E-l
lE>l

presentation tools, archiving and distribution,

information exffaction, and mission planning.

An Earth Observation

access portal

linking information, service providers,
data and results both on a global and
regional scale will be set up. Previous

l'a
Rl
tA:l
Irg'9l

!

9

6'
lI)

IE€I

6'

Eil

experience (e.g. Infeo, CEOnet and EOSDIS)

will be reviewed and develoDments will

ilII
milmt

be

enhanced.

Traditional inventories and user
catalogues. even multi-mission ones.
provide information on availability and
quality of data. Earth Observation data and
other geographic information need to be
presented to potential users in a complete,
coherent and consistent form. Current and
future GIS and web-mapping technology
and interfaces can ensure immediate

of different

composition

U

|

'B.E

I

Eil
l---l

l* al
ol
lo

6)

F

EI
l+El

Dah Grid Services
Fabric & Resources

Applkotion/ GRID i nt e I ocing
using on E0 GRID engine

Eil

information

layers (Earth Observation data sources, in-

situ data, maps, results, meteorological
data, etc.)

Maintenance

of the rapidly

increasing

Earth Observation data archives

is

a

technical challenge in itself. An even
bigger challenge is the cost-efficient
maintenance

of a

processing capability

(hardware, operating system and adaptation
of software to the modern languages) for
these historical data. Data

will

have to be

re-processed at regular intervals. GRIDbased distributed processing technology
can be applied for such individual, but
resource-intensive, requirements.

An increasing amount of data is stored
on-line and can be distributed via ground
or satellite links. Network capacities are

increasing and rapidly allowing

Similar geophysical or environmental

from

many

different Earth Observation data sources.
Initially comparable, later standardised
methods, algorithms and even tools will

improve and facilitate cross-calibration

and long-term environmental trend
monitoring. The development of multimission products as a basis for more
reliable information will be supported and
accelerated.

GMES, but also disaster management,
requires immediate action from many

different satellite and ground-segment
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term, this initiative will offer augmented
justifications to currently weakening
Charter activities. Such a process can be national initiatives, ensuring their
enhanced by the operational availability of implementation and continuity. The
coherent mission-planning tools, displaying
satellite industry relies heavily on these
for each mission operator the foreseen and projects. If successful, such a long-term
later the actual acquisition plan of other plan for operational Earth Observation will
mlsslons.
create the need for the replacement of at
Finally, service developers in many least one satellite per year. This will add to
cases do not have the technical and the workload already ensured by ESA with
financial resources to maintain their the Earth E,xplorers, and by Eumetsat with
services operationally. A framework the operational meteorological satellites.
infrastructure for the support of The cornbined support of the current
developments and operations to service
initiatives (GSE, EOMD, DUE, 6th
providers will facilitate the utilization of Framework Programme) will provide
Earth Observation data and the acceptance European service industry with a level of
by users of improved services.

the

improvement of data-access methodologies.

parameters are extracted

operators. An initial coordination of this
type has been established through the

The challenges and benefits

for industry

This strategy and the

resulting

implementation approach should

be

beneficial to European industry in at least

funding never experienced before. More
straightforward and cheaper access to
basic data and products will help the
industry to develop and provide more
effective and economic services. An
organized approach to exploitation, in

three domains: satellite manufacturing,
ground-segment and data-processing
software developments, and service

particular in the interface to institutional
users, wiil offer this industry an enlarged

provlslon.

vision of the user requirements.

This initiative will have a long-term
impact on the satellite industry. The
building and maintaining of a satellite
infrastructure, with h igh technology
content. will ensure the survival first and
the technological progress later of
European satellite industry. In the short

market and

Benefits

a better, less-fragmented,

for national programmes
will benefit from

National initiatives

the
proposed approach in a number ofways:
First of all, by saving in the deployment

of the ground segment: the initiative
to the national

proposed here offers

programmes the implementation of an
integrated ground segment, with direct
savings on the ground segments foreseen
as part of each national programme, and

more potential savings on the parts
currently not envisaged, but necessary
(data distribution, user services, long-term
archiving, near-real-time services, etc.).

Secondly, by reduction of operation
costs: it is not foreseen at this stage to
integrate the individual mission-control
facilities, but the common approach to

BeneJits

for

GMES and the ESA/EU

relationship

Environmental monitoring, sustainable
development and resource management
are beginning to benefit from Earth

technologies addressing the processing,
management and circulation of information,
regardless oforigin. It should contribute to

bringing together European capabilities in

creating measurement

instruments.

Observation as an information source. The
requirements in these domains emanate
from a wide range of institutional entities
at both national and European level.

generating data and information and

With the GMES initiative. Europe is
sending a strong signal that it has
recognised the need for integrated
operational information services to

the associated centres

delivering them. Synergy with European
scientific teams will be fostered. The
concept of a network of competences and
will be brought to

reality. The approach set out here
complements ongoing ESA Earth

Observation programmes to ensure a
ground-segment development and
support European policies. These services comprehensive approach, including the
operations will result in substantial savings
in the operating costs for the individual will certainly benefit from smoother and understanding of Earth-system processes,
missions. An improved exploitation more integrated access to data and relevant lechnology development. ffansition
segment, with an augmented delivery of programming functions for a wider range to a sustainable service implementation and
services, might, depending on the of satellite resources. The present strategic subsequent long-term continuity of data
economic scheme selected result in an approach is essential for the proper availability.
The initiative proposed requires a high
improved economic return for satellite implementation of GMES. GMES, in turn,
will be instrumental to the identification of level of political support. It requires the
operators. This approach will also provide
substantial support to exploitation: end-user institutional entities and to the recognition by Member States that
focusing the various missions on a development and the early delivery of independent and uncoordinated initiatives,
in particular if targeting global issues and
common set of services will result in a services to such entities.
more effective distribution of resources in
support of the exploitation of the missions.

for defence und security
Defence authorities are intensive users
Consequences

Finally, the proposed strategy will
a major justification for the
mission itself and for its continuity: the
continuity of some of the national

Earth Observation data and are currently
the largest customers for commercial

initiatives is in question, beyond the initial

number

provide

deployment(s). The creation of a unified
approach to exploitation ofthese initiatives
and the consequent development of longterm operational services will justify the
continuity of the various data sources, if
not of the individual misstons.
Beneftts

for the scientffic communily

Some scientific issues require operational

data series and are themselves a
justification for operational satellites and
operational information services. Anything that facilitates the generation and
circulation of information

will foster the

of Earth Sciences and the
better understanding of Earlh's phenomena.
This will have an immediate impact on
the development of services, since the
development

of

institutional services, lack justification and
are doomed in the short- to mid-term. It
requires the recognition that even current
programmes and existing infrastructures

need

to

come

in

to a higher level of
of

offerings (data,

civilian imagery. Security also has a

integration

of implications and constraints,
including shutter control rules and

services) in order to exploit synergies and
to meet the needs for effective information.
It requires the recognition that the current
business model has failed to deliver a
dynamic industrial service sector, and that
a different open-access approach provides
a second chance for operational Earth

restrictions on the timely diffusion of highresolution data. Although it is not in the

mandate

of ESA to

serve the defence

community, we believe that the proposed
approach should be designed to remain
compatible with the requirements of the
defence community and to accommodate
the necessary constraints. The restrictions
imposed for security reasons are wellknown, have found solutions in the past
with other satellite operators, and will be

taken into account in the setting up of
pillars 'C' and 'N'and in the deployment

ofthe '0, generation'.

terms

Observation.

Political authorities should recognize
that only an initiative ofthis size and scope
can sustain European industry in both the
manufacturing and service domains and

transform

the information and

data

handling industry in Europe.

Coherent and constant support from
both Member States and the European
Commission is required, as the initiative

will take several
(onclusion

years and is based as
much on an integration of the offerings as
on the coordination of the demand side: the

scientific mastering of phenomena is a
prerequisite to the development of reliable
applications. Data from operational
satellites should be made available to

The strategy presented here should requirements for information from
encourage a more effective use of institutional users across Europe! (Desa
information in many domains. Tt should

scientists.

favour the improvement in Europe of all
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Photosynthesis from Space
- a new vegetation-fl uorescence technique

Makolm Davidson & Mkhoel Berger
Science ond Applicolions Deporlmenf,
ESA

Directorole of Eorth 0bservolion,

ESTE(, Noordwiik, The Netherlonds

kmoelMoyo
LURE-CNR5, Orsoy, Fronce

JosE Moreno

Universily of Volencio, Volencio, Spoin
Tuomus Laurilo

FMl, Helsinki, Finlond
Morr-Phillipe Stoll
Universily louis Posleur, Slrosbourg, Fronre

ost of the information that has been acquired so far by
remote sensing of the Earth's surface has come from the
analysis of reflectance data. Typically, the information
provided by the sensors carried by satellites is embedded in either
reflected sunlight, at optical and near- to mid-infrared wavelengths,
in reflected radar pulses in the microwave domain, or in radiation
emitted by the surface itself (thermal and passive microwave). There
is, however, one additional source of information about the E,arth in
the optical and near-infrared wavelength range that has not yet been
exploited by any satellite mission, namely 'vegetation fluorescence'.
Our interest in vegetation fluorescence in terms of observing the
E,arth stems from the fact that it provides unique information about
the photosynthetic activity of the vegetation. Unlike conventional
reflectance measurements, which are affected by numerous
processes, fluorescence represents a specific observable of the
fundamental physical processes occurring within the plant.
Extensive experimental and theoretical studies have demonstrated

lohn lliiller

that vegetation fluorescencc serves as a proxy for the

York University, Toronlo, (onodo

photosynthesis.
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An Earth Observation mission based

(NASA)

on

in

1999.

In terms of

ESA

The main objectives of the

Flex

fluorescence thus has the potential to
provide valuable large-scale information
about photosynthetic activity, which in
turn would significantly improve estimates
of carbon-dioxide uptake and provide a
means for screening and monitoring
vegetation vigour over large areas. This
information would be complementary to

programmes, the Fluorescence Explorer
(Flex) was proposed within the framework
of the First Announcement of Opportunity
lor Earth Explorer Opportunity missions.
Although the proposal was not selected, it

that provide by current and planned optical
remote-sensing satellites.

ESA's Earth Observation Science Advisory
Committee (ESAC) recommended the
initiation of scientific and technical studies
furthering a satellite mission concept.
Tn response to this recommendation,
ESA has initiated several activities over the
last few years addressing key challenges in

University Louis Pasteur (ULP),
Strasbourg (F), the University of
Karlsruhe, Karlsruhe (D) and York

exploiting the fluorescence signal

the fluorescence signal itself, whose level
represents only a very small fraction of the
total reflected visible light (less than 2% in
most cases). This requires special

received a positive assessment and was on
a short

The topic of vegetation fluorescence is
not new. The fluorescence signal has been
studied for years and is routinely used in
laboratories to study photosynthetic activity.
The extension of passive fluorescencemeasuring techniques to space, however,
is highly innovative. Motivated by the

potential

of

to map photoat large scales, two

fluorescence

synthetic activity

list ofmissionsjudged to have very

high scientific merit. As a consequence,

satellite level. These include:
an instrument feasibilitv studv
campaign activities

-

experimental missions have been proposed
in the past: Flex (ESA) in 1998 and Flexsat

at

instrument-feasibility study were to refine
the instrument concept for the detection of
vegetation fluorescence from space, to

identify potential bottlenecks, and to
estimate the accuracy ofthe retrieval ofthe
fluorescence signal from a spaceborne
platform. The study was led by TNO-TPD,
Delft (NL), with participation by the

University, Toronto (Can.).
The Flex study addressed

a

critical

technical challenge characteristic of
vegetation fluorescence: the weakness of

observation methods based on
measurements in very narrow spectral

scientific studies. and
workshoos.

bands for which the reflected background
signal is strongly depressed (the so-called

'Fraunhofer-line method'). The study
examined various imaging concepts and
performed extensive signal modelling to
determine an acceptable sensor concept.
One tesult of the study was to show that
atmospheric effects on the signal could
generally be corrected for through

Reflectance

modeling, and that the retrieval of
fluorescence radiance appears feasible

from space with an overall accuracy of
l0%. The study also identified the need to
document the fluorescence signal over real
vegetation canopies, as only a theoretical

estimate could be used durins the Flex
studv.

How light energy folling on o leof is porlilioned. Ahout 78% of the inident rodiolion is
ohsorbed, while the resl

is eilher lronsnitted or reflecled ol the leof\ surforc. About 20%
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To address these issues, an ESA field
campaign known as SIFLEX (Solar Induced
Fluorescence EXperiment) was initiated
in 2002 in northern Finland. The aim was
to establish and document fluorescence

signal levels over Boreal forests, in
specific bands of interest for spaceborne
fluorescence sensors. The participating
scientists collected 6 weeks worth of
fluorescence data, covering the spring
recovery of the forest from winter
dormancy, through to its fully active
summer state when photosynthesis was at

its maximum. These measurements were
made from an instrument, specially
developed by the LURE photosynthesis
and remote-sensing team in Paris, which
was pointed at the forest canopy from the

top of a 20 m tower erected especially

for the campaign. Coinciding with the
fluorescence data acquisition, a wide range
of additional measurements were performed
by the Finnish Meterological Institute,
the University of Valencia, and York
University. These included CO, flux
measurements

to

establish

a

linkage

between the fluorescence signal and the
carbon cycle, and reflectance measurements

and thermal measurements
modelling purposes.

for

canoov-

Overall the ESA SIFLEX campaign
represented a significant step forward as,
for first time, it was possible to detect and

observe the chlorophyll fluorescence
signal and its fluctuations in the natural
environment over a long period of time. As
a result, more realistic simulations can be
made of the performance requirements for
fufure spaceborne fluorescence sensors.
lnitial simulations based on campaign data
show that the chlorophyll fluorescence
signal is detectable by means of remote
sensing even under the difficult low-light

conditions that are typical

in

Arctic

reglons.

As part of the coordinated efforts,

a

study was also launched in2002 by ESA to

advance the underlying science of a
possible future vegetation-fluorescence
space mission through the development
lhe expeilnenlol
0hservolions

setup during lhe ESA SIFIEX conpoign which took ploce ohove the Arctit Cirde,

of nlor-induced fluoruence

were

node hon the top ol o 20

n

in Sodonkylo,

Finlond.

lower overlooking the Borcol forcst conopy.

of

integrated canopy-fluorescence models.
The aim ofthis study is to incorporate the
fluorescence signal into existing canopy
models in order to simulate the total sisnal.
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not attained the status of

consisting of both reflectance and fluores-

Spain during rhe 2003 ESA AIRFLEX

have

cence emission components. The final
model will be validated using SIFLEX and
other campaign data. In the future, it will
serve as a basic tool with which to develop
accurate quantitative approaches to extract

(Airborne Fluorescence Experiment)
campaign. This campaign is expected to
provide important information about

operationally exploitable remote-sensing

information from fluorescence

complement the initial
initiated with SIFLEX.

and

reflectance data and form a basis for the
development of retrieval algorithms.

In addition to existing activities, a
number of future activities have been
initiated to address lhe remaining open
issues associated with an eventual soace

fluorescence signal sensitivity, spatial
variability and scaling effects, and will

field

activities

Additional investigations are

also

currently underway based on airborne and
spaceborne hyperspectral images. Recent
results have shown that narrow imaging

spectrometers

are sensitive to

the

technique.

A number of

an

steps are required

to transform the laboratory results into an
operational space mission. The activities
undertaken at present by ESA and other
agencies have strongly contributed to this
bridging phase. The feasibility of detecting
fluorescence from space has been demonstrated through dedicated campaigns and
instrument studies. The unknowns regarding
the measurement, analysis and exploitation

of the

fluorescence signal are being

lhe conplenentority

fluorescence. All inoges were
hyperspeclrol
sensor.

hon
hon

between indkes derived

rcnventionol reflectsnce nessurenenh ond

deived hon oirhome

doto ocquiled with DLRI R0515

lhe lehnost inoge repruenls o lrue colour

inoge ol lhe Bonox tesl site, neor Albocele in
Spoin. lhe

niddle inoge reprennts on estinole of

vegelotion lluoresceme derived using o novel
tethnique oppliuble to hyperspearul dolo. lhe

righlnost inoge rcpresents the comnonly used
Green NDVI index, whith is deilved
doto

hon

refleclonce

ond generolly provides inlornotion obout

greenness ond vegelolion vigour.

lhe different

spotiol potlerns ond levels of the vegetotion

fluorexente inoge with rupect to rte ilDVl inoge
illustrote the odditionol infornot'nn mptured hy
fluorescence ond lhe conplenenlority

ol

reflectonce

ond fluorcence neosurenenls.

(hurtesy of 5. Moieq Satellite Renote hnsing
Servkes, Austrolio)

fluorescence mission. Of prime fluorescence signal in spectral bands
importance is the documentation of the where reflectance is strongly attenuated by
fluorescence signal over different types of atmospheric absorption. Different analysis
land-cover and under a variety of methods based on hyperspectral data are
conditions. This follows a key under investigation.
It is interesting to note that, a quarter of
recommendation made by the scientists
attending the First FLEX Workshop help in a century after satellite detection of
Iune 2002 at ESTEC (NL). To meet this fluorescence was first envisaged" no
challenge, an airborne fluorescence operational system has yet been developed.
instrument is currently under development.
It will be flown next year over a test site in

wwv/ eso inl

For a long time, fluorescence studies have
remained confined to the laboratory and

addressed

by the

development of

appropriate canopy radiative models and
assessed using campaign measurements.

Together these activities contribute to
furthering the concept for a spaceborne
fluorescence mission and open new ways
for the global monitoring of vegetation, with
improved estimates of vegetation photosynthetic activity and direct implications
for carbon flux estimation.
@esa
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During spaceflight, the linear acceleration due to gravity is reduced
from l-g on the Earth's surface to about 10-6-9 in Earth orbit, but the

lliver

linear and angular accelerations associated with translation and turning

ESA

Angerer

Directorole of Slrotegy ond [xternol Relolions,

ESIEI, Noordwiik, The Netherlonds

Didier Sthmitt
[5A Direclorole of Humon Spoceflight, Reseorch ond Applicotions,
EST[(, Noordwiik, Ihe Nelherlonds
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to spaceflight therefore entails
selective reorganization ofthe body's response to the relative absence of
are unaffected. Human adaptation

the linear acceleration due to gravity. Associated with

this

reorganization, astronauts experience nausea and disorientation during
flight. After their flight, they experience walking and vision (gaze
control) difficulties that could pose a serious problem if they had to
function efficiently in a normal gravitational environment immediately
after a long-duration spaceflight.
Although such difficulties have long been a source of concern, they
are as still far from being fully understood. The otoliths, which are
calcareous elements located in our inner ear that sense gravity and
acceleration. act as linear accelerometers and drive various reflexes to
maintain our gaze and posture when linear accelerations are acting on
our bodies. This includes the linear acceleration due to gravity, the highfrequency linear acceleration associated with translation produced by
forward/back, up/down or side-to-side movements, and the centripetal
linear acceleration experienced when turning about a distant axis, such
as when turning corners, driving or walking along a circular path.

www eso inl

The sum
accelerations

of

these different linear

is termed'gravito-inertial

of the eyes to the GIA had never been
directly tested in space before the

acceleration'. abbreviated to GlA. In the
absence of translation and centripetal
accelerations, gravity is the sole GIA. lf
the head is tilted with respect to gravity. or
if the GIA is tilted with regard to the head

Neurolab mission in 1998. During that l6-

the otoliths sense the linear acceleration
and orient the bodily posture or the eyes
towards the GIA. In particular, the ocular

developed

counter-rolling (OCR) of the eyes tends to

maintain the position

of the retina with

respect to the spatial vertical.

The

WlS Experimenl on Neurolob

day Shuttle mission, a series of
investigations were carried out in the
Spacelab module. One of the main items

equipment onboard

of

was the

Visual and

ESAVestibular

Investigation System (VVIS), designed to
investigate the role of the inner ear in
detecting changes in linear acceleration
and hopefully provide a new approach to
diagnosis back on Earth for disease or
trauma in our inner-ear vestibular system.

One technique for generating GIA in
space is to rotate the test subject about a
distant axis in a centrifuge to generate
centripetal linear acceleration. Until the

studied in space. One of the aims of the
study was therefore to generate artificial
gravity by centrifugation and examine
whether low-frequency otolith function, as

determined

from OCR

measurements

during and after flight, is altered by the
body's adaptation to microgravity.

Another measure of otolith function,
albeit indirect, is our perception of the
upright. During centrifugation on Earth,
the sum ofthe gravitational and centripetal
accelerations (i.e. the

GIA vector)

is

perceived by the human body as the spatial

vertical. Consequently, we experience a
roll tilt of the body when we are upright
The Neurolob hunon rcnlrifuge (WIS) nounted in

Although eye and perceptual responses to
linear accelerations have been tested

Neurolab experiment, the human response

of 0.5 g ond 1.0 g olong the oslronouls' interowol

before and after spaceflight, the orientation

to centrifugation had not been formally

oxis

Spoceloh\

entre

oisle

generuted lineor occelerotions

for severcl ninutu every olher doy-
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When supine on the cenlilfuge orm,

howevel the linear accelerations

centrifugotion wos direcled olong lhe

were less than 0.22-g, which

vertkol oxk of the ostronsuls' bodies.

ground-based studies have srnce
shown to be insufficient to yield a
perception oftilt.

A lineor orcelerotion of I g gove lhe
ostronouts the illusion

of tonding

on

their heod.

during centrifugation. For example,

The Results from Neurolob

test subjects in the left-ear-out

to be little
difference between the eye
responses to cenlrilugation in
There was found

position (see accompanying figure)

who are

exposed

to 1-g of

centripetal acceleration at the head
during centrifugation on Earth will
experience a GIA of magnitude
1.4-g tilted 45o towards the rotation
axis with respect to the vertical.

They perceive the GIA as

microgravity and on Earth. In both

cases,

vertical and therefore feel tilted to

imately 60ok of that generated
during l-g centrifugation. The
OCR magnitude in space was not
significantly different from that
induced by equivalent inter-aural
linear acceleration during static tilt
on Earth. Tn conlrast to previous

by
approximately 45". Similarly, they
sense a backward pitch ofthe body
when they are supine with the head
off-centre (see accompanying

figure). This perception of tilt
during centrifugation, which has

the

'somatogravic

illusion', is present in test subjects
with an intact vestibular system.
Whether the GIA is still perceived
as the spatial vertical during in-flight
centrifugation had never been tested and
was the second major aim of the Neurolab
expenment.

Since the otoliths are not activated
during static pitch or roll tilts of the head
or the body in space, but are still activated
by high-frequency translational head
movements, it has been proposed that
adaptation to weightlessness entails a

studies, there was no decrease in

OCR gain post-flight.
experiment was to test this hypothesis by
delivering sustained linear acceleration in
microgravity. lf OTTR had taken place,
astronauts should incorrectly interpret the
signals from the otoliths as translation,
rather than correctly perceiving a static tilt.
Prior to the Neurolab experiments, the

otolith organs, so that pitch or roll of the

effects of artificial gravity on our bodyorienting responses in space had only
rarely been addressed. During the GeminiI I flight in 1966, the spacecraft was
tethered to an Agena target vehicle by a

head with respect to the vertical would be
sensed as fore-aft or left-right translation

to spin slowly

reinterpretation

of the

signals from the

upon return to Earth. Maintenance of
this so-cal1ed'Otolith Tilt-Translation
Reinterpretation' (OTTR) in the post-fl ight
period has been believed to be responsible

for the imbalance and gaze instability
observed in returning astronauts. This
reinterpretation was also believed to be
responsible for the amelioration of space

motion sickness, which afflicts roughly
halfofall space travellers during their first
few days in orbit. A third aim of the VVIS
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was

aural linear acceleration being
applied, with the OCR magnitude
during 0.5-g centrifugation approx-

the

their left in the roll plane

been called

the induced OCR

roughly proportional to the inter-

long Dacron line, causing the two vehicles

around each other for

several minutes. According to the Gemini

commander, a TV camera fell 'down' in
the direction of the centrifugal force, but
the crew did not sense any changes at that
moment. Subjects sitting on the ESA-built
linear Sled flown during the Spacelab-Dl
mission in 1985 perceived linear
acceleration, but not tilt. Similarly, during
off-axis rotation on the Soacelab IML-I
mission, the test subjects perceived only
rotation, not tilt. In these experiments,

These

findings raise the possibility that
in-flight exposure to artificial
gravity, in the form of intermittent 1-g
and 0.5-g centripetal accelerations, may
have acted as a countermeasure to the
deconditioning of otolith-based orientation
reflexes.

Before the Neurolab mission, astronauts
had never been exposed to sustained linear
accelerations of0.5 and l-g in space. The
results showed that they perceived a body
tilt relative to a perceived spatial vertical
when exposed to 0.5 and 1-g, and that the
magnitude of this tilt adapted throughout
the mission. During their first test session,
on flight day 2, the astronauts perceived a
45 deg ro11 tilt when subjected to a l-g
inter-aural linear acceleration. After two
weeks in space, they perceived a tilt of
almost 90', which was essentially veridical
in that it represented the actual level of

linear acceleration experienced by the
otoliths. This suggests that the otoliths

in space when
exposed to sustained 0.5 and 1-g linear
accelerations, after the initial period of

were operating normally

adaptation.

The ESA Visuol ond Veslibulor Investigotion System
Ihe

VVIS, of whirh one

flight ond one troining model were built by

ESA,

(WlSl

inrluded o humon-roled tenirifuge,

o visuol disploy, ond binoculor video-orulogrophy. Ihe lesl subiects were seoled with the bodyt verlitol

fte oxis of rototion ot o rodius of 0.5 m, eilher focing or wilh lheir bock to fie direcfion
of molion, ond eilher lefl-eor-out or right-eor-oul. In ftis configurotion, rofolions 0l (0nslonl velotilies of

qxis porollel to

254" /second I 80"/ser provided cenlripelol occelerofions of

led subied's interourol oxis. They could olso be positioned
orm wilh lheir heod 0.65 m from

I

so

ond 0.5-g, respeclively, direcled olong the

fiol lhey

loy supine olong lhe cenlrifuge

fie oxis of rololion. Cenlripetol oaelerolion wos fien direrled olong the

body's verlkol oxis. A reslroinl sysfem, consisting of o five-poinl horness, thigh, shoulder ond netk pods,

ond o knee strop, held the body firmly in plore. A cuslom-mode focemosk reslroined the subiecl heod. A
sel of heodphones provided o mosking noise lhol eliminoled exlernol uudio tues.

An [(D screen wos mounled in o unil direclly in front of

fie

test subiecl's fore on the cenfiifuge choir.

Sequenres of dob were disployed ol known goze ongles lo enoble rolibrolion of the eye movements. The

disploy wos olso used to presenl oplokinetk pollerns (sequenres of

5'

slripes

fiol

moved horizonlolly,

verticolly ond diogonolly ocros lhe srreen ol 30"/sec) ond smoolh punuil lorgeh (smoll dots thot moved
horizontolly ond verlicolly ocros

fie

srreen). The pollern illuminolion wos odiusled for eoth lesl subied

for besl viewing of lhe visuol torgets.
Binorulor video rerordings were obloined using lwo miniofure video comeros mounled on
disploy unit. Neor-infrored LEDs olloched lo eorh comero were used lo illuminote
lmoges of the loller were direcled into

fie

fie

fte L(D

visuol

lesf subiecfs eye.

video comero vio o beom+plifler, whirh wos lronsporent lo lighl

in the visible ronge ond ollowed the subied o rleor view of lhe visuol disploy. Iwo videolope retorders
mounted ol

fie

opposile end of the rololor beom lo

os well os cenfiifuge velocily ond

fie rhoir were

used lo slore lhe imoges of

fie

eyes,

fiming informolion.

The finding that none of the astronauts
felt translation instead oftilt in response to
the constant 0.5 or 1-g linear accelerations

in space indicates that the

OTTR

hypothesis is incorrect. Tilt is perceived as
tilt, regardless of whether the test subjects
are in microgravity or the l-g environment
ofEarth, and is not sensed as translation. A

model that references perception of tilt
with regard to a weighted sum of all linear
accelerations and body vertical as the
perceived spatial vertical could explain

tilt on
entry into microgravity suggests that the
test subjects continue to weight their
internal estimate of body vertical for
computing the direction of the CIA. As
these results. The underestimation of

flight

progresses,

the weight of this
of body vertical

internal representation

would gradually decrease and the subjects

finally adopt the centripetal acceleration as
the new spatial vertical reference. This
would carry over to the post-flight period

and be responsible for a transient
exaggerated sense of tilt on returning to
Earth
Eye movements during centrifugation in

darkness and during horizontal visual

stimulation also shifted towards

the
space.

centripetal acceleration in
consistent with the perceptual data.

.

Body vertical 1-g

O€centrifugation
i...-lnteraural

1-g

centrif ugation

There were a number of innovations in the
research equipment developed for the
Neurolab flight. In addition to being the

first use of binocular, three-dimensional,

o

video-based, eye-movement recordings

=
tr

during controlled vestibular stimulation
in space, it was also the first use of
visual stimuli to study visual-vestibular

oo
o
o
o
(L

Lessons Leorned

4

interactions during centrifugation, either
on Earth or in space.

The information from this

research

could be used to develop countermeasures
to overcome lags in adaptation or the

o
o
tt
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Mission Day

Meon nognitudes

of the tilts perrcived hy the

four Neuroloh crew nenbers during inlerourol ond hody verlitol I-g cenlrifugolion
(L-:

preJlight; fD: flight doy; R+: postJlight).
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changes in gaze and balance that occur
after astronauts return from space. Such
countermeasures will be critical for the
long-duration spaceflights associated with
planetary exploration. When astronauts go
to Mars, for example, they will have to
fend for themselves immediately after
landing on a planet with substantial

gravitational force, although they will
have been lravelling in a microgravity
environment for many months. Anything
that could hasten their re-adaptation to a

stronger gravitational environment will

A study performed at the MEDES clinic
on 20 normal subjects allowed roll and

the perceptions and eye

pitch tilt perception during centrifugation
at various g-levels to be characterized. It
revealed an asymmetry in the perceptive
roll response between acceleration and
deceleration, and in the pitch response
between forward or backward motion.
These results were also used to confirm
that the baseline data collected from the

be used for the diagnosis of disorders in

four Neurolab crew members were normal.
Another MEDES study has recently
begun to study the tilt perception and OCR
during centrifugation of 20 other patients

The human centrifuge

therefore be very valuable in overcoming
gaze, posture, and walking difficulties.
One consequence ofour findings is that

with various vestibular problems. The
causes for these deficiencies in some

if

patients are already known (e.g. surgical

low-frequencv linear acceleration is

always perceived as

tilt,

in

the

expectation that the astronauts

will

the otolith organs.

Programmes for
'vestibular rehabilitation' will also be

tested using the VVIS centrifuge.

(onclusion

experiments
conducted in space during the Neurolab
mission provided a unique opportunity to
evaluate the adaptation of the human
spatial orientation system to an unfamiliar
environment. The fact that the astronauts
perceived tilt rather than translation

during centrifugation

whether
we are in the weightlessness of
space or on Earth, long-duration

missions can proceed

movements

captured with the VVIS training model can

in

space

proved that the theory based on a

reinterpretation

of the otolith

to artificial

signals in microgravity is incorrect.
Instead the results showed that the
otolith organs respond normally to

gravity or to the gravitational fields
of other planets when they are

that both eye movements and

respond normally

a linear acceleration in space, and

encountered.

perception align to the GIA both on
Earth and in space. These findings
have helped to identify new

These experiments also have
substantial clinical implications for
those of us back on Earth. We still
have little understanding of exactly
which part of the human vestibular
system is damaged or not operating

possibilities for the testing of the
otolith function and the diagnosis

of the causes of imbalance-related
medical problems in patients here

correctly when we experience
balance problems. We also do not
yet understand why older people
are so prone to falling. Alignment
of the body axis to the GIA during
walking or turning is likely to be an
important factor in this imbalance.
Consequently, evaluation

of

on Earth, and as well as for
evaluating the efficacy of arlificial
gravity during long-duration spaceflights to Mars and beyond. @esa

the

perceived tilt during centrifugation
might prove to be a useful test of
the brain's ability to evaluate the
direction of the GIA in a dynamic

A

srtuatlon.

'

tesl suhjeo undergoing

centrifugotion, holding o plote in on
orienlotion thsl she helieves to he
horizontol', i.e. perpendkulor to

grovito-inertiol orcelerotion (GIA)

Ground-bosed 0inicol Studies

lesions). For others, the'classical' clinical
vestibular evaluation methods show no

After the Neurolab flight, the training
model of the WIS was moved to the
MEDES Flight Clinic in Toulouse's
Rangueil Hospital, where it has been used
for several studies of oatients with

abnormalities

vestibular disorders.
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in recorded

response,

although the patients themselves still

complain about vertigo and balance
problems. Indeed most clinical vestibular
tests do not address the malfunctioning of
the otolith organs per se. It is hoped that
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Creative Technologies
Worldwide

How ESA prepares its technology
Xovier Barbier, Eike Kircher & Pedro

hrdero

Inlrodudion

ISA Direclorole for lndustriol Moilers ond
Technology Progrommes,

[ST[[,

Noordwiik, The Nelherlonds

Many people in all walks of life pay lip service to the fundamental importance of
technology in our modern world. but few understand its true significance and role in our
fast-evolving and ever-changing enviroment. For organisations such as ESA, however,
which focus on Research and Development, it is an area of primary importance, a driving
force that is at the very core of its existence.
To those on the outside, technology is often perceived as exciting, but rnysterious a
stereotyping that is compounded by the jargon of technology, with words such as
prototype and engineering model. In contrast, many working on the inside would
describe technology and its associated disciplines as a vibrant and dynamic environment.
Another misconception about technology is that it only deals with the future. Any
consideration of technology should look not only to the future, but also to the past. We
must use the lessons that we have already learnt to stimulate our creativity and to develop
new ideas.

Despite this, and underlying all the instrumentation and infrastructure, one vital
element is often overlooked - the human element. People are ultimately what technology
is about, and it is people that make the differencc. This was explicitly acknowledged in the
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first ESA Technology Master Plan, in
which it was stated that'. "...the ESA TMP
shall make provisions to assure the
motivation of staff for technologv
development". It is further acknowledged
by the fact that the ESA Awards scheme,
which relies on peer recommendation for
choosing its winners, has technology
teams and engineers as regular nominees.

Throughout the development stage, one
common truth persists: when investments

are made

in a particular technology, it

begins to mature. The process of testing
and analysing progressively reduces the
risk involved in selecting that technology.
At the same time, its readiness for use
increases. 'Maturity' is reached when the
level of confidence in the technology and
the level of risk involved are deemed to

have reached acceptable levels.
Whol is Terhnology?

At this

stage,

it is worth

differentiating

-

Technology, which is the practical
application of knowledge so that something entirely new can be done, or so that
something can be done in a completely
new way.

-

The

How does technology evolve snd mature?
As we have seen, technology usually
matures through a series of sequential
steps, starting with the initial exploratory
studies that support a pioneering idea.
These are usually based on very broad
views. In the case ofspace technology, the
end result that is aimed at is usually a

will

technology is then ready to be included

flight-qualified product that

in a product or a project, or to have

integrated onto a spacecraft.

something built around it.

The process, however, is rarely that
straightforward. It involves an enormous
amount ofboth curiosity and foresight on
the part of the people involved factors
that have been major driving forces for
ESA's technology. For example, some 15
years ago, Stephen Feldham headed the
early development of ultra-stable clocks at
ESA. He says: "Nol only did we recognise
that it would be fascinating to be able to

As mentioned earlier, all

between three closely related areas:

funding does not imply a proportional
reduction in development time.

starts with people

-

technology

for instance, scientists

making a discovery, or engineers having an

idea. The first step is to check out and
demonstrate the feasibilitv or validitv of

Scientific research, which encompasses
the discovery of new knowledge from
which technologies can be derived.
Engineering, which involves the use
oftechnology to solve specific

be

meesure time accurately, we also realised

it

could be avery important asset.for Europe.

technical problems.

We therefore

tried to build cloclts that

were more accurate, smaller and
Because

a scientific result or an
idea can rarely be

lighter than any existing at that time."

The result of this initial curiosity

engineer's

translated directly into an item or

was technology that has since been

a

product, the development of

developed into the European Galileo
navigation system. However, technology

technology is a step-by-step process.
The completion of each step validates

the ideas, provides a greater

standing of the phenomena involved and
confronts the theory with reality. The
experience thus gained allows people to
move forward to the next stage with
increased confidence. When put together,
all of these steps form the development
process - the 'D' in R&D.

Lower risk, higher cost
Technology effectively addresses a riskreduction process, risk being understood

here as the risks and uncertainties
associated with performance, cost and
schedule. What would be the likely
consequences

if

a project were initiated

without first ensuring that the technologies
needed are available? Three of them are

already

well known, namely

under-

performance, schedule delays and cost
overruns.

www eso.int

development rarely follows a linear
pattern and the first European rubidium
clock for space was actually intended for a

under-

Russian radio-astronomy project.

opplkotion

Other factors that affect the way in
which ideas develop include personal

this idea. But to finally translate the idea

backgrounds and experience. These can
help in the identification of the right

into a product or project can take

an

problems for solution, and can also provide

enormous amount of time and effort. More
people and materials will be needed as the
development work progresses, as each step
requires a greater effort for its completion.

a considerable amount of motivation.
Manuel Martin-Neira helped to conceive
the MIRAS pilot project on which ESA's
Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity Mission
(SMOS) is based. He recalls: "My father
and grandfather were forestry engineers,

lhe

lht

Europeon Rubidiun Uhrc-Stohle

0xillotor for spote

The closer you come to the final product,

the more stringent are the requirements,
the more accurate the manufacturing
needs, the more realistic the tests and
ultimately, the greater the costs.
In other words, the cost increases as the
development cycle progresses, whilst at
the same time, the level of risk involved
decreases. Nevertheless, an increase in

I knew about the importance of
measuring soil moisture .fo, this

and

community, and the problems involved in
measuring it...I was fascinated by the idea

of trying to apply radio-astronomical
techniques (a field in which I had some
experience) to problems here on Earth."
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demonstrated

by the 30 years of

development that has been needed before
using electric propulsion operationally.
Primarily, space technologies exist to
enable missions or applications, be they
the result of planned developments or

unexpected breakthroughs. The space-

technology development process, from
exploratory study to flight-qualified

product, is driven by two key forces. The
first is an identified need for an anticipated
future mission, or 'mission pull', using
technologies that are already within reach.
The second is the advent of a new
technology that promises advantages over
other alternatives for future space projects.
namely the 'technology push'.

The intrinsic value of different people's
exoerience was even more evident in the
StarTiger initiative. Peter de Maagt, the
originator of the concept, remarks'. "Front
my experience as a diving instructor, I
know about the value ofteamwork."

Developing lechnology for Spoce

For space programmes,

the

technology-development cycle tends

to have a very long lead time,
typically ten years. Consequently,

a

rnission-development time frame is
likely to be of similar duration (unless

it relies totally on technologies that
already exist, need a few incremental
developments, or are being adapted from
terrestrial applications). The time frame

can sometimes be even longer,
w\t/w eso.int
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Developing Technology within

Technological Research Programme
(TRP). The Science Core Technology

ESA

Technology is indispensable when it comes

to building satellites and payloads, and
sending them out into the inhospitable
environment of space. It is therefore hardly

surprising that'technological research
work' is a mandatory element within the
ESA Convention.
Although technology lies at the heart of
ESA's activities, it can be difficult to
quantify what proportion of them directly
involve technology. Some 90% of ESA's
budget is spent on contracts with European

industry and universities. Although this is
for R&D in its widest sense, it also covers

such aspects as systems studies

and

engineering, manufacturing, production,
lesting. launching. and mission operations.

However, technology development can
also be quantified in terms of its growing
maturity, with each step in the development
process being formalized in terms of a
'Technology Readiness Level' (TRL), with
a scale of 1 to 8 reflecting the extent to
which the technology has been proven in

Progrutmme (SCTP) focuses on reaching a
higher level oJ technology maturity by
developing engineering models, beJore the

Michael Eiden, Co-Chairman

to confront and defend
their ideas against those of others." He

start ofthe definition phase of a scientific
project", says Giorgio Bagnasco, the SCTP

themselves and

Coordinator.

adds: "...Given all the new elements, the
preparation of a new TRP Plan for Science

The Fufure is Our Busines

The future

of

technology development

depends on its people, but the content of
E,SAs technology programmes must be in

line with the Agency's future mission
scenarios as well as the development of the
commercial space segment. However, this
is not an automatic or self-standing process

it

requires active participation from

people with both ideas and experience.

is now more challenging than it was in
1985, when I first participated to such an

exercise."
The process of setting up new plans for
the TRP and GSTP programme is based
on the use of interdisciplinary Working
Groups, composed of experts drawn from

all ESA Directorates, covering the
following themes: Earth Observation;
Science/ Robotic Exploration Preparation;

Human Spaceflight/Manned Exploration
Preparation; Space Transportation/Reentry Technologies; and Generic Technologies and Techniques. Their work is guided
and reviewed by Advisory Panels at senior-

management

In this scenario, 'technology'

2004.
Despite the complex process
involved in establishing a new

application formulated) to 4
(component or breadboard

R&D plan, it has to

relevant

In exceptional
cases, it will include TRL 5,
based on a system/ subsystem
environment).

',,

model or protory?e demonstration

just a few

case, the space environment is required

the

technology.

The introduction of ESA's R&D
and technology maturity

landscape

scenario provides the possibility to cover
the complete cycle of developments. "trZe
see it as a major achievement thal it was

possible to develop an integrated ESAwide Technology R&D Programme in
Support of Future Scientific Missions....
Initial technology developments, leading
to an experimental feasibility verification,
withfundingfrom ESA's Basic

are pursued
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be

remembered that technology
R&D for space applications
has to progress quickly. Many
fascinating problems remain to
be tackled and the following are

,:

in a relevant environment either
on the ground or in space. In this

of

final

for TRP 2004-2006 and GSTP-4
due to be published early in

1

demonstrate readiness

level, with the

endorsement being provided by an ESAwide forum. The process is currently
on-going, with new three-year plans

within ESA is associated with
activities from TRL levels
(technology concept andlor

to fully

the

4, explains: "One of the most important
points is that everybody is able to express

a realistic situation.

validation in the

of

Working Group on Science relevant for the
preparation ofTRP 2004-2006 and GSTP-

challenging

examples

and very

of

the

forward-

looking technologies that are currently
being explored:

-

A wireless spacecraft, replacing complex
cables and connectors, which represent a

significant amount

of

dead weight on

every spacecraft as well as being a
potential source for failure. ESA is
therefore currently investigating (within
the TRP) a way of using either radiofrequency or optical devices to eliminate

or

substantially reduce the need for

cabling.

www.eso.inl

Wide band-gap

semi-conductors,

demonstrating the value of a completely

Active Intelligent Materials, exploring a
new class of intelligent materials for
space applications (e.g. arlificial muscle).

of semi-conductor material
that could overcome many of the
limitations of today's silicon-based

It is worth

devices.

R&D projects, there is always a chance of

Radically new ultra-light structures,
looking at the feasibility of structural

failure. However, the outcome

new class

conceDts based on inflatable devices.

Iechnology (o-ordinofion in

remembering that, as with all

of

such

investigations ultimately has the potential
to shape the future face of space. @esa

ESA

Aboul 8% of ESA! onnuol budget is currenlly being spenl on lerhnology developmenl, wift o totol of 250 million [uros spreod over six Direcloroles. Technology
plonning is fterefore well estoblished within the Agency, which hos published ils'Blue Book' on the [5A Tethnologicol Reseorch & Developmenl Progromme on o
regulor bosis since

However,

.

fie

fie

lole /0s.

1990s sow o need for revisiling lhe co-ordinolion efforl, driven primorily by lhree foclors:

A rhonge lowords developing technology os o bose for lhe seledion of missions

-

i.e. missions driven by technology, such os in lhe Eorfi 0bservolion

Progromme.

.

The romplefion of mony lorge progrommes surh qs Arlemis ond Envisol ond

o

Acquisilion of the

Wilhin

ESA,

rentol role in lhe co-otdinolion of

fie preporolion of follow-on

progrommes.

lechnologies in Europe.

technologies serve lhree moior oims, which ore reloted lo

fie shorl-, medium- ond longlerm

needs, ond ore fterefore strotegicolly distinct:

-

Innovolive/Prospedive Terhnologies: explorolion of high-risk lechnologies ond toncepls l0 se(ure o leoding posilion for fte Europeon
communily in fie long lerm.

-

Support

lo

Progrommes ond Generic Tethnologies: lo supporl lhe technologicol ospeds of every

ESA proiecls,

spoce

ftrough fte development of

new

producr ond pro(esses.

-

Terhnologies

thot Support Industry Compeliliveness: l0

lo

enhon(e exisling produds ond proceses, ollowing ropid responses

Europeon demonds

for globol compelif iveness.

ESA

hos built on R&D londsrope

fiol

combines these differenl oims wilh

fie prevoiling level of fethnologicol moturily:

Technology folling into Cotegory B is embedded in

fie

mission-orientoled, preporolory pr0gr0mmes

(e.g. for ftienre, Eorlh 0bservolion ond Humon
Spoceflight), while those primorily occupying

(

(olegory qre conduded through opplitotionspedfic industry-orienled progrommes (suth os
ARTES

f

or Telecommunirolions).

A slrong bridging componenl is ossured by

fhe

mondolory Bosic lechnology Reseorch Progromme

ftlegory A ond
the emerging sloges for the whole
sperlrum of spoce lethnology. The opfionol
(TRP), which coven extlusively

oddresses

Generol Supporl Technology Progromme (GSIP)

in fie
preporolory pr0gr0mmes ond responds lo

complemenls the lechnologies developed

induslriol demonds for fotused supporl.
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Breaks All Records to Wi n the

World Sola
favourite because

Erk Trotlemanl
Edurolion Office,
Administrolion,

Direclorole of

ESA

[Sft(,

Noordwiik, Ihe Netherlonds

he Dutch solar car 'Nuna TT', using
ESA space technology. again

finished first in the 2003 World
Solar Challenge, a 3010 km race from
north to south across Australia for cars
powered only by solar energy. Having set
off from Darwin on Sunday 19 October,

Nuna TI crossed the finishing line in
Adelaide on Wednesday 22 October in a
new record-breaking time of 30 hours 54
minutes. I hour and 43 rninutes ahead of its
nearest rival and beating the previous
record of 32 hours 39 minutes set by its
predecessor Nuna in 2001.
The average speed of Nuna II, nick-

named the 'Flying Dutchman' by the
Australian press, was 97 km/h, also an
improvement on the previous record of
91.8 km/h set by Nuna in 2001. Despite
two quickly changed flat tyres, Nuna [[
travelled 828 km on the third day ofracing
never before has such a distance been
accomplished on one day by a solarpowered vehicle. On the fourth and final
day, Nuna II again pushed the envelope by
driving at a top speed of I l0 km per hour,
a new World record.
The space-age Nuna II was already in
the lead by the end ofthe first day, having
started from 1Oth position. Before the race
began, it was already tipped as a hot
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of its

forerunner Nuna in 2001

- like its
- of advanced

use

space technology provided to the team via
ESA's Technology Transfer Programme,

which gives the car a theoretical top speed
of 170 km per hour.
The aerodynamically optimised outer
shell consists of space-age plastics to keep
it light and strong. The main body is made
from carbon fibre, reinforced on the upper
side and on the wheels' mudguards with

aramide, better known under the trade
name of Twaron. The latter is used in
satellites as protection against micrometeorite impacts, and nowadays also in
high-performance protective clothing like
bulletproof vests.
The car's shell is covered with the best
triple-junction gal lium-arsenide solar cel ls,

developed

for satellites. These

cells

harvest l0% more energy from the Sun
than those used on Nuna for the 2001 race.

Only weeks before this year's race, ESA
had launched its first satellite to use these

cells, the SMART-1 high-technology
demonstration mission to the Moon.

Nuna

ll

also carries Maximum Power

Point Trackers. small devices

that

guarantee an optimal balance between the

power drawn from the battery and that

being generated by the solar

cells,
particularly under less favorable situations
like shade and cloud. Many satellites now

carry these devices, including
Rosetta scientilic mission to

E,SA's

Nuna II was built by a l2-strong tearn of
students from the Universities of Delft and
Rotterdam, strongly supported by a number

of

sponsors, including Nuon the Dutch
energy company. ESA not only provided
the team with engineering support via its
Technology Transfer Programme, but also
with general support via the ESA Education Office, previously headed by former

comet

astronaut Wubbo Ockels, who was an adviser

Churyumov-Gerasimenko, due for launch
in Februarv 2004.

to the team and also suided the first Nuna
solar car to victory in 200

I
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ollowing the victory of the ESA-sponsored Dutch solar car 'Nuna' in the World Solar
Challenge 2001, the 3010 km race across Australia for cars powered only by solar energy, the
Agency decided to give schools and museums throughout Europe the opportunity to put the
spectacular vehicle on show. The objective ofthe tour was to give youngsters, students and teachers
the opportunity to examine the space technology that had given Nuna its winning edge in 2001 , and
to raise general awareness ofrenewable energies.
The tour started on 4 November 2002 with a first exhibition at the Vetenskapens Hus (House of
Science) in Stockholm. Thereafter Nuna continued its travels through 12 ESA Member States,
visiting 36 schools and museums and finishing its journey in France, at the Colldge la C6te Radieuse
school in Canet en Roussillon. The enthusiasm shown by the youngsters and their teachers at every
stop, and the coverage received in the local press, clearly demonstrated the success ofthe tour.

A Unique 0pporlunily for Europeon Schools ond Museums
Two months after having won the World Solar Challenge 2001 with a record time, ESA officially
announced its decision to send Nuna on a European tour to help demonstrate the practical
applications of space technology here on
Earth. The announcement was sent out to
all teachers who had participated in the
TeachSpace Workshop (26-28 October
2001) and the Physics on Stage 2 Festival
(2-6 April 2002). In addition, the tour was

advertised

in the

second issue

of

the

EDUnews newsletter, published in March
2002 and on the Education Office website.
Teachers were invited to send an e-mail if
they were interested in organising a oneday exhibition at their school. The ESA
Education Office's mailbox was flooded
with requests, proving straightaway that
the project was very attractive.
The response was in fact so large that it
would clearly not be possible to meet the
demand and it was therefore decided to

contact

all of the teachers who

had

expressed interest and ask them to submit
a summary of the type of activities and
events that they would propose to organise
to raise the youngsters' interest in solar
cars and renewable energy sources

ifNuna

would visit their school. An important
aspect ofthe selection criteria was also the
teacher's commitment to ensuring local
media coverage of Nuna's visit. By the end

of August 2002, thirty-six schools and
with great ideas for putting
Nuna in the limelight and involving as
museums

many youngsters as possible, had been
selected. In the meantime, the ESA
Education Office had been working hard
on the project's logistical aspects.
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0rgonising lhe Tour

After many discussions, there was

a

to the interest in learning more about the
car. The DVD was a perfect complement to

general consensus that it would be nice to
create a sort of 'travelling museum', and so
a special display trailer with opening front
and side panels was designed to house
Nuna during its travels.
To set the scene, the interior ofthe trailer
was decorated with an Australian landscape
and a patchwork of pictures of Nuna and
the winning team. To provide the viewing
public with more information about ESA
and its activities, seven panels carrying

aerodynamics, the special solar cells, the
special tyres to reduce rolling resistance,
and the race strategy applied. The
youngsters therefore learnt, for instance,
that Nuna's solar cells (triple- and doublejunction gallium-arsenide type) had been
developed for use in space and had a far

more general information were

also
designed. To give the youngsters a flavour

higher efficiency than those currently

of the race itself, audio and

learnt how the team managed to build such
a light body for the car, by employing the
'Kevlar' material first used in space.
Teachers in the secondary schools that

video

equipment was installed in the trailer and a

DVD showing the Nuna adventure

was

produced. Thousands of,A3 format posters
of Nuna were printed for distribution to the
youngsters as a souvenir of the solar car's

visit to their school. By the end of August
2002, the small 'mobile museum' was
ready to hit the road.
Toking lo

fte

Rood

The Agency had decided that the tour

would be more beneficial for the
youngsters if two members of the Nuna
Alpha Centauri race team could be present
at each school visited to make a short
presentation about the race, the car and
renewable energy sources, and to respond
to the many questions that the youngsters
would certainly be asking.

Indeed,

the Alpha Centauri team

the presentation in that respect.

After the film, it was time for

the

children to hear more about the technology

used

to build

Nuna, the importance of

found on the roofs of houses. They also

were visited exploited the Nuna presentation

by linking it to their mathematics and
physics lessons and encouraging the pupils
to work on practical examples. In one
primary school, a teacher demonstrated the
concept of solar energy by showing the
output from a small solar cell graphically
on a computer screen.
The Alpha Centauri team members
reported that it was amazing how many
interesting workshops. drawing competitions

Beddegenoodts, Marco Martucci, Marco

Nicolini, Marian Bakker, Michael

Many of the schools had also gone to great
lengths to involve other schools in their area

Thomas Schmidt, Wendy Swarbrick and

and to ensure extensive local press coverage.

stop, with teachers and pupils both

(onclusion

enthusiastic about and highly interested in
the presentations that they made. It was a
chance for the youngsters to learn that the
World Solar Challenge event was initially

The Nuna tour certainly proved to be a very

and organised by

Hans

Tholstrup, a Danish adventurer, who first

proved the feasibility of solar-powered
transport by crossing Australia from west
to east in 1982 in his solar car 'Quiet

Achiever'. In the first World Solar

successful initiative, giving thousands of
youngsters an opportunity to learn more
about the solar car's design and technologies

and about the renewable energy sources
will more and more become a part of
their daily lives. With Nuna II having just
that

won the World Solar Challenge 2003, there
be the possibility to organise

will hopefully

another such series

of event to stimulate

Challenge competition in 1987, twenty- lhe interest ofyoungsters in science. space.
three solar cars participated and the race and alternative sources ofenersv.
was won by the General Motors 'Sunracer'
at an average speed of 67 kmlh. The fact Atknowledgments

that Nuna won

in 2001 with a record- The author would like to thank

breaking average of almost 92 kn/h
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Francisco Da'Costa, Georges-Marie
Quesada, Jess Cooke, Ken Zetie, Line
Rasmussen, Lisbeth Frantzen, Marc

and courses had been developed in the
schools that they visited to make it an
exciting and useful educational event.

members were heartily welcomed at every

conceived

made the tour such a success: Adolfo
Yizquez, Alistair Crawford, Ana Lricia
Oliveira, Angus Gregson, Antonio Violini,
Bernadette Anbergen, Bernard Taylor,
Bjorn Lingons, David Lomer, David Smith,
David Woolhouse, Francisca Wheeler,

the

added following teachers, whose contributions

Brookman, Paul Nugent, Per-Olof Nilsson,
Pilar Jarque, Ralf Giesse, Sue McGrath,
Werner Warland.

@esa

IIINERARY FOR THE SOIAR CAR'S EUROPEAN TOUR - November 2002 - Jonuory 2003

Dole

(ounlry

City

None of Sthool

November

04/|/2002

Sweden

Stockholm

Velenskopens Hus

06/r/2002

Sweden

Golhenburg

(holmers Universily ol Tethnology
Tycho Brohe Plonelorium ond 0mnimoxleoler

Denmork

(openhogen

08/r/2002

Ihe Netherlonds

Groningen

Focuheit Terhniek

tz/r/2002
t3/|/2002

The Netherlonds

Heerhugowoord

Monlesorischool

Belgium

thdrelel

Ath6n6e Royol Piene Poulus

t4/r/2002
t6/r/2002

Belgium

Aonchol

Koninkliik Alheneum

Belgium

ftorleroi

Ath6n6e Royol E. Solvoy

tl/r/2002

Germony

Duseldorf

Schlosgymnosium Benrolh

t9/11/2002

Germony

Doun

Geschwisler - Scholl - Gymnosium

20/r/2002

Germony

Dormslodl

Lichtenbergschule

22/r/2002

Swilzerlond

Borbengo

Scuolo Medio

26/|/2002

lloly

Modeno

AICM

27/r/2002

lloly

Milon

Museo Nozionole dello Scienzo e dello lecnologio

/11 /2002

07

- Gymnosium

"Leonordo do Vinci"

Detember
York

Ampleforth tollege

Englond

Bedford

Mork Rutherford lJpper School ond [ommunily [ollege

tnglond

thislehurst

Forringlons ond Strol[ord House

06/12/2002

tnglond

Iondon

St. Poul's School

09/12/2002

Englond

Iondon

Highgote School

t0/12/2002

Englond

Steyning

Sleyning Grommor School

r/12/2002

Englond

Morlborough

5t. John's School ond [ommunily (ollege

12/12/2002

tnglond

Brislol

Sir Bernord lovell School

t3/12/2002

Woles

[lonelli

Morfo Junior fthool

16/12/2002

Englond

Ieicesfer

Wyggeslon ond Queen Elizob*h I tollege

/12/2002

Englond

Tomworlh

Wilnecole High School

t8/12/2002

Englond

Burnlwood

Fulfen Primory Srhool

08/0r/2003

5cotlond

Lenzie

Lenzie Acodemy

09/01/2003

Norfiern lrelond

Belfosl

Queens Universily Belfost

r

0/0r/2003

Norlhern lrelond

Belfost

Science (enlre WhoWhotWhereWhenWhy

r

Royol Dublin Sociely RDS

03/12/2002

Englond

04/12/2002
05/12/2002

t7

L.

Jonuory

r/0t/2003

lrelond

Dublin

t3/01 /2003

lrelond

Dublin

Dublin

t4/01/2003

lrelond

Golwoy

Golwoy Moyo Inslilule of Technology

Porlugol

Porfo

Escolo

Spoin

Modrid

Universidod [omplulense de Modrid

Spoin

Alkonle

lE5 Hoygon

Fronte

(onel en Rousillon

(olldge lo (0te Rodieuse

20/01

/2003

22/01/2003
24/01
27

/2003

/01/2003

tity

University

Serund6rio de Fonles Pereiro de Melo
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Europe's contender in the
large satcom market

Ihe Stokes
Thcre is a considcrable risk that todiry's downturn in global markets ma,
annihilatc Europe's heavily contested sharc of commercial satellite sales, and
this in turn rnay clestabilise thc core manufacturing capabilities of European
satellite industry. A conccntrated Europcan institutional research and
dcvelopment cfTbrt is thereforc required to sustain industrial capabilities
during the dorvnturn and to reinfbrcc Europe's comnrercial product line fbr
futurc growth urarkcts.
The best of Europc's

sate llite manufacturing industry is thereforc currently
involved in an institutional programmc knowtr as 'AlphaBus', dcsigned to
create a ncw cornpetitive product for the global commercial satcom n'rarket.

In shaping a ncw

Jo&

Bosma

Heod

of Lorge Plotform Mission 0ffice,

ISA Direclorote of Applicotions Progrommes,
ESTE(, Noordwiik, The Netherlonds

Frantis Louvet
Proiecl Monoget ESA/(NES (ombined AlphoBus leom,
Toulouse, Fronce

D

ominiqu e P owlok (EADS-

Astr i u m

)

& Bertrand Maureou (Akotel Spoce)
Proied Monogers, Joinl Induslriol Proiecl Teom,
Toulouse. Fronce

European pcrspective fbr large commttnication satellites,

AlphaBus conrbincs the business know-how of EADS Astritrm and Alcatcl
Spacc with the institutional strengths of ESA and CNES. Togcther they will
select state-of-the-art European equipmcnt providcrs to complcte the
industrial consortiunr for this trnique Europcan cotrmunications platfbrrn.
corlrplementing the top-end range of both Alcatel's Spacebus and Astriurnl
Eurostar prodtLcts. Thc selected supplicrs will bc engaged in long-term
agreemcnts with the primc corrtractors, lcading to a stable industrial structure
fbr thc operational life and future improvcrnent of thc product
This initiative dift-cls tiom ESA's more classical stand-alone dcvelopments.
being n.rotivatcd by the acquisition of leading-cdge technology ar.rd thc airn of
establishing a con.rpetitive European product to satisfy rccurring market
opportunities. This rnarket-oricnted approach is a key element of the
AlphaBus programmatic setup, and ficrce global competition will be a fact of
life. The benchmark fbr AtphaBus is the recurrent cost of today's large

telecommunication platforms. The Member States participating in the
AlphaBus programme will be requested to fund it in relation to the
capabilities of their national industries to provide state-of-the-art technology
at competitivc prices. In other words, the AlphaBus R&D funds will not be
dispersed throughout E,urope unless national industries ale competitive or
provide a nnique source fbr enabling technology otherwisc not availablc in
E

urooe.

esc bullelin
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quantum leap needed

The Morket

technology gap,

for the enabling

technology.

contracts open the way

for

These

individual

European equipment providers with
unique expertise to be selected for the

Intermediate market projections based
on the replenishment of existing in-orbit
infrastructure and growth potential in the

and

today's volatile global market for

commercial telecommunications satellites
- to build communication satellites for the
high-power payload market. In June 2003,
the two companies made an unprecedented
move at Le Bourget by publicly announcing
a joint marketing strategy for AlphaBus.

This commercial agreement covers the
terms and conditions for a common

communications market. ESA and CNES
elaborated a cooperation agreement in2002

Martin and Loral dominated the

Europe

in terms of the global

satellite

to

create a common institutional framework forAlphaBus. The two agencies have
already provided the preparatory funding
envelope and initiated contracts with a

satellite sector of the telecommunications
very large commercial telecommunications
satellites launched in the boom period
based on a European platform.

AlphaBus production line. Likewise, ESA

platform

AlphaBus project team, based in Toulouse

(F). With CNES having secured the
programme at national level in France, it is
now up to the other ESA Member States

to fund their appropriate

share

of

the

AlphaBus development programme within
ESA.
A successful AlphaBus development

programme

structure

will

contribute

for the

to a

sound

European satellite
manufacturing industry avoid
fragmentation of available
institutional R&D funds, close
the technology gap with US
competitors, and provide a
unique contender for acquiring

an appropriate share of

global market for

the

large

telecommunication satellites.
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large-

market. Only about one in twenty of the

joint industrial project team set up by
EADS-Astrium and Alcatel Space to
execute the early design effort for the
and CNES have also formed a joint

the

be used by both EADS-Astrium

marketing of the AlphaBus product, avoids
mutual competition by recognising
AlphaBus as the exclusive European
response in the top-end sector of the market.
Before the market collapse in 2002, US
companies such as Boeing, Lockheed

AlphaBus industrial team.
Having realised what was at stake for

close

higher payload power range, and to

in

ambitious programme of pre-developments

to

accommodate the

The AlphaBus initiative will result in a
production line for a new platform that will

Alcatel Space - Europe's main competitors

To stimulate the Europeanisation of
AlphaBus, ESA has already begun an

to

between I 999 and the end
One way

of 2002 was

of categorizing the size of

compete successfully on the global stage.

new multimedia and mobile markets
forecast a recovery to 2001 levels from
2008 onwards. Today, commercial
initiatives like iPSTAR-l and Wildblue-l
are already beginning to cater for these

future markets. These high-powered
telecommunications satellites based on US
platforms will provide direct-to-desktop
broadband access, making advanced
Internet services - IP voice telephone,

video-conferencing and multimedia
applications like video-on-demand and
interactive television, readily available in

the 200312004 time frame. Consequently,
European satellite manufacturers cannot
afford to wait for a full market recovery

before developing a new platform to
compete with their US rivals. Operators
require a rapid response to new market
opportunities and are already contesting
today's 30-month turn-around-times between

a

is by the

power-handling
capability of its payload. US companies
have enabling technologies for payloads
with powers of up to l8 kW, whilst today's
European platforms have payload powers
of up to only l0 kW. This technology gap

satellite contract award dates and flishtreadiness

!

The AlphaBus development programme
therefore needs to start today in order to

allow the first commercial bids on

the

global satellite market towards 200512006.
Decision makers need to be aware that the

will

has given US products a competitive edge
in the large satellite sector. Ultimately the

AlphaBus product line

physical dimensions of the platforms will
limit the growth potential of the existing
Spacebus and Eurostar product lines to
about 12 kW. The AlphaBus provides the

History proves that sole reliance on the
capabilities of existing satellite product

have a life

cycle covering the next twenty

years.

lines has never proved a reliable strategy
for meeting future needs.
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The Plofform

The AlphaBus payload power range of 12
18 kW, corresponding to a solar array
power of between 15 and 25 kW positions
it squarely in the attractive market niche
for large satellites dominated by today's
US products. The platform's physical
dimensions, with a width of 3 m and height
of 7 to 8 m. mean that it can derive maximum

to

benefit from powerful launchers in the
Ariane-5 category with their 5 m fairings
and the economies of scale being offered.
Its launch mass will vary from 5.5 to 8
metric tons. Ariane-5 compatibility is seen
as a sound policy given that more than
90o/o of Ariane-4's launches were devoted
to telecommunications satellites.
Adapted to handle antenna farms of up
to 10 to 12 transmit and receive antennas,
the platform can easily accommodate from
100 to 250 transponders.

It

can also handle

high-power mobile missions servicing, for
instance, future 3G-type handsets from
geostationary orbit and requiring antennas
of up to 7.5 m diameter.
This new generation of geostationary
telecommunications platform will require

a number of specific

technology

improvements. The ESA-funded predevelopment contracts mentioned above

cover such items as novel electricpropulsion technology based on plasma
and ion thrusters, deployable radiator
panels, active fluid loops and heat pipes for

heat dissipation, new solar-array
technology, a more powerful apogee boost

requirements of the commercial customer.
The ESA-CNES R&D programme will
help to establish the industrial production
line for Alphabus, and ESA will also serve

as

a 'first

customer'

in

procuring the

protoflight model.

The Nexl Sleps
2004

will

be a key year for concluding the

legal and programmatic

framework
between ESA, CNES and Industry. The

ESA programme is covered by the
ARTES-S element of the Programme
Declaration for Advanced Research in
Telecommunications Systems (ARTES),
as agreed at the Edinburgh Ministerial
Council in November 2001. ARTES-8

The new enabling technologies will be
steadily introduced into the AlphaBus
product line in accordance with the type of
mission being supported, the payload
power needed and last but not least the
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recurring commercial flights. Those States
that decide to participate will enjoy fair
access for their industries to the equipment
competitions, the evaluation of which will
be overseen by ESA, together with the
industrial prime contractors and CNES.
Ifeverything goes according to plan, the
AlphaBus Programme will unite European
industrial prime contractors and suppliers

in an industrial

development of the AlphaBus production

give

The Europeanisation of AlphaBus is a
actively
promoting the programme to all Member
States. The national industries selected to
participate will not only benefit from
institutional R&D funding, but will also
have access to long-term agreements for

key objective and ESA is

becoming a European leader on the world
market for large, high-power telecommunications satellites.
@esa

phased into two main streams.

will

start

and its implementation has today been

optic gyroscopes, RF sensing technology,
accelerometers and a new generation of
star trackers. These developments

will

covers the large-platform mission element,

motor, new lithium-ion batteries, fibre-

AlphaBus growth potential beyond 20 kW
payload powers.
The designs for the first commercial
AlphaBus missions will stay close to their
Eurostar and Spacebus heritage. This is
normal commercial practice in order to
increase customer confidence in a new
product and to maintain target price levels.

included in the industrial consortium for
the AlphaBus development phase
at the beginning ofnext year.

A first step in

2003

will

enable the

line, including the procurement of the
protoflight model. The availability of a
protoflight model of AlphaBus will ensure
a rapid response to a mission opportunity
arising either through an institutional

roadmap emanating

from the

next

Ministerial Council planned in 2004-2005
or through a commercial flight opportunity.

will be
mid-2004. The main

The AlphaBus preparatory phase

completed

in

development phase needs to start tn 2004

to align the first commercial bids with the
expected market recovery. The selection
process for equipment providers to be

consortium capable of
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clock solutions with centimetre accuracy,
provided a few modelled corrections are

The IGS routinely provides:
- high-quality orbits for all GPS satellites
accuracy is better than 5 cm, while realtime predictions are better than 25 cm
any time (the satellites broadcast orbits
with accuracies of ca. 3 m)

taken into account (mainly tides

at

-

Speciol Prolecls of

fte

IGS

Over the years a number of special
activities have developed within the IGS.
These have generally been organised in the
form of Working Groups or Pilot Projects.
In some cases they are of a fundamental

tracking-site coordinates and velocities
in the International Terrestrial Reference
Frame, currently ITRF 2000
pseudo-range and phase measurements,
in daily and/or hourly files.

Over 200 institutions in more than 75
countries now participate in the IGS,

nature (e.g. timing or reference frame)
affecting all the basic products, in others
they may be considered to be 'nuisance
parameters' that need to be modelled or
estimated within the basic algorithms (e.g.
atmospheric products - troposphere and
ionosphere).

Timing Products

A very successful Time

Transfer Pilot

Projectwas operated from 1999 to2002by

the IGS in conjunction with the Bureau

International des Poids

et

Mesures

(BIPM), Paris. The latter is responsible for
the definition and maintenance of the UTC
and TAI time scales, which provide the
basis for civil time worldwide. GPS has
long provided an important link between

and the obiective was to better
link the laboratories with the

of the operations is
by a

Format), which includes information on
the accuracy of the parameters determined
(covariance matrix).

national time laboratories and BIPM,

providing data from more than 350
sites. Day-to-day management
conducted

and velocities and the Earth-orientation
parameters,

correction with sub-nanosecond accuracy

Earth orientation parameters (rotation,

are weekly updates for the station positions

in a format known as SINEX
(Software/Solution Independent Exchange

antenna offsets).

satellite and ground receiver clock

polar motion)

-

and

principal inputs from the Analysis Centres

IGS references (ITRF

and

GPS system time, both

Central

as realised by

Bureau. located at the Jet

IGS).

Propulsion Laboratory

Important aspects were

in Pasadena (USA) and
by the Analysis Centre

those of setting up GPS
to the
hydrogen masers of the

receivers close

Coordinator (ACC). The
ACC function rotates

between the different
Analysis Centres: so far,
Natural Resources Canada
(Ottawa), the University of Bern
(Switzerland), and (currently) the GeoForschungsZentrum Potsdam (Germany)
have performed this task.

The basic products are classified
according to their latency (time elapsed
since the last measurement data included
in the solution). At present, IGS 'Final'
orbit and clock products are available
within 1l days, 'Rapid'products within 17
hours, and 'Ultra-rapid'products within 3
hours. The latter are currently generated

twice per day and include 24 hours of
prediction, thus ensuring the availability of

real-time orbit and clock products. No
restrictions have been olaced on user

laboratories, and investigating critical variations in

cables due to thermal and
other effects. This project now

runs as a Working Group with a
Coordinator, whose main task is to

lhe IGS glohol trocking network in 2003

establish and make available an IGS time
scale with more stability than is available

Rekrence Frame

The IGS Reference Frame fRF)
Coordinator has responsibility

for

the
the
International Terrestrial Reference Frame
(ITRF). The ITRF is maintained by the
International Earth Rotation and Reference

coordination

of IGS inputs to

Frame Service

(IERS

name slightly
modified since January 2003). GPS plays a
major role in the ITRI, due to the large
number of well-distributed, very well
determined sites which

it

contributes

from the satellites themselves, taking
advantage of the presence of very stable
hydrogen masers in the IGS ground
network.
Low Earth Orbiters
GNSS receivers carried on spacecraft in

Low Earth Orbit (LEO orbits have
heights varying from just a few hundred
to a few thousand kilometres) are very

effective tools for rapidly and accurately
determining the spacecraft's orbit. Due to
the large number of satellites in the GNSS
constellation, the coverage is redundant

Examples of the use of IGS products in
place of GPS broadcast messages include
'precise point positioning'using GPS data

(typical accuracies are 3 mm horizontally
and 6 mm vertically, worldwide). The RF
Coordinator is assisted by a Working
Group consisting of representatives of the

possible

from a user receiver and IGS orbit

Analysis Centres and the IERS.

kinematic (geometric) way, minimising the

access to products.
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and

The

and continuous, so that

to

it almost

becomes

determine the orbit

in

a

dependence
motion.

on dynamic models of

the

lhe ouultolion of o
seen

GNSS signol

hy the Eorth\ olnwphere

os

by o Low Eorlh 1rhiter (LE?) spoceuoft

The number of satellites in orbit with
high-qualiry two-frequency receivers has
grown rapidly since mid-2000 with the
launches of CHAMB Jason-l, GRACE,

GPS satellite in
occultahon

Icesat and others. The ESA GOCE
(Gravity Field and Steady-State Ocean
Circulation Explorer) and the ESA/
Eumetsat MetOp- I spacecraft will join this

Another important application of GNSS
ahnospheric sounding, using
data collected close to an occultation as the
line of sight between a GNSS satellite and
the LEO emerges from or passes below the
Eartb's horizon. The ground-based data
collected and processed by the IGS provide
fundamental and essential support to these
LEO missions. The LEO Pilot Project
(coordinated by ESOC) focuses the efforts
of interested analysis centres on improved
data processing for these orbiting receivers.

in LEO is

group by 2006. Very impressive advances
are already being made by processing of
the GPS and other data from CHAMP and
GRACE (CHAMP has accelerometer data,
GRACE has very precise inter-satellite
range-difference measurements between
the two GRACE spacecraft). These efforts
are leading to the best models currently
available for the Earth's gravity field.

Atmosphere

Due

to the

multi-frequency nature of

GNSS (at least two frequencies are needed
in order to remove large measurement

errors, which would otherwise be caused
during propagation of the signals through
the Earth's ionosphere), a well-distributed
network of GNSS stations allows global
mapping of the distribution of free

electrons

in the

ionosphere with

and temporal
resolution. (In effect, each two-frequency
measurement of pseudo-range or phase

unprecedented spatial

from every ground station, or

LEO

satellite, to every GNSS satellite provides
a measure of the electron density,
integrated along the line of sight). Five
IGS Associate Analysis Centres produce
global ionospheric maps with resolutions
of 2.5 deg in latitude, 5 deg in longitude
and 2 hours in time. The delay in delivery
is currently about 5 days, but efforts are
being made to reduce this. Regional
solutions can be generated much faster.
Heightened solar activity is being observed
by the IGS through its effects on the Earth's
atmosphere.

ld!tud. (d.g)

E
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The magnitude of the tropospheric delay

at each station, normalised to the zenith
direction, is determined routinely by all
IGS Analysis Centres and a combined
product is generated by the Troposphere
WG Coordinator. The physical parameter
involved is the humidity content of the air

lhe Golileo sotellite constellotion. lhe 30 sotellites
(27 operolionol plus three in-orbit spues) will orbit the Eorth ot
un ohitude of 24

000kn,inthru

eQuol!

spoced

*i;:,fflfi:!,

the
atmosphere. Of course, unlike the case of
the ionosphere, only isolated point values

tide-gauge sites, and to process multi-year
data sets including all or many such sites.
This is a globalisation of some local/
regional campaigns made with GPS to
support the early calibration of altimeter

can be provided by GNSS, or at best
regional maps where particularly dense

Envisat and Jason-

in the lowest few kilometres of

instruments, e.g. on ERS-1, Topex/Poseidon,
1

.

station networks are located (e.g. Europe,

Southern California). These values are

being assimilated by meteorological
institutes into both their weather
forecasting (lGS ultra-rapid prediction
values) and climate studies (values based
on IGS final products).
Real-Time

The trend in navigation and

other
applications of GNSS is towards real-time
data delivery and processing. Many IGS

stations changed some years ago from
delivering daily data files to delivering
hourly files, with typical latencies of a few
minutes. With the new generation of LEO
satellites carrying GPS receivers, nearreal-time delivery with a higher sampling
rate (rn some cases one measurement
epoch every second, instead of every 30
seconds) is being requested. This can be
done in l5-minute batches or as a realtime data stream. The IGS agencies are
establishing protocols and procedures for

International GLONASS Service (IGLOS)
The International GLONASS Experiment
IGEX was designed as a three-month test
campaign by the IGS in 1998 to verify for
the first time the feasibility of setting up a

global network of GLONASS tracking
receivers and processing the data for
improved orbit, clock and ground position
determination. IGLOS has evolved from
this effort as a project within the IGS, and

has been operational since
unfortunately with a reduced

2000,
space

segment due to the long times between
GLONASS replenishment launches. The
standard IGS infrastructure (stations, data
centres, analysis centres, data products)
has been adapted in such a way that
GLONASS data can be handled like GPS
data. Currently, advances are being made
at the IGLOS analysis centres to integrate
GLONASS and GPS computations into a

single process. This

is

exactly

the

Tide-Gauge Benchmark Monitoring

approach that will be needed to support
Galileo in-orbit validation for the first test
sateliites (Galileo System Test Bed V2)
and the first operational satellites.

Project (TIGA)
Tide-gauge measurements made at widely

G a I i I e o /G

handling this.

separated sites have traditionally been
difficult to relate to each other. By locating
a GPS system close to a tide gauge, the
height of the reference point on the tide
gauge can be determined in the

ITRI,

and

global and regional changes in sea level
can then be monitored more reliably. Local

crustal movements affecting long-term
tide-gauge records can also be better
characterised. The main objective of the

TIGA project is to assist in

the

establishment of a significant number of
permanent GPS measurement facilities at
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generation GPS III, which would however
not be fully operational before about 20 1 5

.

N S S Working

G roup

The IGS has built up a reputation for
providing the best available products for
GPS applications, where the criteria for
'best' include timeliness and

accuracy.

There is a strong interest in the IGS
community in ensuring that the Galileo
system is able to make a major

to scientific and other
applications requiring very high
contribution

of the concepts that are now

positioning accuracy, as GPS has done.

standard in the GPS community have been
developed within the IGS. GPS itself is
being further developed,
the

Inter-operability between GPS and Galileo
is seen as a key requirement. While it is
clear that IGS has had an exemplary
function in some aspects of the early
design and testing concepts for Galileo,
notably in the Galileo System Test Bed
GSTB V1, this community and its
members, both European and non-

Many

with

introduction of additional civil signals on
the L2 (GPS Block IIR-M, from 2004) and
L5 (GPS Block IIF, from about 2005)
frequencies, while some studies have

already been carried out

for a

next-

Nevertheless, it has succeeded in carrying
out long-term projects which no one ofits
members could have achieved alone. The

0ullook

IGS is directed by its

celebrate

international

service, though as I have explained the IGS
as such is a few years older than this. The
recently approved new IAG structure gives

Centres, Networks) are elected by the IGS

while

representatives of

related external bodies such as the IERS
and IAG are appointed by those bodies.

Working Group chairs are non-voting
members of the Board. Following a
significant preparatory effort, a two-day
retreat

of the Board in December

1999

in

support

of

Earth-science

of

the

applications benefiting society. As longterm goals the IGS aims to:
provide GNSS data and products of the
highest quality and reliability, making
them openly and readily available to all

-

European, are well prepared to contribute

coordinated

with

team.
Slrolegic Plonning

The IGS is a self-governing, voluntary
organisation with no central source of

funding; it operates through the
contributions of its component parts.

(ILRS), the International VLBI Service
(IVS) and the newly formed International
Doris Service (IDS). The IAG's flagship

-

-

the years. A wide spectrum ofprojects and
GNSS applications have been successfully

its structure. Continuing
improvement in the quality and reliability
of the global network and data interfaces is
critical to this success, as is the dedication
of the data analysts. The IGS and its
members continue to provide fundamental
integrated into

to a

range

of scientific and

user communrtres

support

applications space missions, and ESA's
GOCE, MetOp and Galileo missions will
benefit greatly from this.

continuously innovate by attracting
leading-edge expertise and pursuing
challenging projects and ideas
seek and implement new growth oppor-

Acknowledgment

tunities while responding to changing

The IGS operates through the combined
efforts and enthusiasm of its more than
200 contributing organisations. Further

user needs

-

Observing System (IGGOS), will rely
heavily on these services and on good

promote universal acceptance of IGS
products and conventions as a World
standard

-

been

added status and roles to the services others are the International Earth Rotation
and Reference Frame Service (IERS), the
International Laser Ranging Service

collaboration between them.
The IGS has developed a great deal from
the simple organisation that it was during
the campaign of 1992, but the basic
concept has been validated constantly over

Earth-system components and their
interactions, as well as to facilitate other

ESAs Galileo proiect

as an IAG

highest-quality data and products as a
standard for global navigation satellite

advance scientific understanding

that had

- its l0th Anniversary

project, the International Geodetic Global

systems

Reference

2004

resulted in a Strategic Plan for the years
2002-2001.
The IGS is committed to providing the

research, multi-disciplinary applications
and education. These activities aim to

of

and

of the IGS

Associates,

Terms

Workshop

Symposium to be held in Bern in March

components (Analysis Centres, Data

Galileo/GNSS Working Group was set up
at the December 2002 Governing Board
Meeting in San Francisco, with approved

- with a

Governing Board, the composition of
which is defined in the IGS Terms of
Reference. Representatives

their experience to the definition and
validation of the Galileo system. A

The International GPS Service is about to

sustain and nurture the IGS culture of
collegiality, openness and cooperation
maintain a voluntary organisation with
effective leadership, governance and
management.

information about the service and its
oroducts can be found on the IGS Central
Bureau web site at:
http ://igscb jpl.nasa. gov
Gesa

Key areas of IGS activities in the next few
years will be in the fields of GNSS on Low
Earth Orbiters, real-time data avaiiability
and product generation, and new GNSS
developments (Galileo; GPS IIR-M, GPS
IIF. GPS III).
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he ESA Education Office started the Student
Space Exploration and Technology lnitiative

(SSETI) in 2000. The Initiative's main
ve is to create a network of students.
tional institutions and organisations on the

ternet, which together will have the means to design,

build and launch micro-satellites. lt also aims to

i' "'

increase kno*ledge about space among the Europcan
y'outh oftodav through hands-on experiencc. Students

Arano

tion 0ffire,

ESA

Directorole of

hale the opportunitl' to put their theorctical skills
acquired at university into practice, to design, de,r,elop
and launch micro-satellites. and much more.
In order to achieve these objectives, the inliastructure and the means of communication lbr the
more than 800 students interested in the projcct had

ESTE(,

to be put in

I
&.*

.:f:i...::.:-r,

place.

ln addition

tr-r

tools such

as

L,-mail, a Bullctin Board and a Participants database,
a ueb site (http://untv.sseti.org) has been designed
and implemented b1, the students themselves, allowing
the SSETI community to easily communicate, interact
and work together rcmoteh. ESA's rolc includes the

provision of communications, guidance, vcrification
and testing support, as \tell as lacilitating the launch
a

rrangements.

Since SSETI's first stcps back in Octobcr 2000,
around 20 different universities throughout Europe
have become involved in the very first SSETI microsatellite project, knonn as the 'European Student

Earth Orbiter (ESEO)'. The ESEO spacecralt is due
to be launched on anAriane-S in late-200,1.
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Gelling 0rgonised
SSETI consists of two distinct elements:
A centrally focussed organisation, led by
the Education Office, whose tasks include

the

organisation, management and
guidance of the project. This central

-

there is no decision-making via e-mail. It
is SSETI policy that all queries must be
publicly addressed and discussed via a
web-based User Bulletin Board (UBB).
There are e-mail lists in place to facilitate
such communication.

organisation will provide the necessary
Agency support in terms of experlise and
testing and" ultimately, in negotiating the
launch opportunity.
A web-based organisation via which all
of the parties involved can interact,
communicate and meet in order to fulfil

Requests

the goals.

the sender's own assumed answer, which
has to be specified in the body ofthe initial
e-mail, becomes the official answer to the

The web site

for nformation

which the question needs answering. If the
e-mail is not answered before the deadline,

question posed.

find all of the project-related
lt meets two important
objectives: on the one hand it is the

File transJbr

users can

This is an easy and effective tool for

'working place' for the SSETI community,

uploading/downloading documents tolfrom
the server. It is an essential means for
sharing all of the project documentation.

project and its objectives, its current status,
how to join, etc. Each registered user has a
log-in and password affording full access
to the information.

consistent and coherent path.

lo Join

To participate in SSETI, students can
either join an existing team (usually the
case when the project is in its development
phase) or form a new team (usually the
case at the beginning ofthe project). Each
team has a subsystem assigned to it, for
which it is then responsible (including the
financing).

different 'coordinators': a main coordinator,
a dala coordinator, a communications
coordinator, and a helping professor/
teacher. The main coordinator is responsible

for task distribution within his/her team
and for solving the daily problems that
arise. He/she also acts as the main point of

Workshops

contact for the team, and is responsible for

These usually take place twice a year at

the continuity of the Initiative at their
institution. The data coordinator is

ESTEC in Noordwijk (NL) and last one
week. TWo people per team are normally
invited and the main goal is to exchange

The web database

data and discuss project issues. The time is

This database, developed by some of the
SSETI students, is a part of the web site.
Here one can find all the information
related to the participants, addresses,

usually divided between lectures from

universities, working groups, subsystems,
profiles, etc. All SSETI project members
must be registered in this database.

The Workshops are also essential for
making sure that the project is following a

Each team usually has at least four

information.

and on the other it provides anyone who is
interested with information about the

answer any quenes.

How

i

RFI is a particular way of addressing emails, in which the subject of the e-mail
consists of the letters RFI followed by the
reason for e-mailing and the deadline by

wwwsseti.org is the main point of
reference for the SSETI project, where

which much of the work is carried out and
where they have ESA experts on hand to

responsible for the technical data and the
subsystem sheets in the SSETI Design
Model (SDM). The communications
coordinator is responsible for publishing a

experts on different space-related topics,
presentations, and teamwork in the ESTEC

weekly update on the Ultimate Bulletin

Concurrent Design Facility (CDF).

database current, and answering questions
from other teams. The helping professors/

Being physically all together

in one

place not only helps teams to get to know
each other and exchange and share ideas,
but also serves as a valuable period in

Board (UBB), keeping the participant

teachers are dedicated university staff with
significant technical knowledge, able to
help students with technical questions.

Chat sessions

Owing to the geographically distributed
of the project, it is difficult for
participants to meet physically at a given
location. Internet-based'chat sessions'
allow them to conduct the meetings and

A SSEllWoilshop in
prcgrcst in lhe

nature

reviews necessary

for the

hntunent

Design

tocility ot

ESIEC

Noordwik

flLl

in

day-to-day

running of the project. Three weekly chat
sessions are officially scheduled: two for
the system-engineering team, and a
general one for all the teams involved in
the project.

E-mail messaging
E-mail is used extensively in SSETI,

M
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CURRENT SSETI PARTICIPANTS
lhere ore currently oround 20 noior Europeon universities involved in the first
mim-sotellile. fhe following counlries are port
Germany. The division

of

Suhsystem

of

SSEII prlie,:t, nomely the Europeon Student Eorth

responsihilities ocross lhe vorious universilies is os follows:

University

Country

Univenily of Porlo

Portugol

University of Bilboo

Spoin

Noples Universily

Itoly

In$iluto Superior

T6cnico

Porlugol

Luleo Universily

Sweden

Newcoslle Universily

Uniled Kingdom

0llscoil Atho (lioth

lrelond

Monrhesler Universily

United Kingdom

Slullgorl Universily

Germony

Wroclow University of Technology

Polond

Univenity of (olobrio

Itoly

Swiss Federol Instilule of lerhnology

Switzerlond

Luleo University

Sweden

Umeo University

Sweden

Insliluto Superior T6cnico

Porlugol

Wrorlow Universily of Technology
Universidod (omplutense de Modrid

Polond
Spoin

Univenidod Polit6cnko de Modrid

Spoin

Exuelo T6rnico Superior de
Ingenieros Aeronoulicos

Spoin

Universily of Zorogozo

5poin

Univenily of

holy

Hochschule
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lrhiter (EStl)

ESEI: Switzerlond, Spoin, hance, ltaly, Englond, lrelond, Portugal, Sweden, Polond ond

Piso

fiir Drurk und Medien

Germony

Swiss Federol Inslilule of Terhnology

Switzerlond

Universily of Poris

Poris

ESEO

The European Student Earth Orbiter is
currently in the design and development

phase (so-called 'Phase-B'). When
launched at the end of 2004, it will be
operated from a ground station in Portugal.
The mission objectives are to:
take images of Earth and the Moon to
stimulate space education in Europe
test and qualify a propulsion system for

-

future lunar missions
test and qualify a star tracker developed
from a commercial device
measure radiation onboard the spacecraft.
lhernol

testing

ol

ESEI

spoceuofl conponents in ESA\
ESTE(

The benefits that are accruing

to

the

To

the Moon ond Beyond

.......

participating students include:
gaining hands-on experience in designing

-

and developing spacecraft
learning how a space project is carried
out, what standards are applied and how

ESA u,orks
participating in an international and inter-

disciplinary venture

experiencing international and interdisciplinary teamwork with people from
all over Europe

-

interacting with ESA and industrial
exper'ts, and
making several visits to ESTEC,

all of which contribute to making

them

better prepared engineers and scientists,
who will hopefully continue to work in the
European space environment in the future.

SSETI is a unique platform for students in
that it is extremely rare for young people to
be given the responsibility for putting their

theoretical expertise to use in a project
where the outcome is a fully operational
spacecraft. It provides them with the skills
needed to cope successfully with the
international and interdisciplinary approaches

that are common in the European workplaces of today and tomorrow. It allows
them to familiarise themselves with the

lodhties

The work so far completed on ESEO
shows that, given the proper support,
coordination and advice, the project will
be a success, and most importantly a good
example of what the European students of
today can achieve through teamwork, and a

combination

of

enthusiasm. motivation

and hard work.

The goals for SSETI are not focused
only on Earth-orbiting satellites, however,

and there are already thoughts about
student missions to the Moon and even
beyond...... Let's launch the dream! @esa

European standards currently in place and
the way in which a space project is carried
out in industry. They are also faced with the
task of writing high-quality documentation.

Not least. all ofthe above needs to be done

in parallel with their regular studies,
teaching them to plan and prioritise.
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compared with 6 Jovian radii in 1992), and the
spacecraft's orbit will therefore be unaffected.

The Inlrared Space Observatory Data Archive

Another difference between the two fly-bys is

S0H0 was recently awarded the Laurels for

is being enhanced with new Highly Processed

Team Achievement Award of the lnternational

Data Products, including catalogues and

that this time the spacecraft will approach the
planet from high northern latitudes. This is

atlases. Several of the ongoing projects focus-

scientifically very inleresting because Ulysses

recognises both the outstanding achievements

ing on reducing data from selected observing

will be very well placed (75" north of the

in designing, building and operating the mission,

modes have been completed. A new

planet's equator in November/December) to

as well as the science it has performed. lt is a

interoperability mechanism, f ully compliant

detect radio emission from Juoitels auroral

tribute to all of the engineers and scientists

wilh the Virtual Observatories standards, was

regr0ns.

who have contributed

demonstrated at the ADASS Xlll Conference
in Strasbourg (F) from 2 to 15 October.

lS0 continues to have a significant presence

Academy of Astronautics (lAA). This award

1o

one of the most

successful space science missions in history.
Recent findings by the Ulysses DUST team,
showing that a steady increase in the flux of

Since showing the first signs of degradation in

interstellar dust in the inner heliosphere is

early May, SOHO's High-Gain Antenna z-axis

in the refereed literature, with more than 1000

likely to occur as a result of the recent reversal

mechanism has become unusable in nominal

papers drawing upon ISO data and covering

of the Sun's magnetic polarity, have attracted

mode, but can still be moved if necessary

all areas of astronomy having appeared since

significant media attention. Interstellar dust,

using double motor windings (prime and

late 1996.

which enters the heliosphere with the same

redundant). After careful analysis of all

velocity as neutral interstellar gas, was first

options, the team therefore decided to park

detected by Ulysses.

the antenna in an'ideal'position, where data

Recent highlights include:

-

The deepest survey by ISO: The bulk of the
extragalactic diffuse light at 6.7 microns can
be explained as the sum of the light emitted
by many evolving galaxies. The deepest
observation by ISO has resolved 65 sources
in the SSA13 field, down to 6 pJy.

-

The first deteclion of a purely rotational
transition

of r/OH

in the lnterstellar

Medium:Two resolved components ol this
transition appear in absorption lowards the
giant molecular cloud Sagittarius 82, which
was observed at a speclral resolution of
33 km/s using the Fabry-P6rot mode of
ISO's Long-Wavelength Spectrometer.

On 6 October, Ulysses completed its 13th
highly successful year in orbit. The spacecraft
and all of its scientific instruments continue
to operate well, with data recovery levels
consistently in excess of g7%.
For the first time since 1992, Jupiter is starting

to Jeature strongly in the scientific activities of

the Ulysses investigator teams. On 5 February
2004, the spacecraft will encounter the giant
planet lor the second time. Unlike the 1992 f lyby, however, this will be a distant encounter

(closest approach will be at 1684 Jovian radii,
or 120 million km, from the planet's centre,

78
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losses can be minimised by rotating the

observalions were selected for A0-3. Following

80 degrees once every three
months. The result is'keyhole' periods,

the approval of the recommended observing

spacecraft

1

programme by ESA's Director of Science,

alternating between 18 and 25 days every

XMM-Newton operations continue to run

proposers were notified of the results in early

three monlhs, allowing data downlinking using

smoothly, and the autumn eclipse season

July, thereby completing the process in record

the regular 26 m DSN stations, with larger 34

passed without incident. An effort is being

time. AO-4 is cunently foreseen for release in

or 70 m stations being required to fill the gaps.

made to model the satellite's radiation

Seotember 2004.

environmenl, with the goals ol achieving a

The 13th SOHO Workshop, on'Waves,

higher fraction of successful observations, and

A paper published in Nature on 12 June

Oscillations and Small-Scale Transient Events
in the Solar Atmosphere', took place in

of slightly increasing the amount of available

reported the first direct measurement of a

science time. Over 2800 observation

neutron sta/s magnetic field using XMM-

Majorca (E) at the end of September and

seouences have now been executed and the

Newton, through the discovery of cyclotron

was attended by almost 100 scientists. The

dala for all but 100 of them has alreadv been

Proceedings will be published shortly by ESA

shipped.

resonant absorption dips in the sta/s X-ray
spectrum. By mid-October, some 380 papers

The work on upgrading the overall ground

based on XMM-Newton data had been
published in, or submitted to, the relereed

segment (to SCOS-2000) is progressing

literature.

Publications Division.

according to plan, and should be completed
towards the end ot2004.

On 15 October Cassini-Huygens completed

By the 30 April deadline for submissions in

six years in space and is still functioning very

response to the latest XMM-Newton observing

well. The 12th in{light checkout of the

programme Announcement of 0pportunity

Huygens Probe was successfully conducted

(AO-3), a total of 692 valid proposals had

perform well, returning more than 99% of the

on 18 September and an in-flight engineering

data exoected from the Master Science Plan.

demonstration of the Saturn Orbiter Insertion

been received from 468 different Principal
Investigators in 24 countries. These proposals

(S0l) manoeuvre was successfully completed

requested almost 27 500 hours of science

boundaries of geospace with various spatial

in August. All SOI activities, except main-

time, which is about 10% more than was

resolutions, using different configurations of

engine firing, were tesled. A week-long

requested in response to AO-2. In the

the four satellites, they are now configured

engineering demonstration ol the Probe Relay

subsequent evaluation process, involving 70

200 km apart to study fine details and

Mission will be conducted in earlv March

scientists from 16 countries, a total of 948

measure currents in the Earth's maanetotail.

The four Cluster soacecraft continue to

After exploring the day-side and nighfside

2004.

S0l itself will take place on

1 July 2004, and
Cluster-3 June 30, 2001 181 1 25 - 181255 UT

Huygens will be released on Christmas Day
3000

2004 tor an entry into Titan's atmosphere on

2000

14 January 2005. A maior engineering effort

is being devoted to re-validating the entry

t00o
E
0

scenario and the parachute-deployment

-r000

sequence, taking into account the latest

-2000

atmospheric models (Yelle Model including

-3000

atmospheric gravity waves). An Agency-level
mission review (delta Flight Acceptance
Review) will be conducted in the period
December 2003 - February 2004.

Cluster-l June 30, 2001 I 8l I 20 -

I 81 249 UT

fhe onset of mognetk reconneclion ohserved hy the fluster
spoceuoh. fhe upper ponel shows the solor wind ond the

mlgnetk field of the Eorth\ nognetwphere recomtituled hon

E

E

0

the ohservslions node hy Clusler-l. fhe lower ponel shows then

-1m0

os observed by Cluster-3. fhe retonnetlion prwus hod slorted

-2000

helween lhe posmges of tlrc two sporccrofl, which were
seporcted hy

20

secs

in tine, os evidenced by the lorye hulge in

0,8

1

x [km]

the nognetk lield (Courlesy of HosEowo & Sonnerup)
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Recent science highlights is Cluste/s

Approximately half the proposals are for

observation of magnetic reconnection in

compact galactic sources, one quarter for

progress in the polar cusp, the region above

extra-galactic objects, and the remainder for

the pole where solar-wind particles enter
directly into the magnetosphere and reach the
Earth's atmosphere. The reconnection process

nucleosynthesis studies and miscellaneous

Operated from ESA's Redu station in Belgium,

objects. The results of the selection process

PROBA has been providing Earth-observation

should be communicaled to the astronomical

dala to the CHRIS/PROBA scientific

accelerates ions, which can then produce a

community in November, with the requested

community as well as images for educational

bright spot in the aurora. By chance, NASA's

observations taking place from mid-December

and public-relations purposes. About 50

IMAGE spacecraft was in a position to observe

onwar0s.

sequences of five different multispectral

detected such a bright spot. Serendiptous

After the closure of the spring galactic-centre

being imaged with the High-Resolution

coordinated observations like this one are

visibility window, Integral went on to observe a

Camera.

equivalent to winning a lottery, as they are just
as unlikely and scientifically just as rewarding!

wide range of astronomical sources, including

This is the first time that the reconnection

associations, accreting binaries, active galactic

(SREM and DEBIE inslruments) has

process has been observed at high altitude

nuclei and an unidentified gamma-ray source.

conlinued to provide good data. These

and its direct effect rn the ionosohere

Target ol Opportunity observations were made

instruments are currently in use only half of

rec0r0e0.

of a relatively nearby Type-la supernova and a

the time, however, as priority is being given to

soft gamma-ray repeater that went into

Earth observation. as a precautionary

images are produced monthly and 70 sites are

the oroton aurora at the same time and

cluslers of galaxies, interacting binaries, stellar

The space environment monitoring payload

In other instances, the Cluster spacecraft have

outburst. The galactic-centre region became

measure to limit battery usage. This strategy

been able to measure the exact curvature of

visible again in August and Integral performed

will be reviewed lor the winter season.

the magnetic field in the Earth's magneto-

its deepest look ever (2 million seconds)

sphere, and its gradual change with ongoing

searching lor new sources, studying the

With a view to the lurther extension of the

reconnection, which is a unique but essential

enigmatic source close the middle of the

measurement Jor understanding energy

galactic centre itself, and mapping the

mission, a review of the spacecraft's health
has been performed. lt has been concluded

storage and release in the magnetic field oi

surrounding diffuse emission that results from

that there is nothing to preclude another year

near-Earth soace.

the creation of new atoms and the annihilation

of operations, as all onboard units are still

of electrons and positrons.

performing satisfactorily and no signilicant

The 6th Cluster Workshop took place during

degradation has been observed. The orbit,

the first week of October, reviewing the latest

with a decay of 16 km since launch and a drift

discoveries made by the mission and

of 8 minutes, remains adequate for good-

addressing, inter alia, the effects that

quality Earth imaging. However, some

solar activity has on the Earth's

necessary upgrades to the ground segment

magnetosphere, the bow shock, the

have been identified, as several items have

magnetopause, the polar cusp, and their

reached or are quickly approaching their

soatio-temooral f luctuations.

end-of-life.

Integral routine operations are proceeding

Since the oostponement of the Rosetta

smoothly with no major anomalies or

launch in January, the flight spacecraft has

intenuptions to the observing programme.

remained in Kourou. The fuel has been

It is expected that most of the high-priority

off-loaded and various maintenance

targets in the first yeafs observing

activities have been oerformed on critical

programme will have been observed by

units, especially mechanisms. Minor

the end of December. as anticipated. The

ref

process of selecting the targets for the

some payload units has also laken

second yea/s programme is nearly complete,

olace.

urbishmenVmaintenance work on

with the Announcement of Opportunity having
closed on 5 Seotember. A total oi 142

The new flight software, which takes

proposals were received, resulting in an over-

into account the new mission target

subscription by around a factor of 8.

and also some anomaly fixes, has
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After a highly successful launch on 2 June,
the spacecraft was injected very precisely by
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transfer trajectory. The subsequent postlaunch checkout of the spacecraft, initial
testing of the scientific instruments, and
Beagle 2 commissioning activities have been
successfully completed.
An identified shortfall in output from the power
subsystem means that only about 70% of the
expected power will be available during the
mission. A comprehensive analysis has
therefore been canied out to identify the cause
and to minimise its imoact on the science
mission. That evaluation is nearly complete

and it appears that nominal payload
operations can be executed for more than 85%
of the orbits, while the remaining 15% will
require only some fine-tuning of power
consumotions.
In July, the scientific community recommended

a change to the orbit around Mars, in order to
provide more daylight coverage for the optical
instruments in the earliest mission phases.
Although no final conclusions have been
been thoroughly tested on the spacecraft
engineering qualification model at ESOC in

velocity. Various tests have therefore been

reached, all current studies tndicate that the

performed on the landing gear to further

change is feasible.

Darmstadt (D), culminating in comprehensive

assess its strength and damping

system functional tests on the flight model,

characteristics. The results are very positive,

including commanding tests from ESOC. This

showing that the lander can touch down

exercise went off extremely smoothly,

successfully on the larger comet even if it

providing high confidence in the latest flight

has a higher density. A small hardware

software.

modification has been implemented to limit
the tilting of the lander body and avoid

The flighfmodel spacecraft structure has been
delivered on time by Contraves (CH) to

toppling ii the surface slope is high.

Astrium Ltd. (UK) for installation of the
propulsion system, which is also proceeding

the new mission, all activities on the flight
hardware since the launch postponement, and

The launcher-qualification issue is being re-

according to plan.

any anomalies encountered during early Mars

Rosetta using the Ariane-G5+ version. A
qualification review will take place at the end

All of the payload engineering models have
been delivered to Astrium SAS (F) for

Rosetta. No major discrepancies were
identified and the green light was given to start

of November.

installation on the test bench. Initial testing of
the interfaces between payload and spacecraft

the new launch campaign at the end of

Ground-segment preparation is continuing
according to plan, with confidence buoyed by
the excellent performance of the new antenna

subsystems has started and installation of the

A Launch Preoaration Readiness Review has
taken place, addressing all system aspects of

Express operations that might be relevant to

October.

addressed to conlirm the ability to launch

first version of the flight software is imminent.

For the lander, the main concern since the

in New Norcia (Aus.) during Mars Express

Starsem has initiated all of the necessary

choice of the new mission scenario has been

ooerations. The new mission has a launch

the larger size of the target comet, which
could significantly increase the landing

window that opens on 26 February 2004 and

analysis and study activities for the Soyuz
launch, leading up to a preliminary mission-

all svstems are on track for this date.

analysis review in mid-2004
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configured itself into a safe mode, exactly as
planned. The ESOC Flight Control Team,

supported by lndustry and ESTEC, then
SMART-1 was successfully launched by an

began the subsystem commissioning phase,

Ariane-S vehicle (V162), which lifted off from

which lasted about four days. All subsystems

Kourou, French Guiana, on 27 September at

were found to work as exoected.

Overall technical progress in the development

terms of trajectory and spacecraft deployment,

0n 30 September, the electric-propulsion

conlinued according to plan, with several

despite the complex triple-launch configuration

system was successfully fired for the first time,

major subsystem reviews successfully

(the other two passengers being Eutelsat's

and has since been thrusting regularly,

completed during the reporting period, e.g. for

E-Bird and the Indian INSAT-3E, both

increasing the semi-major axis by about 50 km
per orbit. The goal is to apply thrusting as

the Planck Payload Module structure, with the

quickly as possible to escape from the Earth's

model manufacture. Similarly, hardware

23:14'.39 UTC The launch was perfect in

lelecommunications satellites).
SMART-I was the last to be deployed into

of the Herschel and Planck spacecraft has

hazardous radiation belts.

go-ahead given to complete qualificationmanufacture for the Herschel Cryostat and

Geostationary Transfer Orbit (GTO) and

Service Module structures is in full swing, but

telemetry conlact was immediately established

In the meantime, all 7 payload instruments

from the ESA ground station in Perth, W

have been successfully pre-commissioned (i.e.

with completion now expected somewhat later
than previously anticipated.

Australia. The automatic activation sequence

electrically and functionally verified), leading to

worked flawlessly as SMART-1 deployed its

the possibility oi taking the first images with

Development of the qualification models of the

solar arrays, released the launch lock on the

the SMART-I instruments in late October.

scientific instruments is making significant
progress within the Instrument Consortia.

electric-orooulsion orientation mechanism and

Delays due to some development problems
have been accommodated within the
spacecraft development scheme and
schedule.
With respect to the lelescopes for both
spacecraft, a second brazing of the twelve
petals of the 3.5 m Herschel telescope primary
mirror is to be pedormed in October. The
reflectors for Planck are making good progress
and the qualification model of the secondary

lhe quolifkotion-nodel telescope strutture for Plon& kourtesy of hntrcves)
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lhe

Double Stor

f(l

sotellile during nechonkol testing

mirror has been completed and is now being
tested. The primary mirror is now at the
assembly stage.
Finally, there is also significant progress to

report on the Eddington mission, with the iirst
phases of the two parallel delinition studies
having been finalised by the industrial teams,
resulting in two similar designs that Julfil the
scientific requirements. The Eddington Payload
Consortium proposal describing the tntended
support by European institutes participating in

the mission has been received and is currentlv
beinq evaluated.

Following the integration of six European
scientific instruments in July on the first
Double Star satellite (TC-1, equatorial), a
complete suite of functional tests was
performed, which confirmed the compatibility
of the Chinese spacecrafl system with the
Cluster-based payload.
The environmental testing phase commenced
in August and the two main elements, the
thermal-balance/thermal-vacuum and vibration
tests, have been successfully completed. The
latter rn particular allowed some open issues
relating to diiierences between the Double
Star and Cluster environmental test

/

soecifications to be resolved. An EMC test has
demonstrated a low noise environment lor the
scientific instruments, and the remaining
will be completed by the end of October.

On the payload side, development of the
SIRAL altimeter is also progressing, a major

The launch campaign for TC-1 will commence

delivery by Saab (S) of the twin antennas.

radiated-EMC and magnetic-cleanliness tests

milestone having been reached with the

liff

off of the Long March 2C vehicle foreseen for

Development of the CryoSat spacecraft is
progressing well, with more proto-flight model

Ground-segmentrelated

end-December.

equipment (S- and X-band transmission

progressing according to plan, with factory

systems, on-board computer, three star

acceotance of the second version of the

at Xichang in China by 25 November, with

activities are

Payload procurement lor the second Double
Star satellite (TC-2, polar) is progressing, wtth

trackers, etc.) having been delivered to the

Payload Data Segment successfully completed

prime contractor. Mechanical integratton on

at ACS (l) at the end ol September. lt is

delivery to China foreseen before the end of
the year, which is compatible with the planned

the spacecraft structure has started at the

planned to ship the hardware to the Kiruna

EADS Astrium GmbH facilitv in

station after the acceotance of the Instrument

mid-2004 launch from TaiYuan.

Friedrichshafen (D).

Processing Facility.
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Manufacture of the structural model of the
gradiometer instrument has recently started,

responsible for the Calibration and Monitoring
definition activity and will release a detailed

Facility has completed the functionality

As completion of the detailed consolidation of

and that of the Accelerometer Sensor Head
(ASH) Demonstration Model (DM) is

the satellite design approaches, the sequence

progressing. The first electrical tests on this

of Preliminary Design Reviews (PDRs) for

model, including levitation of the proof-mass

spacecraft and payload elements is gradually

under 1-g conditions, are expected to

The Tender Evaluation Board for the
procurement of the launch services recently

being superseded by a sequence of Critical

commence shortly.

concluded that the Eurockot proposal is

battery, the first version of the platform

Problems have been encountered by the

acceptable and subsequently recommended
the placing of a contract, subject to

soflware, and the primary structure having

substrate supplier for the solar generator while

satisfactory negotiations.

already been initiated.

testing samples to validate the manufacturing

Following the problems encountered during

therefore been halted while a failure

the lifetime testing of the Micro-Propulsion

investigation is carried out.

Design Reviews (CDRs), with those for the

report before the end of the year.

process. Manufacturing activities have

Assembly (MPA) emitters reported in the last
ESA Bulletin, it has been decided to remove

On the ground-segment side, the industrial

the entire assembly and to use existing

consortium responsible for the Payload Data

Programme Board (PB-EO) unanimously

magneto-torquers to compensate Jor torques

Segment, including ail scientific data
processing up to and including Level-18,

approved the full implementation of the SMOS
programme, whilst both CNES and CDTI

began work in September. Evaluation ol the
proposals received in response to the

confirmed their commitments for their parts of
the programme.

due to air drag (mainly) and radiation pressure.

In addition, a simplified cold-gas system has
been introduced to support in-orbit calibration
of the gradiometer instrument. With these

Announcement of Opportunity (AO) for the

design changes, the accuracy of the retrieved
gravity-field products should remain around

calibration and validation of those same Level1B products has led to the selection of one

1 mGal for anomalies on the Earth's surface.

comprehensive proposal. The contractor
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In September, the Earth Observation

An offer for the main development phase
(Phase-C/D) for the payload, which is the
major part of ESA's share in the programme,

is being evaluated. lf it proves acceptable, a

Met0fl inthe

conlract proposal will be submitted to the

onechok thomber

Agency's Industrial Policy Committee (lPC) in

ot lntespote (Fl

November, to enable a kick-off meeting with
EADS CASA (E) and subcontractors before
the end of 2003. The technical baseline for the
contracl will be the configuration resulting from

the Payload Preliminary Design Review,
scheduled to take place in October/November.

The Preliminary Design Review (PDR)
package was successfully completed by the
Board on 22 Seotember.There are three main
rssues:

-

Aeolus will include the first European highpower solid-state laser in space. There is
very little such experience worldwide.
Develooment work on the laser has shown
that adequate output power and lifetime is
achievable, but risks remain in these areas.
The project will continue to pay close
attention to the technological development
work in this area.

-

There is concern over the oressurisation
conditions most appropriate for in-orbit
operation of the laser. This appears to be
the most significant risk facing the project,
and the project will therefore agree a risk-

All three have reviewed the PDR package and

MetOp-1, with the successful completion of

provided useful feedback to ensure continuing

the radiated tests (radio{requency emissions

triple compatibility.

and autocompatibility) in the anechoic

mitigation plan with Astrium.

-

The Vega launcher is the design driver

chamber at Intespace in Toulouse (F). A
Jor

The majority of the subcontractors have been

number of minor issues were identified, but

selected, although negotiations are continuing

the spacecraft's design has been fully verified.

most of the mechanical environment and its

with most of them. Only ten items remain to

latest fairing design presents some

be allocated at the time of writing, and the

accommodation diJficulties. Specified Vega

procurement packages for six of them have

mechanical testing (vibration, acoustic, shock),

insertion dispersions also lead to a marginal

been issued.

which will take place in December/January,

propellant budget for a worsl-case launch
date.

Preparations are now undenrvay for the

also at the Intesoace facilities.
The contract proposal for continuation

oJ

industrial contract into Phases C, D and

the
E1

Work is also progressing on the Payload

The PDR also concluded that the definition of
the flighfoperations concept is good, and that

was unanimously approved by the Agency's

Module and the Service Module of MetOp-2,

Industrial Policy Committee (lPC) on 25

which will be the first satellite to fly at the

the design will meet the Agency's demanding,

September. As a result, signature of the

end of 2005, with preparations undenruay for

low-cost operation objectives. This includes

conlracl is exoected in October.

thermal-vacuum testing of the two modules,
in the Large Space Simulator (LSS) at

satisfying the requirement for five days of
autonomous operation in the case of a single-

ESTEC in Noordwijk (NL) and at Intespace,

point failure.

respectively. These tests will start in the first

ouarter of 2004.
Support contracls have been concluded wilh
the three candidate launch providers:

Good progress continues to be made on the

As far as the instruments are concerned, the

Eurockot, Dnepr and Arianespace (for Vega).

integration of the proto-flight satellite,

electrical integration of the iirst lASl flight
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model has been proceeding smoothly, and the
preparation of the complex test jig needed for
instrument testing during the Payload Module
thermal-vacuum test is well advanced.
The GOME-2 Qualification Results Review has
also been held, and a solution to the grating
efficiency problem has been identified and is
beino validated.

MSG.'
The commissioning phase for the MSG space
segment was finalised in June and confirmed

the satellite to be good health, with excellent
instrument performances. The GEOSAR (Geo-

SP0T-4. Reviews have been held with bolh

Stationary Search And Rescue) mission is in

customers to evaluate service and link
performance to date, and to decide on the

the last phase of its commissioning, which is
organised by COSPAS-SARSAT, but it has

Artemis has continued to provide operational

frequency o{ usage in the near-term. Envisat

already been declared 'pre-operational'. The

services for L-band mobile, data-relay and

will continue to use 5 Ka-band links per day

commissioning of the ground segment is still in

navigation users, all of whom have expressed

for ASAR and MERIS background mission

progress and should be completed by the end

their satisfaction with its performance and plan

data receotion. SP0T-4 will continue to use

of the year, after which the MSG-1 Routine

to make increasing use of the services in the
future. The L-band payload (LLM) has been

one optical link per day for image data

used continuously for European Mobile

included in the Spot lmage commercial

MSG-2

System (EMS) services under the contract

0r0cess

The MSG-2 spacecraft is still in its storage

with Telespazio. The spare capacity has been

Operations phase will start.

receotion. and Artemis data will now be

configuration, with a confirmed launch window

used to demonstrate advanced systems under

The Optical Ground Station (OGS) on

of January-June 2005. De-storage and

developmenl by ESA, including a Wideband

Tenerife, operated by Instituto de Astrifisica

preparation for launch activities will resume in

Mobile Demonstration (S-UMTS), an

de Canarias (lAC, Spain), has continued to

spring 2004.

Aeronautical Communication Demonstrator
(SDLS), and an advanced modem for satellite

use optical links with Artemis for atmospheric

MSG.3

communications. Other potential users of the

the LUCE engineering model of the optical

This third satellite in the MSG family has now

LLM payload have been requested to conlirm

terminal on JAXA's OICETS soacecraft

been integrated and is currently undergoing
its environmental testing. lt will be put into

their financial offers and capacity requirements

successfully completed a series of link tests

and draft conlracts have been issued. Further

1o

storage in spring 2004.

meetings have also taken place with the two

compatibility and overall acquisition and

potential future data-relay application users:

tracking capability.

MSG.4

Liason Optique Laser Aeroport6 (LOLA) and

The industrial activities were kicked off in Aoril

the Unmanned Space Vehicle (USV).

measurements. For two weeks in September.

Artemis from the OGS, confirming its

By the end of September more than 500 radio-

frequency links had been provided to Envisat,

and most unit and subsystem Baseline
System Reviews have been successfully

Artemis has also continued to provide an

and 180 optical links to SPOT-4, with another

comoleted in the meantime.

operational data-relay service to Envisat and

80 optical links to the OGS. The payloads work
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very well and the link quality is excellent. The
few service outages have been the result of
spurious disturbances resulting in platform
anomalies, which are currently under
investigation.

The navigation payload has been used for
lurther performance characlerisation tests in
preparation for integration with the EGNOS
ore-ooerational test bed in November.

All DRTM Participating States have now
agreed the revised Resolution on Artemis
Ooerational continuation, which is therefore
adopted, allowing the implementation of
funding arrangements to proceed and the
renewals oi contracts for extended operations
to be initiated.

The Spote Stotion

Pwesing Fodlily ot

Kennedy Spoce

Gntre, with Node-2 on the left ond JEll on the right

Partners declared their solidarity and

Safety Review 3 have been successlully

continuing determination regarding the
programme.The 1000th day of permanent

completed. The electrical test model
qualification was on-hold due to the intedace

Highlights
NASA's'Return to Flight'plan for the Space

human presence on-board the ISS was

testing of the European Physiology Module

achieved during the Heads of Agency meeting,

Shuttle has been published and the approved

on 29 July.

and the Fluid Science Laboratory. Multipleelement integrated testing of Node 2 and the
Japanese Experiment Module (JEM) have

planning window for the next launch is'no
Progress ilight 12P - a nominal refuelling and

been completed at Kennedy Space Center

logistics mission - was launched on 29 August,

(KSC).The Russian docking and refuelling

docking with the ISS on 31 August.

systems have been mounted into the

Programme Action Plan adopted in December

Space inf rastructure development

Integrated Cargo Canier of the first Automated
Transier Vehicle (ATU 'Jules Verne'. Tests on

2002. Al the same time, the International

The Columbus Qualification Review 2 and

the Avionics Bay Proto-Flight Module have

earlier than 12 Seotember-10 October 2004'.
At a Heads of Agency meeting in July, it was
agreed to review and update the ISS

shown failures, which are being investigated,
delaying delivery to end-October.
The ATV Cargo Integration contract was
kicked-olf on 28 July and the first cargomaniJest cycle has been completed.

Manufacturing and procurement activities
have already started. The ATV Production
Readiness Review was comoleted
successfully in mid-September, and the
Exploitation Programme Tender Evaluation
Board approved the ATV production proposal

from industry on 26 September
Regression testing is continuing on the
Mission Preparation and Training Equlpment

Work

in

progress

on lhe lntegroled furgo furrier 'Jules Verne'
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ESA

otronout Pedro Duque (bock right) during trcining in the

Zvezdo Sinulolor ol lhe Gogorin bsnonout hoining Centre

for the European Robotic Arm (ERA) to
incorporate the actions identified during the
equipment's System Qualification Review and
Acceotance Review.
The first flight unit of the -80 degO Freezer
(MELFI) was de-integrated from the MultiPurpose Logistics Module (MPLM) in July and
stored in the Space Station Processing Facility
at KSC. The second flight unit has been
integrated and the Test Readiness Review
was held at the end of Seotember. Final
lesting of the Hexapod is in progress.
The System Preliminary Design Review for the
CRYOS cryogenic freezer is planned to start in
November and end in March 2004. Negotiations
for the freeze/s main development phase
(Phase-C/D) will commence in January for a

continuation, and in one case a resubmission

Intedace testing of Biolab using the Columbus

was requested. A further four continuation
proposals received in September - three life

Rack-Level Test Facility (RTLF) was concluded

on 6 July. Intedace testing of the EPM flight

olanned start in Aoril 2004.

sciences and one physical sciences - will be
reviewed by the Expert Panel on 20 October.

model, interface compatibility testing ol the
EPM with Cardiolab, and the EPM-Cardiolab

The Critical Design Review lor SOLAR was

successfully.

The Cupola flight unit's acceptance testing is
planned to start in October.

Flight Safety Review were all completed
held on 11 July and will be closed-out in

Operations and related ground segments
The Preliminary Design Review for the

was completed on 18 September.The

The System Test Campaign on the baseline
configuration for the Fluid Science Laboratory

Columbus Control Centre was held on 18 July

manufacture of engineering structural{hermal

without the Microgravily Vibration lsolation

and a number ol open issues were carried

model and flighfmodel components has begun.

System was completed on 8 August, and
interface testing using the RLTF was success-

The structural/thermal analyses for EXPOSE

fully completed at the end of September. The

October. The Flight Safety Review Phase 2

fonrvard to the System Design Review on

9 September.

have been completed and Investigators have

Flight Safety Review Phase 3 was also

The ATV Control Centre System Integration

agreed to the new location on EuTEE which

comoleted.

Readiness Review was successfully

calls for reduced Sun-pointing of the EXPOSE

completed on 13 August and the Critical

experiment specimen. The CDR and safety

NASA's Human Research Facility that includes

Design Review was kicked-off on 9

reviews for EuTEF have been successfully

the ESA Pulmonary Function System is awaiting

September. The Operations lmplementalion

completed and flighfmodel parts procurement

Review, kicked-off in early July, was completed

and hardware manufacture have started.

the next launch opportunity. The environmental
test campaign on the flight model of European
Modular Cultivation System in the US-Lab was

The Atomic Clock Ensemble in Space (ACES)

completed in September.

at the end of Seplember.
In September, the flight model of the

Phase-C/D contract was signed on 1 1 July

Microgravity Science Glovebox was

and the PDR for the ACES payload took place

Engineering-model testing of the Protein

successfully used for NASA experiments.

at the end of September.

Crystallisation Diagnostics Facility is in progress

The Data Management System for the

A number of experiments to be performed

Russian Service Module (DMS-R) continues

during the'Cervantes' Spanish Soyuz Mission

The engineering model of the Materials

to operate oroblem-free.

in October were transoorted to the ISS on

Science Laboratory was shipped to Marshall

31 August by a Progress logistics flight (12P).

Space Flight Center in mid-September.

and flight-model assembly has started.

Utilisation planning, payload developments
and preparalory missions
Six Microgravity Applications Promotion (MAP)
continuation proposals received in early July

Preparation of the remaining experiments, to
be launched together with ESA astronaut
Pedro Duque on the Soyuz vehicle,
progressed and the logistics for access and

ISS education
The ISS Education Fund held its inaugural
Board Meeting at the European Astronaut

were evaluated by the Expert Panel on 8

operations as well as retrieval at the landing

Centre in Cologne (D) on 28 August, in

August. Four of them were recommended for

site were being defined.

conjunction with the SUCCESS prize-giving for
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three students who had proposed experiments

All P80 subconlracts have been signed by

with Aurora providing the basis for a conscious

for the lSS, The ISS Education Kit in English is

Europropulsion. The contract between ESA

decision on European participation, giving due

currently being updated by ESA Publications

and CNES for the P80 contribution to the

consideralion to strategic industrial, scientific

Division and will also be produced in several

refurbishment of the firing test stand in Kourou

and technological interest. Technology

other languages.

has also been signed.

developments aimed at enabling interplanetary

Commercial activities

A number of machines needed to manufacture

sustainability and in-situ resource utilisalion,
are also a key element of the Programme.

missions and exoloration. as well as life
Contacts with major European corporations

the large filament wound case of the P80

are continuing for Prime and Mission

motor have begun to anive in the purpose-

sponsorship. The marketing material lor the

built building in Colleferro (l).

Aurora missions will be categorised into two
classes: 'Flagship'and'Anow', The former are

ISS Business Club has been finalised. The
RapidEye desig phase is progressing on

Evaluation of the proposals received in

schedule.

resoonse to the four lnvitations to Tender

road to Mars, building up the knowledge and

issued by ESA has been the main focus of

capabilities needed to achieve the final goal,

Astronaut activities
Training for the'Cervantes'mission, to be

activities in terms of the ground segment. The
standard Tender Evaluation Board (TEB) and

whilst offering important opportunities to a

launched on 18 October with Pedro Duoue

Panels procedure is close to conclusion, with

are smaller missions, technology-driven and

(Andr6 Kuipers as backup) on board, has been

the TEB's final recommendation exoected in

with shorter development times, mostly in

concluded successfully at Gagarin Cosmonaut

the second half of October.

support oi Flagship missions.

major missions serving as milestones on lhe

wide range of scientific disciplines. The latter

Training Centre and the ESA Medical Board
has approved the experiments that are to be

Two Flagship missions have already been

conducted (see the'ln Briel'section of this

approved by the ABP:

Bulleti for latest news).

-

ExoMars, featuring an orbiter and a large
rover carrying a 40 kg exobiology payload,

The first ATV crewtraining dry run was

Unanimously approved at the ESA Council at

successfully completed at the European

Ministerial Level in Edinburgh in 2001, the

Astronaut Centre (EAC) from 15 to 19 July.

Aurora Programme will lirst define and later

The first Payload Training Model (Biolab) was

implement the European strategy for the

delivered to EAC on 16 Seotember. A test run

robotic and human exoloration

o1

the Solar

due to be launched in 2009

-

Mars Sample Return, lealuring an orbiter,
descent and ascent modules and an Earth
re-entry module, which will bring a sample
of Martian soil back to Earth.

for a Commercial Training programme for six

System, and particularly those planets holding

non-space-related customers was successfully

the promise of harboring life. Based on a wide

In the Anow class, two technology-demon-

completed at EAC on 16/17 September.

survey of the scientific and industrial

strator missions have been approved:

communities orior to submission of the

- a Re-entry Vehicle Demonstrator
- an Aero-capture Demonstrator.

programme proposal, Aurora is currently in the
preparatory phase, lunded by 10 ESA Member
States, including Canada. Due to be

Following pre-Phase-A studies conducted in

completed by end-2004, this phase will result

the ESA Concurrent Design Facility at ESTEC

Progress has been made in terms of

in an updated Programme Proposal and a

(NL), three industrial consortia, led by Alenia

agreements with subsystem contractors under

long-term slrategy document'The European

Spazio (l), EADS Astrium (F) and Alcatel

the main Vega development contract. In

Framework for Exploration'.

particular, a technical and programmatic

Space (F), have been awarded contracts to

cany out a Phase-A study of the ExoMars
The Programme is run through a Board of
Delegates from the Participating Countries

mission. Two industrial teams, led by EADS LV

vector conlrol (Sabca) and guidance,
navigation and control (EADS) areas, for

(ABP) supported by an advisory body, the

agreement has been established in the thrust

(F) and SSTL (UK), have been engaged for

which kick-off meetings are scheduled in late

Exploration Programme Advisory Committee

the pre-development-phase study of the Reentry Vehicle Demonstrator. The industrial

October.

(EPAC), which has equal participation by

proposals for the Phase-A study of the Mars

The start of the System Design Review was

scientists and technologists and an astronaut

Sample Return mission are cunently being

representative.

evaluated and contracts will be awarded very

delayed until the end of October, partly in

soon. The contracts lor the design of the

order to include a maximum of subcontractors'

Aurora will feature robotic missions both to the

ExoMars rover and the Pasteur exobiology

data and partly due to the need to introduce

Moon and Mars in preparation for human

payload are expected to be awarded in the

the actions agreed at the Avionics Preliminary

missions to both planets.The final goal is to

coming months.

Design Review held in July.

enable European astronauts to go to Mars as

Gesa

part of an international endeavour by 2040,
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Negotiations on a Framework Agreement for structured cooperation between ESA and the European

In Brief

Community have been concluded. On 12 November the ESA Council adopted the Agreement, which had
already been endorsed by the EU Council on 20 October.

The ESA/EC Agreement marks a milestone in their relationship, emphasising that both partners have specific
complementary and mutually reinforcing strengths, and commits them to working together while avoiding
unnecessary duplication of effort.

The Framework Agreement has two main aims.The first is the coherent and progressive development of a
European Space Policy to link demand lor services and applications using ESA space systems and
infrastructures in support of EU policies.The second aim ol the Agreement is to establish a common basis and
appropriate practical arrangements for efficient and mutually beneficial cooperatron between ESA and the
Eurooean Union.
"This Agreement will facilitate the setting up of new joint projects and provide a stable lramework for ESA-EU

cooperation, and that will benefit the European citizens", said ESA Director General Jean-Jacques Dordain. The
Agreement also opens up new possibilities for cooperation, such as EU participation in ESA optional
programmes, or ESA management of EU space-related activities

The European Commission also adopted its White Paper on space, drafted with the support ol ESA. lt presents
an action plan for implementing an enlarged European space policy, including proposals lor joint ESA-EU
space programmes that will take the Framework Agreement as their

basis.

@esa

Critical decisions on 'Cosmic Vision'
At its 105th meeting, on 5/6 November, ESA's Science

Council meeting held in June. Several sudden demands

Programme Committee (SPC) decided to cancel the

on finance occurred in the spring, the most obvious being

Eddington mission and rescope the BepiColombo

the unloreseen Ariane-S grounding in January, delaying

mission due to the currenl financial exigencies and no

the launches of Rosetta and SMART-1 . A temporary loan

prospect of a budget increase or other financial relief.

of 100 million Euros was granted, but must be paid back
out ol present resources by the end ol 2006.

Eddington was supposed to look for Earth-like planets
outside our solar system

-

one of the key goals in the

search to understand how lile came to be in the

With these decisions, the SPC has brought the scope of
the Cosmic Vision programme down to a level that

Universe. At the same time it was going to follow the

necessarily reflects the linancial conditions rather lhan

path that the ESA-NASA mission SOHO had taken with

the ambitions of the scientific community.

the Sun of using astroseismology to look 'inside' stars

A long and painful discussion during the SPC meeting
The loss of the BepiColombo lander is also hard to take

be started at this time, namely LISA Pathfinder, the

agency, JAXA, will still put two orbiters around Mercury,

technical precursor to the world's first gravitational-wave

but the ground data provided by the lander is a big loss

astronomical observatory, LISA. The LISA mission, to be
carried out in cooperation with the United States, is

Artist's impression of the LISA

The origins of the problems were recognised at the ESA

mtsston
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resulted in the conclusion that only one new mission can

scientifically. ESA, in conjunction with the Japanese space

scheduled for launch in 2012

@esa

www eso.tnt

ESA and Rosaviakosmos sign up for two Foton flights

Prestigious
award for SOHO

After a year of extensive
negotiations, a new procuremenl
order for two unmanned Folon

The international SOHO team

capsule flights was signed on

has been oresented with the

21 October belween ESA and the

presligious Laurels for Team

Russian Space Agency

Achievement Award ol the

Rosaviakosmos. This order covers

International Academy of
Astronautics (lAA).

the Foton-M2 and -M3 missions,
which will have 660 kg of ESAsupplied scientific payloads

The award recognises both the

0n004r0.

outstanding achievements in
designing, building and

The order binds ESA,

operating the mission, as well

Bosaviakosmos and two Russian

as the science it has

partner companies (KBOM in

pedormed. lt is a tribute to a

Moscow and TsSKB-Progress in

team that has contributed to

Samara) for at least the next three

one

years, with a lirst launch scheduled

space missions in history.

oJ

the mosl successful

for May 2005 and the second for
autumn 2006. This will provide

The International Academy of

reflight opportunities for almost the

Astronautics oresents this

entire experiment programme

award in recognition ol

originally assigned to Foton-M1

extraordinary performance and

but lost when that launch failed on

achievement by teams of

15 October 2002. lt will also

scientists, engineers and

reinstate a substantial part of ESA's

managers in the field of

scientific objectives lor the STS-107

astronautics. This honour has

mission, unlulfilled lollowing the

Two Foton

spacecraft will carry 660 kg of European payload

been awarded only twice

-

to the Russian Mir

Columbia Shuttle accident in

belore

February with the tragic loss of its

Space Station Team and the
US Soace Shuttle Team. Now

crew, experiment samples and science/technology experiments.

the SOHO team joins this
Folon capsules, which first flew in 1985, are based on the design of the Russian Vostok capsule, in which Yuri

eolonl nrnrrn

Gagarin was put into orbit in 1961 . But whereas the original Vostok design has been developed for manned
missions into the Soyuz spacecraft, it has been very largely maintained for the unmanned Foton, which is

Throughout the mission. the

primarily used lor physics and materials science experimentation.The typical length of a Foton mission is

team has continued to oroduce

15 days.The recoverable capsule is launched on a Soyuz-U and returned to Earth at the end of its mission,

excellent science, and SOHO
has revolutionised the way

landing with the aid ol a parachute system.

scientists think about the Sun
The Foton-M2 payload will include experiments in fluid physics (FluidPac, SCCO), exobiology (Biopan), five

and how it might affect the

material science experiments to be processed in Russia's Polizon automatic furnace and further such

Earth's environment. More

experiments in the DLR Agat furnace, a technology experiment (Favorite) and the Autonomous experiments

than 1500 papers,

(Photo-li, Biofilter).Two furlher experiments will be embedded in the spacecraft's heat shield, one concerning

representing the work of more

re-entry technology (Keramik), the other meteoritic science (Stone).

than 1500 scientists, have
been published based on

The preliminary Foton-M3 payload definition is planned to include various experiments in biology (Biobox,

SOHO data. With SOHO stil

Kubik, Eristo/Osteo), exobiology (Biopan), fluid physics (SCCO, Gradflex), protein crystallisation, material

going strong, the success

science (Polizon), new re-entry technology (YES-2), plus other Autonomous

experiments.

@esa

story is set to continue.
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Pedro Duque safely back on Earth
Cervantes mission concludes with SoyuzTMA-2 landing

SMART-1 ion engine

fired successfully
After a flawless launch during the night

Spanish ESA astronaut Pedro Duque landed in the command module of the Soyuz TMA-2

of 27128 September on an Ariane-S,

spacecraft near the town of Arkalyk in Kazakhstan at 03:40 Central European Time (CET) on

SMART-1's revolutionary propulsion

28 October, thus concluding the successful 10-day Cervantes mission to the International

system was successfully fired at 12:25

Space Station (lSS).

UT on 30 Seotember 2003. in orbit
around the Earth.

The mission proceeded flawlessly with the completion of the experiment programme, the
changeover of ISS Expedition crews and the exchange of the Space Station's Soyuz TMA lifeboat.

Engineers at ESOC, the European
Space Agency's control centre in

The Soyuz TMA-2 spacecraft undocked from the ISS with Duque as Flight Engineer, Yuri
Malenchenko (Rosaviakosmos) as Commander and Edward Lu (NASA) as 2nd Flight Engineer.

to begin the firing test, which lasted for

During his 8-day stay on the lSS, Pedro Duque had canied out an extensive programme of

the ion engine actually worked better

scientific, technological and educational experiments as part of the Cervantes mission, the

than in pre-launch testing on the ground.

Darmstadt, Germany, sent a command
one hour. ln space and in a true vacuum,

majority of which were sponsored by the Spanish Ministry of Science and Technology.

Engrneers will now analyse the data to
see exactly how much acceleration was

"The experiment programme has been a complete success", said ESA Mission Manager, Aldo

achieved and how smoothly the

Petrivelli, "and results have been obtained for all 22 experiments.These included two physical

spacecraft travelled.

science experiments, which utilised the European-built Microgravity Science Glovebox on the
lSS, four biological experiments, four human physiology experiments and a number of

This is the first time that Eurooe has

educational experiments and technology demonstrations."

flown an electric primary propulsion in
space, and also the first European use

During the Cervantes mission Pedro Duque had numerous contacts with the media from Spain

of this particular type of ion engine,

and Germany. He talked via amateur radio with primary schoolchildren, winners of the Habla

called a'Hall-effect' thruster.

ISS comoetition.

The Solar Electric Primary Propulsion
In addition to the experiment programme, the Cervantes mission served to relieve the ISS

consists of a single ion engine fuelled by

Expedition 7 crew.Yuri Malenchenko and

xenon gas and powered by solar energy.

Edward Lu had been stationed on the ISS

The ion engine will accelerate SMART-1

since 28 April 2003. They have now been

very gradually to cause the spacecraft to

replaced by the ISS Expedition 8 crew,
Michael Foale (NASA) and Alexander Kaleri

travel in a series of spiralling orbits

(Rosaviakosmos), who arrived with Pedro

the Earth

Duque at the ISS in the Soyuz TMA-3

captured by lunar gravity, SMART-1 will

soacecraft on 20 October and are

- towards the Moon. Once

move into ever-closer orbits of the Moon.

scheduled to return next Aoril with Duich

@esa

ESA astronaut Andr6 Kuipers. The Soyuz
TMA spacecraft are being used as crew
changeover vehicles due to the grounding
of the Shuttle fleel lollowing the Columbia
accident in February.
This was Duque's second spaceflight, as he
was a Mission Specialist on the Space
Shuttle Discovery, STS-95 mission (29
Oclober to 7 November

1998).

@esa

Pedro Duque conducting the Cardiocog

experiment during the Cervantes Mission
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Close-uo view of SMART1's olasma thruster

Envisat radar altimetry tracks river
levels worldwide
ESA has unvailed a new product range called River and Lake Level from

New China-Europe Global Navigation
Satellite System Technical Training and
Cooperation Centre (CENC)

Altimetry that provides previously inaccessible inlormation on the water

The European Commission, the European Space Agency and the

levels of major lakes and rivers across the Earth's surface, derived from

Chinese Ministry of Science and Technology have decided to

Envisat and ERS radar-altimeter measuremenls.

establish a training, cooperation and information centre for satellite

For over a decade ESA has used satellites to bounce radar pulses off

will be staffed initially by one or two experts supported by two

the Earth and precisely measure the height of ocean and land surfaces.
But inland lakes and rivers have been effective blind soots lor radar

administrative and iechnical assistants.

navigation in China at the renowned Beijing Unrversity. The centre

altimetry

- at least until now.

Europe and China share a common interest in cooperating to bring

Hydrologists can use this new data to monitor river heights around

the benefits of satellite navigation, and Galileo in particular, to
transport, science, land management, disaster prevention and other

the planet, assess ihe impact of global warming and help with water

user sectors.

@esa

resource management. Inland water bodies are important as key sources
of both water and food for the people living round them. They are also
often regions of maximum biodiversity and represent early indicators of
regional climate change.

The Radar Altimeter 2 (BA-2) flown aboard ESA's Envisat environmental
satellite is the imoroved follow-on to earlier radar altimeters on the

Hubble assists
Rosetta comet
mission

ERS-1 and ERS-2 spacecraft. From its 800 km-high polar orbit it sends
1800 separate radar pulses down to Earth every second and then records
how long their echoes take to return, timing their journey with nanosecond accuracy to calculate the exact distance to the planet below.

Data from the NASI/ESA Hubble
Space Telescope have played a

major role in preparing ESA's
ambitious Rosetta mission

A team from the UK's De Montfort University team developed the river

for its new target, comet

and lake monitoring software by painstakingly combing through many

67PlChuryumov-Gerasi menko.

gigabytes of raw data acquired over rivers and lakes, taking note of the
type of echo shapes that occuned. They sorted different echo shapes into
distinct categories, then created an automated process to recognise these
shapes within 'wet' signals and eventually extracl usable data from them.

Hubble has been used to make
precise measurements of the size,

measures are in place to adapt

shaoe and rotational oeriod of the

scenario," says Dr Philippe Lamy

the lander package to the new

comet. This information is essential

of the Laboratoire d'Astronomie

The plan is that global altimeter data for the last 12 years will be

if Rosetta is to rendezvous with

Spatiale in France.

reprocessed to provide hydrologists with historical information, invaluable

the comet and then release a

for assessing longterm trends. ESA also intends to install operational
software in its ground segment so eventually the product can be

probe. Observations made by

Mission scientists began looking

Hubble in March this year revealed

for an alternative target when the

delivered to users in near-real time. wrthin three hours or less oi its

that comet 67PlChuryumovGerasimenko (67P/C-G) is

postponed. The delay meant that

approximately five by three

the original iarget comet,

kilometres in size and shaped like

46PMirtanen, was no longer

a rugby ball. ESA mission

easily reachable. But scientists did

acquisition f rom space.

@esa
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Rosetta mission's launch date was

pheric chemistry that

scientists were concerned about

not have enough information on

assimilates data from

the exact size of the solid nucleus,

Envisal, BASCOE

knowledge that is needed to adapt

the back-up comet, 67PIC-G, and
sought data from the largest

(Belgian Assimilation

the mission to the comet's gravity.

letescopes.

System of Chemical
Observations from
Envisat) forccasts

"Although 67P/C-G is roughly

Rosetta's launch is currently

global concentrations

three times larger than the original

planned for February 2004, with a

of ozone for ten days

Rosetta target, its highly elongated

rendezvous with the comet about

ahead,

shape should make landing on its

10 years

later.

Gesa

nucleus feasible, now that
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The winners of comoetilive contracts for two of the
ESA Aurora Programme's key robotic missions

-

ExoMars and the Earth re-entry vehicle
demonstrator

-

have been selected. This marks a

be developed and tested. Conceived as a small

First Space
Medicine
Workshop at EAC

technology-driven mission, the Earth re-entry
vehicle demonstrator will be used to validate the

The first Soace Medicine

design of the small Mars sample-return capsule

Educational Workshop took place

major milestone in this long{erm programme for

that will bring back the precious samples of

Solar System exploration. Alenia Spazio (ltaly),

Martian soil.

at the Eurooean Astronaut Centre
(EAC) in Cologne, Germany, in

Alcatel Space (France) and EADS Astrium (France)

October. lt allowed 44 European

are to head the three industrial teams selected to

The Earth re-entry vehicle demonstrator is

carry out a full mission design for ExoMars, the

expected to be launched in 2007. The baseline

professionals to get to know each

Aurora exobiology mission to Mars.

mission foresees the insertion into a highly elliptical

other and learn more about

Earth orbit of a small spacecraft carrying a re-entry

human spaceflight and medicine.

Similarly, two industrial teams, headed by EADS

capsule. In order to reproduce the {inal phase of a

students, researchers and young

Launch Vehicles of France and Suney Satellite

typical Mars return mission, the capsule will then

The Workshop was split into

Technology Limited (SSTL) of the United Kingdom,

carry out a ballistic re-entry into the Earth's

presentations of project proposals

respectively, have been selected for the pre-

atmosphere at speeds o{ up to 45,000 km/h.

by the attendees and lectures by

development phase of the EVD mission.

ExoMars

experls. The week began with
Two industrial leams have been selected for the

an opening ceremony during

parallel Earth re-entry vehicle demonstrator

which participants witnessed the

mission studies. The concept presented by the
LV

docking and hatch opening of the
Soyuz TMA - Cervantes Mission

(France) with the participation of OHB System
(Germany) and Plansee (Austria) is solidly based

via live links to Mission Control in
Moscow and Houston.

The ExoMars mission, to be launched in 2009, is
the first of the major Flagship missions in the
Aurora Programme. lt includes an orbiter and a

industrial team, under the leadership of EADS

descent module that will land a large (200 kg),

on the experience of past projects.

high-mobility rover on the sur{ace of Mars. After
delivery of the lander/rover, the ExoMars orbiter will

In order to participate in the

The industrial team led by SSTL (UK) has devised

Workshop each student had to

also operate as a data-relay satellite between the

an innovative concept well adapted for a small

present an idea or concept in the

Earth and the vehicle on the Martian sudace.

technology mission. The participation of highly

field of space medicine, endorsed

specialised companies, Fluid Gravity Engineering

by a Professor, which had

The primary objective o{ the ExoMars rover will be

(UK), KayserThrede GmbH (D) and Vorticity Ltd.

applicability both in space and on

to search for signs of past or present life on the

(UK) ensures excellent coverage of the mission's

the ground. Student presentations

Red Planet. Additional measurements will be made

most critical technologies.

ranged from an exoskeleton suit
that just needs to be worn in order

human missions, to determine the distribution of

The next Aurora contract for Phase-A studies will

to have an exercise effect, to using

water on Mars and to measure the chemical

concern the Mars Sample Return mission. @esa

to identify potential sudace hazards for future

comoosition of the surface rocks.

remote-sensing data and specially
designed low-cost sensors to
oredict malaria risk based on

The contracts cover the design of the entire

rainfall temperature and the wing-

ExoMars mission, from launch, through the long

beat frequency of the mosquito.

interplanetary voyage, to the landing of the rover
on the planet's surface.

Earth re-entry vehicle demonstrator

The list of experts and guests
included Jeff Davis (Director of
Soace & Life Sciences. NASA
JSC), Martina Heer (Aerospace

The second Aurora Flagship mission is a Mars

Medicine Institute, DLR),

Sample Return mission planned for 2011. lts main

Marco Cardinale (University of

goal will be the retrieval of rock samples from the
Martian surface and subsurface for subseouent

Aberdeen), Beth Shephered
(Responsible for exercise and

analysis in laboratories on Earth.

counlermeasures, NASA), Dietrich

In order to ensure the success of this challenging

Manzey (University of Berlin),
Ernst Messerschmid (Head of

mission, a number of new technologies will have to

EAC and former astronaut).
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Vincenzo Costigliola (President
of the European Medical
Association), Michel Tognini
(Head of the ESA Astronaut
Division), Ulf Merbold (ESA
astronaut), Loredana Bessone
(ESA/EAC), Oliver Angerer
(ESA/ESTEC), Rupert Gerzer
(Director of the Aerospace
Medicine Institute, DLR), David
Raitt and Niels Eldering (ESA
Technology Transfer Off ice).

Each morning, a representative of
the Crew Medical Support Office
gave the students an update on

Participants in the Space

the status of the Cervantes

communities, at:

mission and the role of the

www.spacesurge0ns.c0m

Medicine Workshop at EAC
.

European medical doctor
supporting the Mission. In the

The Space Medicine Workshop

evening, groups were given

was part of a new ESA initiative,

accompanied tours of the actual

"The Health Care Network",

medical console lacilities used for

aimed at increasing its role in

mission support.

educational activities, by
supporting other educational

As an immediate outcome and on

offices in ESA and external

their own initiative, the participants

partners such as the DLR School

have started a web-based forum to

Lab in

Cologne.

@esa

provide a focal point for both the

Mei Ling Doery's project won

educational and professional

the second prize

Parabolic flight veterans

6
I

On normal aeroplanes that get you from city A to
city B, you earn frequent flyer miles. On the A300
Zero-G Arrbus the number of parabolas you fly is
counted, and the real parabolic flight veterans
earn medals! Sixteen of those - three gold, eight
silver and five bronze

- were handed

out during

the 35th ESA parabolic flight campaign on
13 October. Parabola champion is Marcel Thierot

with 4242. Olher gold medals went to Philippe
Fourcade (3608 parabolas) and Christophe Mora
(3022 parabolas). Silver medal winners were
Gilles Le Barzic (2351), Piene Vaida (2323),
Charles Dupart (2320), Thierry Gharib (2136),
Pierre Bencheik (1424), Roland Dairiam (1350),
Vladimir Pletser (1284) and Anneke van der
Geest (1107). Suzel Bussieres (882), Fr6d6ric Gai
(863), Jean-Pierre Fouquet (822), Jean-Charles
De Longueville (498) and Maurice Hinsenkamp
(467) were awarded bronze
Gesa

medals.
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ZARM DropTower becomes an ESA
External Facility
ESA has declared the ZARM Drop Tower, a 146-metre high
landmark on the campus of Bremen University, Germany, an'ESA
External Facility'. The 'Zentrum fur Angewandte Raumfahrt
Microgravitation'Tower oflers 4.47 seconds of weightlessness up to
three times per day.
The Tower, which is unique in Europe and regularly used by ESA,
offers the capability of conducting extensive research in
microgravily, and it is an essential test bench for projects about to
become operational. For both applications, ZARM has provided
years ol invaluable access to reduced gravity
conditions for thousands of experiments, in many of
which ESA has been involved.
The introduction of a catapult, planned for this year,
will double the time available in reduced gravity
conditions, opening broader research possibilities in
good time for the International Space Station
exploitation phase, and for microgravity applications in
particular.
The contract was signed on 2 October by the Mayor
of Bremen and President of the City Senate Dr
Henning Scherf, Prof. Dr Hans J. Rath, ZARM
Director General, Dr Hans Kappler, ESA Director of
Industrial Matters and Technology Programmes, and
Mr Gaele Winters, ESA Director of Technical and
Operational Support. lt was'sealed'with a ceremonial
drop in the

Tower.

@esa

Hoisting the ESA tlag:
Bremen's Mayor Henning

Schel

ESA Payload
Safety Review
Panel certified

"Cgrvantes"
payload
The ESA Payload Safety
Review Panel, established in
cooperation with NASA in
2002, met in September at
ESTEC for a Training
Workshop. Octobe/s
"Cervanles" mission was the
first to cany ESA-certified
payloads to the
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lVore than 400 participants trom

22 European countries
them teachers

-

-

most of

made the Physics

on Stage 3 festival a roaring

success After a year of activities
in each of the participating
countries, delegates selected for
their outstanding and innovative
teaching projects came lo ESTEC
in the Netherlands, lrom 8 to 15

November, to exchange ideas and
methods and find ways of making
science teaching attractive again.
Physics on Stage is organised by
members of the ElROforum and
was co-funded by the European

His Boyal Highness Prince Johan Friso of the Netherlands and Mrs van
der Hoeven, Dutch mintster ol Educatton, Cultwe and Science, guided

here by Wubbo Ockels, chairnan of Physics on Stage 3, attended the
Opening Ceremony

Commission as part of the
European Science and Technology
Week 2003

A team from Belgium prcsents "Playful Physics"

@esa

Liftoff for the third editton of the Physics on Stage sctence teaching

,, ;.1

festival! His Royal Highness Prince Johan Friso of the Netherlands

\,

launches a water rocket as the opening

r

act

\

As a special treat, an ltaltan chef prepared a meal "cooked with
physics"

-

tce-cream made with liquid nitrogen, for example (left)

Two parttcipants

fron Poland and Belgtum exchange teaching

tdeas at the fair

The most innovative and inspiring projects rcceived the "ElBOforun Teaching Awards". Budolt
Ziegelbecker from Austria and his two students won the second pilze for their "cat gynnasts"

www eso Inl

The Austrian performance "Eye Like Physics"
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European lmage Information Mining
Coordination Group Gets to Work
The European lmage Information Mining Coordination Group (llMCG)
was officially created on 26 May 2003 by its funding members: ASl,
CNES, CNR, DLR, EC-ISI ESA, ETHZ, and EUSC.
At its first meeting, the IIMCG defined the llM focus and areas of
interest, as well as its own Terms ol Reference.
IIM Focus and Areas ol lnterest
llM focus is on research and technological activities for automated
and user-centred extraction of information irom Earth Observation
images and image archives in support of content understanding.
The main areas of concern are:
Information modelling and processing for very large and
heterogeneous image sets
Mediating systems (e.9. learning, adapting themselves to user
conjecture, suggesting solutions, etc.)
Knowledge discovery concepts (including auxiliary data)
Communicable information and knowledge
Opportunities (e.9. usage scenarios, test cases, business
models, technology transfer, etc.)
Evaluation methods
Related standards also for interfaces.

-

The llM research and technological axes are:

- Automated and semi-automated orocessino
- Advanced archiving/computing
- Scalable systems
- Advanced user interfaces
- Content-aware networks
- Data{usion/assimilation
- Soflcomputing
- GRID techniques.
IIMCG Terms of Reference

For lmage Information Mining (llM) applied to
Earth Observation images, the IIMCG shall:

-

Promote European research and development ol llM techniques
Intedace with European and National programmes in the field,
like the O, (Open and Operational) ESA initiative, the EC FP6
activities, etc.
Foster, within the members, the possibility to:

. Share scientific and technical experience, data, information
and applications
ldentify relevant scientific and technical issues
. Suggest technical directions
. Suggest solutions for funding and coordination of activities
Provide a forum where interested bodies may:

.

-

. Constantly be kept updated on ongoing activities

-

-

Modus operandi
For llM the IIMCG shall:
Prepare periodical plans and reports for internal and European
distribution
Define methods tor ensuring maximum participation from
European partners (e.9.: define rules for enlarging participation
to the WG, foster the creation of Interest Groups or national
contacts, gather input from research, institutions, industry, etc.)
Meet at least twice per year
Organise the Knowledge Based llM Workshop once per year
Establish as necessary internal Task Forces for specific areas
Provide feedback to the IIMCG members from participation to
other events

-

- ldentify information for IIMCG internal use only or for free circulation
- Address and suggest approaches related to potential IPR issues
- Keep an updated list of related events
- Organise and update related Internet pages.

IIMCG

Charter

-

Mandate
For llM applied to EO, the IIMCG shall:
Establish and maintain liaison with other interested bodies and
with new sensors'research and design (in particular for the
identification of short / medium / long term needs)
ldentify research and lechnological issues
Define possible strategies and solutions
Suggest activities and coordination methods
Suggest standards and interfaces for possible technologies.

in the field
and on relevant scientific and technical issues
. Exchange information (including gathering of suggestions and
reouirements)
. Be informed about available demonstrators, prototypes,
oroducts. etc.
ldentify and suggesVpromote appropriate standards
Facilitate and promote the use of resulting products.

The necessary resources for participation in
IIMCG aclivities will be provided by the
respective parent organisations.

Coming Event
The IIMCG is currently organising the ESAEUSC 2004 Conference on'Theory and

Applications of Knowledge driven lmage
Information Mining, with focus on Earth
Observation' The event is the second in the series jointly organised
by ESA and EUSC (the first was held in December 2002 al
ESRIN), and is merged with the 2nd lmage Information Mining
Workshop (the first one took place in September 2002in Zurich).
The 2004 Conference will take place on 17l18 March, at the
Torrejon de Ardoz Air Base in Madrid.
Visit http://earth.esa.int/rtd/Events/ESA-EUSC_2004 for further
information and registration details.

Further lnlormation
Further information about IIMCG projects, articles, documents,
evenls, etc. can also be obtained via the Internet, by visiting
http://earth.esa.inVrtd/llMCG , or from the following Contact Points:
Giovanni Rum . giovanni.rum @ asi.it
AIain Giros . alain.giros@cnes.fr
Francesco Lovergine . lovergine@ba.issia.cnr.it
Mihai Datcu . Mihai.Datcu @dlr.de
Daniele Rizzi . Daniele.Rizzi@cec.eu.int
Sergio D Elia . Sergio.DElia@esa.int
Klaus Seidel . Klaus.Seidel@vision.ee.ethz.ch
Lucio Colaiacomo . l.colaiacomo@eusc.org

Sergio D'Elia, ESNESRIN
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ESA-EUSC 2OO4 Conference
Theory and Applications of Knowledge-driven lmage Information
Mining, with focus on Earth Observation
17

- 18 March 2004

Torrejon de Ardoz Air Base, Madrid, Spain
0rganised by:

Sponsored by:

The lmage lnformation Mining Coordination Group (llMCG)

IEEE Geoscience and Remote Sensing Society

0bjectives:
To review the state of the art and identify R&D

requirements in the following fields of Earth Observation
and other domains:
Theoreticalloundation of information retrieval from very
large image data sets
lmage syntax and image semantics
Knowledge-driven image information mining
Knowledge sharing and management
Multi-domain, multi-dimensional semantic information
indexino and retrieval
Multidimensional database systems
Exploratory image information extraction
Modelling user conjecture and

-

-

-

-

The main target audience includes the European space
agencies and organisations, aerospace industry and
research centres, and research and academic institutions
involved in one or more of the above areas.

Registration:
The deadline for registration (no fee) for the Conference is
16 February 2004.

Further information can be found by visiting:
http ://earth. esa. nt/rtd/Eve nts/E SAi

EU

SC

-2004

.

human/machine interaction.
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wrLSoN A (ED)
NO CHARGE

coNNECT N0.03/03 (oCTOBER 2003)
N EW S

LETT ER OF ES/4'S

D IR

ECTORAT E

O

F

APPLICATIONS
N/ENNtNG N, & BATTRTCK

B (EDS.)

NO CHARGE

ESA Brochures
VILSPA -THE ESA GROUND STATION IN SPAIN
(SEPTEMBEB 2003)
BATTRTCK B (ED)
ESA BB-207 // 8 PAGES
NO CHARGE
GREEN PAPER ON EUROPEAN SPACE POLICY
- REPORT ONTHE CONSULTATION PROCESS

(ocToBER 2003)
EC/ESA JOINT TASK FORCE SECRETARIAT

(ED B BATTRICK)
ESA BR-208 // 28 PAGES + CD-ROM
PRICE: 10 EURO
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2003)

-
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ESA BB.2O9

//

PBICE: 10 EURO
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INTEGRAL: THE INTERNATIONAL GAMMA-RAY

ASTROPHYSICS LABORATORY
1 YEAR rN ORB|T (NoVEMBER 2003)

-

PARMAB

A

ET AL. (ED. B. BATTBTCK)

ESA BR-210 // 21 PAGES
PRICE: 10 EURO
CRYOSAT

-
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ESA FLYER // 4 PAGES
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NO CHARGE

ESA Special
Publications
X-RAY EVOLVING-UNIVERSE SPECTROSCOPY

-THE XEUS INSTRUMENTS (NOVEMBER
wrLSoN A.
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(ED.)

ESA SP-1273

//

134 PAGES

PRICE:30 EUR0
PROCEEDINGS OFTHE lOTH EUROPEAN
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SYMPOSIUM, 24-26 SEPTEMBER 2003, SAN
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HARRTS R A (ED)
ESA SP-524 // 438 PAGES & CD-ROM
PRICE:60 EURO
PROCEEDINGS OFTHE 16TH ESA SYMPOSIUM
ON EUROPEAN ROCKET AND BALLOON
PROGRAMMES AND RELATED RESEARCH,
2-5 JUNE 2003. ST. GALLEN. SWITZERLAND
(AUGUST 2oo3)

WABMBEIN B (ED)
ESA SP-530 // 619 PAGES
PRICE:60 EUR0

PROCEEDINGS OF DASIA 2003.2-6 JUNE 2003.
PRAGUE, CZECH REPUBLTC (SEPTEMBER 2003)
HABRTS R.A. (ED

)

ESA SP-532 // CD-ROM

PBICE:25 EURO
PROCEEDINGS OF ISCS 2OO3 - SOLAR
VARIABILITY AS AN INPUTTOTHE EARTH'S
ENVTRONMENI 23-28 JUNE ZOOS,tltRnNSrA
LOMNICA, SLOVAK REPUBLIC (SEPTEMBER
2003)
WILSON

A

(ED.)

ESA SP-535

//

856 PAGES

PRICE:60 EURO
PROCEEDINGS OF THE CONFERENCE

- DARWIN/TPF AND
THE SEARCH FOR EXTRASOLARTERRESTRIAL
PLANETS, 22-25 APRIL 2003, HEIDELBERG,
GEBMANY (oCToBER 2003)
TOWARDS OTHER EARTHS

FRIDLUND

NT.,

HENNING T. & LACOSTE
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)
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ESA SP-539
696 PAGES + CD-BOM
PRICE: 70 EURO
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE gTH INTERNATIONAL
SYMPOSIUM ON MATERIALS INTHE SPACE

ENVIRONMENI 16-20 JUNE 2003, NOORDWIJK,
THE NETHERLANDS (SEPTEMBER 2003)
FLETCHER K. (ED)
ESA SP-540

// 743 PAGES + CD-ROM

PBICE:70 EURO

ESA History Reports
ESRO/ESA AND DENMARK

-

PARTICIPATION BY

RESEARCH AND TNDUSTRY (SEPTEMBER 2003)
GUDNiIANDSEN P (ED. R.A. HARRIS)
ESA HSR-33 // 39 PAGES
PRICE:10 EURO

ESA Procedures,
Standards &
Specif ications
-

SPACE PROJECT MANAGEMENT
PRINCTPLES (AUGUST 2003)

POLICY AND

ECSS SECRETARIAT
ESA ECSS-M-OOB // 40 PAGES

PRICE:10 EURO

-

SPACE PRODUCT ASSURANCE
MEASUREMENTS OF THERMO.OPTICAL
PROPERTIES OF THERMAL CONTROL
MATERIALS (AUGUST 2OO3)
ECSS SECRETARIAT
ESA ECSS.Q.7O-O9A // 34 PAGES
PRICE: 10 EURO
SPACE PRODUCT ASSURANCE

-

STANDARD

METHODS FOR MECHANICALTESTING OF
METALLTC MATERTALS (AUGUST 2003)
ECSS SECRETARIAT
ESA ECSS-Q.70.454 // 40 PAGES

PBICE:10 EUBO

Contractor Report
GRAVITY CONTROL AND POSSIBLE
INFLUENCE ON SPACE PROPULSION
(DECEMBER 2002)
INSTITUTO SUPEBIOR TECNICO. LISBON.
POBTUGAL
ESA CR(P)-4365

PRICE:30 EUBO
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JOB oPPo.RTUNITIES

'N

SPACE

Serco is the lorgest technicql services controctor to ESA. We hove been supporting the Agency's progrommes for over 30
yeors ond regulorly hove iob opportunities bosed ot ESTEC (Netherlonds!, ESRIN (ltoly), ESOC (Germony), ESA/HQ (Fronce),
VILSPA (Spoin) ond Kourou Spoceport (French Guiono).
Typicol octivities within the spoce field encomposs:

.
.

o PC Support
Engineering
o System Administrotion
Component Testing ond
. Sofhvore Development
Foilure Anolysis
. Dqtobose Development ond
o Antenno Engineering
. Eorth Observotion
Monogement
. Ground Segment Engineering . TT & C Engineering
. Rodio Novigotion

AIV

.

Web Development

. Proiect Monogement
. Product/Quolity Assuronce
. Technicql Authoring
o Telecommunicotions

lf you would like to be considered for future iob opportunities with Serco pleose send your full curriculum vitoe to:

Molcolm Thomos, Serco FM BV
Ambochtsweg 2OA
2222 AL Kotwiik
The Netherlonds
Tel.: +31 71 4O9 0644 - Fox: +31 71 4O7 4Ol4
E-moil: mthomos@serco-fm.nl

Serco is on Equol Opporfunities Employer

serco

TOWARDS MARS! -boot<
A up-to-date infbrmation package about the study and the
facts of planet Mars. created by 3-5 top Mars researchers fiom
the USA, Japan and Europe. World-leading experts on Mars most of authors are menrbers of the Internationnl Mars Explorution Working Group - present in this unique work the strategy up to year 201 l. The book contains illustrations fiom the
USA, Russia, Kazakhstan, Japan, Europe and China.
European M a rs Express mission with Beagle 11 landing cratt
are well documented in the book.
Astronontv Non' (England, U.K.):

"... Profusely illustrated, Toyvards Mars! really shines by the
excellent quality of its photographic contentst reproductions
of the Martian surfhce ale pafiicularly spectacular.If you want
to know what secrets Mars has yielded over the years and how
it will surrender more in the future, this book is for you."
The Jountal of the British Astronomicol Assoc:iilion, June
2003:
"... Tou:urcls Mttrs! is intended fbr a general readership, but
BAA members and amateur astronomers generally will find
plenty of depth too, especially those interested in intrumentation or exploration. The book is visually very striking. It has
distinct flavour of its own ..."
Make your order by E-mail today or ask your bookseller.

RAUD PUBLISHING
Albertinkatu lJ, FIN-00120 Helsinki, Finland
Phone & fax +358 - 9 - 2609 685
E-mail : raud @ rar"rdpublishing.com
www. raudpubl i shi n-e.com

tTlodis.
Modis have been providing manpower to ESA
for over 25 yeurs. We ure currently providing
the following manpower within Estec:
. Metallurgy Engineers

.

Components Testing

.

Administrution

. Digital Engineers
. Purchase Officers

.Informatics Support
. Materials Testing Engineers
. RF Engineers/Technicians

Modis is the European market leader in the provision of
human resource and project services to organisations
and industry. Modis has rightly earned a reputation for
quality, efficiency and innovation in the supply of staff
across the complete commercial and irrdustrial spectrum.
Modis'philosophy is to forge three-way partnerships
between our customers and our staff that will sustain
over the long term. We regard our staff as Associates
people with whom we work to provide continuity of
employment and career development. Our custorners are
partners for the long term so that Modis continuously
seeks to provide a truly pro-active service focused on our
customers' business goals and needs.

IJ'yott wotild like to Jind out more about Modis'
services and our opportunities then please contact:

. Antenna Engineers

. Metallurgy Technician
. Ground Systems Engineer
. Communication Systems
. Humun Exploration Science Coordinstor

yPlt

rG, #EF
MPS

Douglas Murdoch, Space Division
douglas. murdoch @modisi ntl. com

Leenderweg 2a-6,PO Box 155,5600AD Eindhoven,

The Netherlands
+31 (0)40 199 9010

www.modisintl.com
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